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ABSTRACT

The present work is a study of kingship
in its different aspects in Northern India
from A.D. 600 to 1200.
After a brief introduction the thesis
considers the complications of the Sanskrit
word ra.jya which has been generally accepted
as meaning State; it is here suggested that
the word stands for monarchical government.
An examination of the concept of Indian
kingship and its comparison with the doctrines
of Dante follow.
Several doctrines of the origin of
kingship existed in Early India, but only the
doctrines of divine and magical origin appear
to have survived in our period.

An analysis

of the available materials shows that the
divinity of the king was both claimed and
recognised.
It is shown in the fourth chapter that
the typical ruler of our period possessed

political, economic, social, religious,
judicial and military powers and acted
independently of his councillors.

These

characteristics of Indian kings are comparable
with those of the absolute monarch of
Aristotle.

Therefore it is contended that

absolute monarchy prevailed in our period.
In the fifth chapter the royal duties
both in theory and practice are dealt with,
and we show that the performance of these
duties depended upon the character of the king.
The chapter concludes by demonstrating that
there was no effective check on the negligent
king.
Chapter six is devoted to the study of
the problem of the ultimate ownership of land,
and on the evidence of literary, epigraphic and
foreign accounts it is suggested that the king
was looked on as the owner of the soil.
Our final chapter deals with the foreign
relations of the king.

It is shown that

friendly and peaceful relations with other
kings were often advocated in theory, but in

fact the policy of ’blood ana iron' dominated
international affairs.
In the conclusion we compare Indian
kingship with that of Islam, and consider its
possible contribution to the weak resistance
of the Hindus to the Muslim invaders.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

Most historians of Hindu India
have concentrated their studies in the
field of ancient history and political
thought, and very little has been said
about the political thought of the early
mediaeval period, a period which marks
the end of Hindu sovereignty in Northern
India.
The political history of the time
is largely a story of warfare between
rival dynasties, and it can be recons
tructed in some detail from the evidence
of literary, epigraphic and other sources.
After the death of Har§a of Kanauj there
was great confusion.

The loosely woven

Kanauj empire crumbled.

Arujgiasva, who is

said to have been a usurper"^, seized

1. Basham, The Wonder That Was India, pp. 70 f£.
on which this brief outline of the political
history of the period is largely based.

Kanyakubja and came into conflict
with a Chinese mission headed by Wanghiuen-Tse.

The Chinese envoy received

assistance from Tibet, Nepal and Assam
and attacked Arupasva, who was defeated
and taken to China in the service of the
Chinese emperor T'ai-Tsung.
In the late 7th century A, D.
Adityasena of the later Gupta dynasty
was the most powerful sovereign in
Madhyadesa, and he signalised his power
by performing a horse-sacrifice.

He

strengthened his position by making
matrimonial alliances with the most
illustrious families of his age.
Early in the 8th century Yasovarman
of unknown ancestry established an empire
in Kanyakubja.

Yasovarman claimed his

descent from the lunar race, and his
exploits are described in the Prakrit

work entitled GauqLavaho, by Vakapatiraja.
He marched against the Gaucja king and
captured eastern and central Bengal.
Afterwards he turned to the south, reached
the Narmada and stayed there for a short
while.

Then he returned to his capital

through the desert of Rajasthan and the
plain of Thanesar.^

He maintained

diplomatic relations with China and
extended his patronage to men of letters.
In the end he aroused the hostility of the
Kashmir king Lalitaditya, who met him in
the battlefield and captured his territory.
Kashmir, which had been an insignificant
part of the Mauryan and Ku§ap.a empires,
appears for a while to have played a
significant part in the history of our period.
We have already referred to the victory of
Lalitaditya in the Gangetic basin.

His

1. Majumdar, Advanced History of India, pp.161 ff

grandson Jayapipa Vinayaditya emulated
his exploits by defeating the Gau<Ja king.
With the end of JayaplcjLa came the close
of the Karko’fa dynasty, which was
supplanted by the house of Utpala.
Avantivarman was the founder of this
new line of kings in Kashmir, and is
famous for his irrigation works in the
country.

He was succeeded by Saqikarvarman,

who extended the boundary of Kashmir in
several regions.

He appears to have come

into conflict with Bhoja I of Kanauj and
Lalliya J§ahi of Und on the Indus, and to
have wrested a portion of the Punjab from
the Gurjaras.

Like many other Kashmir

kings he was an autocrat and ’exacted heavy
taxation from the people.
After the death of Sapkaravarman the
throne was occupied by a brahmapa king
Yasaskara.

The line of Yasaskara was

followed by that of Parvagupta, the virtual
ruler being his queen Didda, daughter of

a Lohara chief and descended through
her mother from the Sahis of Und.

At

first Didda ruled in the name of her
sons, whom she had assassinated before
they came of age, and theTiseized the
crown for herself.

Afterwards she

transmitted the sovereignty to her nephew
Sapgramaraja, the founder of the Lohara
dynasty.

In the meantime the Muslim

invasions had started.

The Sahi kingdom

of Und fell after a struggle, in spite of
the assistance it received from the
rulers of Kashmir.

Kashmir escaped this

invasion of Mahmud of Ghazni but it was
torn by internal conflicts and gradually
sank to the position of a minor power.
It finally succumbed to the Muslims in 1339•
The Palas of Bengal got the ascendancy
of Kanyakubja in the early part of the 9th
century A.D.

The reign of Dharmapala marks

the apogee of the Pala power.

But

Kanyakubja was lost around the time of
his death.

His successor Devapala was

another important king of the dynasty,
who maintained diplomatic relations
with the Sailendra king of Sumatra.
The Palas were great patrons of Buddhism
and it was from the Pala empire that
Buddhism was introduced into Tibet, where,
combined with many native beliefs, it
survives to the present day.
In the 9th and 10th centuries the
Gurjara-Pratiharas became the masters of
Kanyakubja and successfully resisted the
Arabs, who had occupied Sind in the early
8th century.

The two powerful kings

Mihira Bhoja and Mahendrapala succeeded
in establishing the Pratihara empire in
Northern India as far as the borders of
Bengal.

But the empire was weakened by the

repeated invasions of the Ra^-fcraku-fcas 0f

the Deccan.

The persistent raids

from the south appear to have turned
the attention of the Pratihara kings
from the North-West, where new forces
were gathering which were ultimately to
overthrow the Hindu kingdoms.

Early in

the 10th century the Ra^rakutJa king
Indra III occupied Kanyakubja.

The

Pratiharas managed to regain their
capital but they never regained their
strength.

Consequently, the feudatories

grew stronger and the Pratihara empire
was dismembered.
In the meantime there was established
a powerful kingdom at Ghazni, whose rulers
began to look covetously to India.

In

the latter part of the tenth century
Sabuktagin attacked Jayapala and occupied
Peshawar in his second raid.

He was

succeeded by his son Mahmud, who soon
embarked on the policy of raiding India.

Jayapala was defeated and captured,
after which he committed suicide.
Anandapala, the son of Jayapala, made
a coalition of the Hindu Rajas, who
offered united resistance to the Muslim
army.

But the Hindu army could not

stand against the enemy and was
defeated, leaving the whole of India
open to the invader.

Afterwards Mahmud

made seventeen raids on India which
reached as far as Somnath in Kathiawad,
the kingdom of Chandellas in Bundelkhand,
and the great cities of Kanyakubja and
Mathura.

Palaces and temples were looted

and enormous caravans of booty and slaves
were taken back to Ghazni.

The expeditions

of Mahmud were rather for plunder than for
conquest.

After the sack of Kanyakubja

the Pratihara dynasty finally disappeared,
its last king Rajyapala being defeated and
dethroned by his neighbour Vidyadhara, the

Candella.

Vidyadhara himself was too

weak to resist Mahmud and was forced
to pay him tribute.
For about a century and a half
Northern India retained its independence.
There arose the powerful ruling family
of the Gaha<Javalas in Bonareus and
Kanyakubja, who managed to build a fairly
prosperous kingdom.

The Cahamanas rose

in prominence and power in Rajasthan and
the Candellas of Bundel-e-khand grew in
influence with the fall of the Pratiharas.
The Calukyas ruled in Gwalior and in Malwa
the Paramara dynasty flourished under king
Bhoja.

Madhya Pradesh was in the hands

of the Kalac&uris, and the Palas of Bengal
were replaced by the Senas, who were
orthodox Hindus.
Thus the Hindu rulers of Northern India
were hopelessly divided.

As well as main
A

dynasties, there were many lesser lines,

theoretically tributory to the greater
but virtually independent in their own
territories.

They were always ready to

revolt against their over^lords, they
had no serious sense of co-operation,
and their large armies were slow and
unwieldy.

By the close of the twelfth

century the three most important chiefs
of Northern India Ppthviraja

Cahamana,

Jayacandra GahacJLavala, and Parmardideva
Candella, were in a state of tripartite war.
In 1173 Ghiyas-ud-din of Ghor captured
Ghazni.

Later his younger brother Muhammad

marched to conquer the Ghaznavid possessions
in the Punjab and Sind and then turned his
attention to the Hindu states.

He was

opposed and defeated by Ppthviraja at the
battle of Tarain in 1191.

But in the

following year Muhammad of Ghor again
attacked India.

This time Ppthviraja was

defeated and killed.

Muhammad returned home but left
the work of conquest to his generals.
His chief general Qutb-ud-din Aibak
occupied Delhi.

Another general, Muhammad

ibn Bakhtiyar, pressed down the Ganges
and overran Bihar and Bengal.

The Candella

kingdom of Bundelkhand fell in 1205.

In

1206 Muhammad was succeeded by his general
Qutb-ud-din who became the first sultan
of Delhi.
Hindu kingdoms of Rajasthan paid
tribute to the sultans and continued to
exist, while outlying countries like
Nepal, Assam, Orissa, etc. retained their
independence for centuries, only occasion
ally rendering tribute to the greater kings
of the plain.
The period which we cover was thus
not a happy one.

The empire of Har^a was

too loosely constituted to survive, and we
have a tale of almost constant warfare until

the conquest of Northern India by the
Turks.

From time to time powerful kings

such as the great Pratiharas seemed to
have control of Northern India in their
grasp, but no new empire succeeded in
bringing peace to India, and there seems
to have been a definite decline in the
standards of civilization, marked by the
growth of such unpleasant religious and
social practices as sati, child marriage,
animal and sometimes human sacrifices,
and tantric

cn>c.

While India still

produced great teachers and poets, these
were increasingly to be found in the
Deccan and the Peninsula, and/though some
historians are inclined to minimize it,
we find it difficult to refuse to admit
this general cultural decline over our
period.

As we shall show this decline was

also to be seen in the kingship of the time,
both in its theory and its practice, and

this we believe was one important reason
among many why India fell so easily to
the Muslims.

Several texts on political theory
have survived from this time,setting out
the rules of statecraft to be followed by
kings.

We shall consider the chief of

these in what appears to us to be their
order of importance for our subject.
The Sukranitisara is the most
important source of the period.

The book

is divided into five chapters, of which
the most important is the fourth, which
has seven sections dealing with the
characteristics of the friends, treasury,
princely education, social customs, royal
functions, fortresses and the royal army.
The three earlier chapters deal with the
duties of the prince, the functions of the

king and his officers, and general rules
of morality.

The fifth chapter is a

collection of various verses on morality
and statecraft and probably an addition.
The detailed analysis and division
of the subject suggest that £ukra had a
very complicated form of government in
his view.

He advised the king to maintain

friendly relations with other kings^ and
did not go into the details of the doctrine
of Map4ala usually found in the works of
this kind.

He laid down a daily routine

for the king and advised the king to abide
by the well thought out plans of his
counsellors, office bearers, and subjects.
But as far as we can see most of the kings
of the period paid little heed to the
advice of text books such as this, and the

1. Sukra, iv, sec. i, v. 73-74-.
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writers on politics were rather
theoreticians than practical politicians
like the author of the Arthasastra.

The

text of Sukra as we have it is certainly
later than our period, since it refers
to firearms, hut the main body of the
work was probably written in the twelfth
century*^ A.D.

In his discussion of

administration Sukra shows some origin
ality, but most of what he says about
kingship can be found in older sources.
The Niti Vak.yamrta of Somadeva
Suri is one of the most important niti
texts of the period in question.

Like

several other writers, the author deals
with various aspects of Indian polity,
such as the different constituents of
kingship, princely education^and rules for

S.G.A.I.% p. 11.

royal administration.

Its author was

a Jaina but his work shows little
difference of approach from the similar
texts written by orthodox Hindus.

The

work is dated in the 10th century'*'.
The book appears to be more closely
related to the Kamandakanitisara than
to other texts.
Next comes the Kamandakanitisara.
The book is probably somewhat earlier
than our period, and to be dated in 400 600 A.D.

2

But it has been quoted so

often by the authors of the period that
we cannot ignore it.
nineteen sections.

It is divided into
The first chapter

deals with the king, his duties and dangers.
Chapter two presents an account of the

S.G.A.I., p. 10.
2. H.D.S., vol. Ill, p. xviii.
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royal education, chapter four enumerates
the seven constituents of kingship;
chapter six prescribes the rules as to
how the thorns (kaataka) of fcke kingship
should be weeded out.

Chapter seven deals

with the king's relations with the royal
family.

Chapter eight gives advice on

his relations with other kings, the
formation of the mandala, and the different
ways of avoiding war.

Chapter eleven tells

how a king should hold counsel with his
ministers, and chapter twelve presents
rules regarding the envoys and spies.

Other

chapters deal with topic* with which we are
not at present concerned.
In the beginning of his book Kamandaka’1'
admits that his views are in harmony with
the views of those who are well versed in

1. K a m ., ch. i , v. 8.

the science of politics.

The book in

fact appears to be a summary of parts
of Kau-filya's Arthasastra.

But there

is a great difference between the two
works.

The Kau-filiya Arthasastra is a

practical manual of government probably
of the Mauryan times, while the book in
question reduces the advice of the old
text to a set of theoretical rules
recommended for Indian kings.
Two further important works of the
period are the Rajadharmaka&da of the
Krt.yakalpataru by Lak^midhara and the
Raj anitiratnakara of Cap<Jesvara.
Lak^midhara has been described as a
counsellor of the twelfth century G&ha<Javala
king Govindacandral

Cap.cjesvara is thought

2

to belong to the thirteenth century .

1. Kytyakalpa. (Introduction), p .10
2. H.D.S., vol. iii, (Introduction), p. xix.

Therefore it is quite possible that the
ideals of kingsiiip depicted in the
krtyakalpataru were popular in the
Gahacjavala kingdom.

Lak^midhara does

not say anything of his own in the text,
and the same is the case with CapgLesvara.
Both writers merely quote passages from
Manu, Yajnavalkya and other smptis and
comment on a few -words or phrases.

The

Kamandakanitisara, and the Matsya,
Markap<Jeya, Visnu, Agni and several other
Purapas are also quoted very frequently.
Thus the political views held by these
two authors are the same as those
propounded by the ancient sages.
Next comes the Yuktikalpataru of King
Bhoja of Dhara.

It has been described by

the author as compiled from the nibandhas
of various ancient sages who wrote on the
subjects.

The work contains not only

theoretical precepts but also practical
advice on such topics as the training
of horses and the building of ships.

As

the author himself admits, the matter on
kingship has little if any originality.
Next comes the Bphaspati Arthasastra.
It is written in the sutra style and no
commentary to it has yet been found.

The

niti is addressed to Indra, the king of
the gods.

The text states that there is

only one science for king, and that is
daqdaniti.

According to it the king is

advised to be tolerant, considerate etc.,
and economical in his expenditures.

A

daily time-table is provided for the king,
and his adherance to a regular programme
is recommended.

Finally, the book demands

a high standard of morality of the king.
The text says little if anything that is
not to be found in earlier texts.
There is some importance for our purpose
in the works of two commentators of the period,

Medhatithi and Apararka, who tried to
make clear the complications of Manu and
Yajnavalkya respectively, and put the
views of ancient authors in a simple
manner; thus their works are very valuable
for the students of Mediaeval Hindu India.
The SuvarpLabhasottama Sutra, a
Mahayana Buddhist text, though belonging
to a somewhat earlier period, was very
influential amongst the Buddhists of India
and abroad at this time.

Though it is

mainly religious in its contents, it is
■unlike most other Mahayana texts in that
it has sections dealing with the origin
and divinity of kingship, and the royal
duties, and giving advice to kings to be
pacifist in their outlook.
Some of the Puranas were written in
our period, amongst which the Agni Purapa
and the Jaina Maha Purap.a are very important

for our purposes.

The great value of

the Maha Purana is that it contains a
considerable amount of Jaina historical
tradition which is hardly available in
other sources.

The Agni Purana devotes

*/few chapters to politics, which are in
harmony with other sources.

The same is

the case with the Matsya Purana.
The historical literature of the India
of our period is not abundant though it is
certainly not so meagre as it has been
stated to be by Dr. P. Banerjea^.

Our

most important source of this type is the
Ra,iatarangipi of Kalhapa, which deals with
the kings of Kashmir and throws useful
light upon the politics of the period.
Next in importance comes the Prabandhacintamani
of the Jaina Merutungacarya.

It is written

1. Public Administration in Ancient India, p. 6

in prose and is a compilation of
several stories dealing with the
different ruling dynasties of western
India of our period.

The Sanskrit

Hammlra Mahakavya and the early Hindi
Pythvlraj Raso also throw very useful
light upon the chronology of the Cauhan
dynasty and the attitude of rulers
towards their subjects.
The writings of Har§a of Kanauj,
Ba#a, Bhoja, Sandhyakaranandin, Rajasekhara
and others give valuable information about
the political condition of India of our
period.

The famous Kathasaritsamara of

Somadeva contains several stories which
are important for the students of political
thought of the Hindus.
Some light is also thrown upon the
subject by accounts of the foreign travellers,
such as Hiuen-Tsiang, Al-Biruni, Suleiman
the Merchant, Al-Masudi and others, who
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visited India, and noticed the attitude
of the kings towards their subjects, and
their records are very valuable from our
point of view.
The epigraphic records are invaluable.
They elucidate certain facts more definitely
than do the other sources.

Consequently

they give us many useful hints about the
political affairs of the period.

No detailed study on the subject of
Kingship in the period in question has been
written by a modern author.

In this work

we have attempted a more thorough study/
of Mediaeval North Indian Kingship, both in
theory and practice, than has been produced
hitherto.

We have found reasons to contest

several opinions of earlier authorities.
For instance Prof. Bhandarkar^ has attempted

1. A.H.P., p. 65 f f .

to establish the existence of the concept
of the state in ancient India, which in
his opinion was valid for our period as
well.

But we have considered at great

length how the word rajya has been mis
interpreted.'*’

We have also attempted to

establish that the concept of kingship
was connected with a political conscious
ness which though it largely served religion
was not entirely dependant upon it, which
is contrary to the views held by Prof. Max
Muller

2

3
and Bloomfield^; and we have also

attempted to show that the Indian ideas of
kingship of our period are comparable with
the thoughts of Dante on the same subject.
We have given considerable space to the ideas
on the origin of the kingship current in our
period.

Earlier students have tried to

1. Infra, p p . ^ * ^
2. History of Sanskrt Literature, 1859* P* 31*
3* Religion of the V e d a , pp. 4-5*

establish the existence of four different
doctrines of kingship - divine"1", social2
3
4
contract , pat^iarchical , and magical.
5
Prof. Bhandarkar and others have attempted
to compare the ideals of the Buddhists
with those of Hobbes and Rousseau.

But

we have tried to show that these comparisons
are not plausible, and that the contractual
origin of kingship as contained in the
early Buddhist literature is comparable
with the social contract theory of Plato.
But by the beginning of our period even
the Buddhists had harmonised their doctrine
of kingship with the Hindu sources and
taught the divine origin of kingship.

Our

1. Ghoshal, p. 376.
2. Some Aspects of Ancient Hindu Polity, by
N. N. Law, 127 ff.
3• Public Administration inAncient India by
P. N. Banerjea,

p. 38.

4. S.G.A.I., p.

17.

5. A.H.P.% 136,

S.G.A.I., pp.16 ff.

6. Infra, pp. 9 ®

interpretation of the Jaina tradition
does not agree with that of Dr. Banerjea1 ,
that this maintained a doctrine of the
patriarchical origin of kingship; we find
the stories of the Mahapurapa rather
indicate a belief in the origin of king
from a tribal magician.

2

The earlier authors whom we have
considered accept the existence of the
doctrine of the divinity of kingship with
certain limitations, and they are hesitant
to accept the existence of the doctrine
of the king's full divinity in India; but
we have considered the problem in greater
detail and seen how Indian

ideas of the

king's divinity are comparable with those
of other ancient cultures.

1. PuJblxiS ^V$ipriVTLtstYcx.txOA 'rv
2. Infra, pp.to3#
3. Infra, pp.\x\-tf
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Some modern historians of ancient
India have taken pride in stating that
monarchy was limited^, that kingship was
a trust

2

and that the king's chief function

was to please^people.

But in the present

work we have tried to consider the problem
in detail and seen that Indian rulers acted
independently of constitutional limitations
and dictated policy to their counsellors.
They spent public money lavishly and ruled
the people strictly.

These characteristics

of a king are comparable to those of the
4.

absolute monarch of Aristotle ; therefore
we have ventured to state that there was
absolute monarchy^ in India of our period.
The ultimate ownership of land is a

1. South Indian Polity, p. 20.
2. S.G.A.I., p. 65*
3. H.A.I., p.
4. Infra, p. jug
5. Infra, p. jug

matter of great controversy, and Indian
scholars have almost invariably stated
that individual ownership of land existed
in India.

But examination of their

arguments suggests that they have in
many cases distorted the sense of the
texts on which their views are based and
have thus misrepresented the facts.

We

have tried to consider afresh the evidence
of Kat.ya.yana Smrti, Byhaspati S m r t i , and
Medhatithi's commentary, and have found
that all of them support the royal ownership
of land; and their contention is confirmed
by the foreign accounts and archaeological
sources.
There are a few passages in literary
sources which encouraged Mr. Vishwanath to
suggest that war was looked on as the last
resort in ancient Indian external affairs.^-

1. Infra, p.375

But a critical study of all sources
suggests that a policy of 'blood and iron'
was generally pursued by the rulers of
our period.

Theoreticians advised kings

not to trust even their best ally and to
think of their own prosperity even at
the cost of others.
Thus the present work can claim to
be the first study to consider together
the aspects of kingship in the period
concerned.

We have attempted to study

afresh the more important points of
controversy and to give our conclusions
without any prejudice.

Though we have

felt compelled to paint a less happy
picture of Hindu kingship than many great
scholars, we have tried to follow the
sources where they have led us, and hope
that, in doing so, we have contributed
something to the knowledge of India's past.

CHAPTER II
CONCEPT OF KINGSHIP AND THE STATE

As with many other subjects of research
in Mediaeval Hindu India, there is no single
source, and no single chapter of a single source
of our period, that deals with the topic as a
whole, or even as a part.

Despite the inadequacy

of our sources, most of the modern authorities
on ancient India have made serious attempts to
prove the existence of a concept of the state in
ancient India.

This seems unjustifiable, because

the notion of the state is an outcome of modern
political experiences.

Therefore in this chapter

we attempt to consider the arguments of the
previous authors and to establish the Indian
concept of kingship.
Some modern Indian authorities on ancient
Indian history have followed Prof. Leacock's^-

1. Elements of Political Science, p. 13*

concept of the state as comprising ef the
(i) Territory, (ii) Population, (iii) Unity and
(iv) Organisation; and have compared the saptanga
theory of the Indian authors with it.

But Prof.

Leacock's concept of the state, as discussed by
Prof. Bhandarkar} presents only the physical
character of the state and not the ideas behind
it.

It is the political ideals associated with

the concept of the state, rather than anything
else, that inspired the Indian historians, in the
period of struggle for independence, to attempt
to find a concept of the state in Hindu India.
Therefore, it would not be unreasonable to
consider their arguments in the light of a broader
concept of the state than that of Prof. Leacock.
The view that the Hindu possessed a concept
of the state is based upon the Sanskrit word
ra.jya.

Prof. Bhandarkar

2 and several other scholars

interpreted this word as implying practically
everything that is implied in the Western concept
of the state.
stands for.

Let us see what the word state

As well as the inadequate definition of
Leacock, several definitions have been presented
by present-day political theorists, the broadest
1
and most popular of which is that of Prof. Laski:
"A state is a territorial society divided into
government and subjects claiming,within its
allotted physical area, a supremacy over all
other institutions".

Now if we take the wide-

spread saptanga doctrine of the Hindu

theorists,

that king, ministers, territory, castle, treasury,
army and allies are the constituents of a raj.ya,
along with Manu's assumption^ that no one of
them is superior, we find in the enumerations of
the seven constituents no distinctions between the
ruler and the ruled, nor is supremacy claimed for
any of the seven elements over another.

All of

them, though dependent upon each other, have
individual importance.

Had the Hindu theoreticians

anything like the modern state in their minds when
enunciating the saptanga doctrine, they would have

1. Grammar of Politics, p. 21.
2.

Kam. i, v. 1. e t c .

3. Manu, ix, v. 296.

looked on these constituents in a different
manner*
Prof. Altekar is another authority1 who has
tried to establish the existence of a concept of the
state in ancient India on the authority of the
Aitareya Brahmapa.

He regards the terms reuiya,

bhau.jya, vaira.jya, and svara.jya oc curing in the
text as different forms of state.

The quotation

from the Aitareya Brahmaca refers to the early
period and so we are not directly concerned with it.
However, the passage in question reads: f,Then the
divine Sadhyas and Apatyas inaugurated Indra in
the middle region, which is a firmly established
footing (the immovable centre), to the kingship
(ra,1.ya) ... Hence the kings of Kurupancala with the
Vasas and Uslnaras are inaugurated to the kingship
2
and called kings ." The text continues with
similar references to other tribes and peoples of
India.

Here the word ra.jya certainly occurs, but

it does not give any indication of the existence of

1. S.G.A.I.. p. 20.
2. TasmadaS yaiji dhruvayaiji madhyamayam pratis-fhayaiji
disi ye keca kurupamcalapam rajana£ savasoslnaranam
rajyayaivate* bhi§icyante / Ait. B r h . viii, 14, p.202

a territorial society.

Undoubtedly these titles

are those of the rulers of the different territ
ories and peoples, but all appear to be independent
of one another and none of them claim supremacy
over another.

On the other hand the passage

gives certain indication of the existence of the
concept of kingship, that we will consider later.
The great Indian political thinker, Kau^ilya,
is absolutely silent about the concept of the state
at the place where he mentions the different
constituents of ra.jya, which appears to be really
surprising if a concept of the state existed.

On

the other hand he stated at one place that the
king is the kingdom.1

There is a reference to

*
2
the effect, in the Sukra Nitisara , that the king
is the paid servant of the people, which
contradicts the former view.

Though such statements

may occur from time to time as part of the ideals
of kingship, it would appear that in practice none
of the Hindu rulers regarded themselves as the servants
of the people.

Rulers always remained at the head of

1. Arth., viii, p. 532.
2. Sukra, i, v. 375 > Svabhagabhptya dasyatve
prajanaijica nppa^i kpta£

every national activity, and acted quite indepen
dently, as we shall see in another chapter^Therefore the real meaning of the Kau^ilyan phrase
appears to be that king was the head of the
territory, and he was possessed of absolute power in
the kingdom*

A similar attitude seems to have

been adopted by the Jaina author Somadeva^, who
declared that the king is the root of all politics,
which points out the king’s authority over all the
other constituents of his kingdom*

Thus it appears

that it was the king and not the state that
mattered in ancient India.
The word ragtra is very frequent in both
epigraphic and literary sources, and may be taken
as the nearest word in ancient India to the modern
word "state".

But it is curious that different

authors have given different interpretations of
this word; for example, Kamandaka took the word
ragtra in the meaning of territory, which may
stand for a state having the control of the people

1. Infra ch.^STVin
2. N . V . , ch. 17, v. 3, P* 180.
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in its government, but may equally imply merely
the kingdom of a king; the relevant passage in
the Kamandakanitisara ^ suggests that the word is
to be taken in the latter sense and stands for the
kingdom.

Somadeva

2 defined ragtra as follows :

"The land with abundance of cattle, crops, gold,
and riches is called ragtra" •

This merely implies

the land and its mineral wealth.

But defining the

*
^
word desa Somadeva' declared that it is to be
governed by a king for the increase of justice and
the treasury.

Thus we find that the paramount

•

power in the country was thought to rest in the
king and not in the subjects, who hold power in the
parliamentary system of monarchy.
»
L\.
*
Sukra defined the word desa similarly to
Somadeva, as a territory governed by the king for
the increase of justice, treasury and army.
Here the king is not depicted as the representative
of the people but as an autocrat, not ruling so

1. K a m ., iv, v. 51-52.
2. Pasudhanyahirapyasampada rajate iti rag£raT? /
. v ., 19, l, p. 191.
5. Bhartturdapcjakogavpddhim disatidadadlti desah //

n

N. V ., 19, 2, p. 191.
4-. Svamina^i kosa-vpddhigi ca sainyavrddhigi tatha param /
Yasmad disatenityagi sa tasmaddesa udahptah. //
Quoted by Somadeva in N. V ., p. 75*

much for the welfare of the subjects as to
exercise his own power, and increase his own
wealth.
The Jaina Acaranga Sutra in a well known
passage strongly disapproves of any form of
government at all similar to democracy in the
modern sense.

The verse^ in question states that

monks should not visit the country where there is
no king, where the crown prince reigns, where
there are two kings, where the government is
ineffective, or where there is republican
(gaparayapi) form of government.

The statement

makes it clear that the gaparajya, which must have
approached more closely than other Indian systems
to the modern democratic state, was not appreciated.
The rule of the crown prince and division of
sovereignty was not liked.

Danger to the security

of life and property was feared in a kingless state.
Therefore the Jaina author wanted the ruler to be

1. Arayapi va gaparayapi va juvarayapi va dorajjapiva
verajjapi va viruddharajjapi va // A c a . 11. 5* !• 10.
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strong and to guarantee the security of the people.
Sukra1 held that flno man other than a king
txxctfy

is competent to rule and^ eautify the earth" , which
leads us to conclude that ordinary people were
generally thought of as incompetent to govern.
This is taken so much for granted that there is no
specific statement in our sources as to why they
were thought incompetent, but it can be imagined
that ordinary people were not regarded as experienced
in administrative affairs, and thus it was thought
that they would fail to bring about the prosperity
of the people and commit mistakes in day-to-day
administration.

Moreover, the ordinary people or

their representatives lacked the magical power
inherent in the king by his birth.

So our sources

do not admit that persons other than the king
could rightly rule the country.
Now let us see what was the state of things
in fact.

Prof. Laski

2

has stated that "The state,

1. Sukra i, v. 356. (B.K. Sarkar*s version)
Rajnassadhara^astvanye na §akta£ bhuprasadhane
2. Grammar of Politics. Introduction p. 2.

it is urged, is, in fact, the supreme coercive
power in a given political society."

This coercive

power possessed by many forms the basis of the
m o d e m state, which in its turn grants a number
of rights to the people and undertakes to maintain
efficient government.
0

2

—

But the study of Lak^midhara1 ,
^

-

il

C a ^ e s v a r a , Medhatithi , Apararka , and others
shows that this coercive power was vested in the
hands of one, who was called raja.

Secondly, none

of the sources belonging to the period give any
indication that any of the kings granted constitut
ional rights to his subjects or promisec^to
ensure efficient administration as a part of the
governmental pact.

Thirdly, there was an unbalanced

economic system and the wealth of the country was
largely controlled by the king or by his favourites,
as we shall consider later.

Finance controlled by

such means does not encourage the well-being of
the people.

Fourthly, the immense power possessed

1. Krtyakalpa. p. 2.
2. R.N. p. 2.
3. Medhatithi on Mann, vii, v. 5*

4 > 2 l i .r.V. sn £333

by a single individual neither encouraged the
general well-being of the people nor allowed
the subjects any say in the government. Examples
a
to this effect will be discussed in^later chapter
on the duties of the king.^
Fifthly, the rule of a single individual
encourages inequality in the society and instead
of bridging the gap between different classes it
widens them; thus we find the Jaina author of
Bphaspati

2

stating that a man without money is

as good as dead and untouchable like cagflala.
5
«r
Bhuvanadeva^ declares that for a mflhflgaTnant^ a
palace with two gates should be constructed and
for an ordinary samanta a palace with one gate
only.

states that a monarch should
CL
never promote a high born man with/the low born
one.

Kamandaka

Had there been any sense of equality in

the minds of these authorities they would not
have stated such things, which are quite
objectionable from the point of view of the

1. JStiteaaa. pp. vn

if-

2. Br. Aytha., ch. vi, v. 12.
3 • A p a ., p. ‘*204.

present day, for since both high born and low
born were the subjects of the king's dominion,
the modern political theorist would maintain
that as such they ought to have an equal chance
in the service of the country.

Similarly the

m o d e m state does not make any distinction
between the rich and poor; nobody today would
dare to say that poor people have no right of
existence, and the poor, at least in law if not
always in practice, get the same privileges as
the rich people get.

Such inequality is possible

only in a monarchical or oligarchical form of
government.
Sixthly, in a modern state the omnicompitance
of the state is recognised, and the allegiance
of the people is demanded in the name of the
state.

If the state happens to be a constitutional

monarchypeople pay their allegiance to the king
in parliament.

But none of the sources belonging

to our period refer to the omnicompitance of
the state.

It was always the omnicompitance of

the king which was recognised, except as

theoretically limited by the claims of the
dharma. and the allegiance of the people was
demanded for the king only, and not for any
other governmental organ such as the rajya.
Thus Kamandaka1 held that the saciva of a king
should be high born, pure-natured, heroic,
learned, loyal and expert in the practical
application of the science of politics; this
shows that, side by side with other qualities^
ministers were expected to remain constantly
loyal to the king.

Nothing is said about

their loyalty to the state or the people.
Writing about the several qualities of envoys
Somadeva held that they should be svamibhakta,
i.e. loyal to the king^.

Sukra? held that

"the subjects that are made to observe the
king's orders are always under his authority".
Tbe king's authority over the people obviously
demanded the peoples

allegiance.

T

Agreeing

lL

with the Matsva Purana Lak^midhara held that

1. K a m . ch. iv, v. 25*
2. N . V . , p. 171.
3. Sukra, ch. iv, sec. v . , v. 2.
Kptyakalpa., p. 23*

the amatyas should be svamibhakta.

Caj^Jesvara1

held that ministers should not disobey the
commands of the king; these references again
indicate that ministers were expected to pay
their allegiance to the king alone.
Thus, having considered the above-mentioned
factors, it appears that the use of the word
state” for the Sanskpit word rajya is a
wishful interpretation on the part of the
m o d e m Indian historians of ancient India.
Another possible interpretation of the
- 2
word rajya is "kingdom", because Medhatithi ,

commenting upon Manu, used the word raj.ya in
this sense.

There is a similar reference in

Kamandaka, where rajya apparently stands for
kingdom .

hut even this interpretation does

not appear to be very appropriate.

It appears

from the context that rajya has been used in
the sense of the people of the kingdom rather them

1. R . N . . ch. ii, p. 12.
2. Medhatithi on Ma n u . vii, v. 111.
3. Kam., ch. xiii, v. 81.

the kingdom itself, because the text reads
"If the king, through folly, harasses his own
kingdom, he with his kin soon loses his kingdom
and life".

The loss of the kingdom implies that

the king will cease to rule, which is an
indication that rajya implies the king's
activity, and not the territory of the kingdom.
So even this interpretation is not beyond doubt.
The third interpretation, provided by Prof.
Kane} is that the term rajya has sometimes been
used in the sense of the government.

Now let

us see how far this interpretation is plausible.
We have both old and new definitions of the word
‘government".

Defining the word in question

Aristotle held that; "The form of the government
is the ordering and regulating of the city, and
all the offices in it, particularly those wherein

2

the supreme power is lodged "
defined the word government as "the sum total of

1. H.D.S.« vol. iii, p. 19*
2. Politics. Book iii, ch. vi, p. 76.
3. Development of the State, p. 144.

p.$6

those organizations that exercise or may exercise
the sovereign powers of the state".

The executor

of the king's commands would necessarily be some
human being and not the material factors of the
kingdom.

Unfortunately the Saptanga of the Hindu

rajya include two material factors, namely
treasury (kosa) and fort (durga).

So the word

rajya can not be accepted as exactly synonymous
with the English word government.
Prof. Kane1 has referred to a few passages
in certain texts which, according to him, employ
the word rajya in the sense of government.

The

reference he quotes from the Manasollasa read^:
"where the ministers boast that the rajya is under
their control, that rajya is called sacivayatta
and it is the meanest type, the middle type is
that where both sorrow and pleasure prevail and
the best is that where the fear of the king
reigns".

1. H.D.S.. vol. iii, p. 19*
2. Man., Part I, ch. viii, v. 688-693i P« 91*

Bearing in mind the above-mentioned definitions
of the word government, when we consider the
above passage we find that the word rajya has been
used in a very flexible sense.

A government can

represent either the will of the people or the
will of the king, but not that of the ministers,
unless the ministers happen to be the popular
representatives.

But here there is certainly no

reference to the appointment of the ministers
as leaders of the people, since the text in
question is the work of a powerful and absolute
king.

The administration of the ministers

independently of the king, owing to his weakness
or inefficiency, implies the ministers fulfilling
the king's governmental activity in the kingdom.
Hence the word rajya can be taken as meaning all
the activities of government under the raja.
The passage from the Aitareya Brahmana considered
earlier1, states that the king of Kurupancala was
inaugurated to rajyam and called himself raja.

1. Supra. p.^

Thus the inauguration of the king to rajyam is
an indication that the latter term implies the
king's function, which again points to the
meaning of governmental activity.

Defining the

word rajya Somadeva 1 held that rajya is the
activity of the king that would be appropriate
Q\SQ

to protect the world.

It can/be deduced from

the statement of §ukra^; "In order that the whole
rajya may be productive of good and comforts
to the people without effort, nlti must be
maintained and followed by the king for his own
interest? that the word rajya here also stands
for governmental activity.
Suvarpabhasottama Sutra

The Buddhist text

used the word in the

sense of the king's activity when it declared
that the king should give up his life and
rajya rather than abandon dharma; here rajya
apparently implies the activity of ruling.

1. rajna£ ppthvipalanocitaip karma rajyam /

N . V . , p.43

2 . £ukra i, v. 35*36.
3 « tyajecca jivitaiji rajyam dharmarthaqi vi§ayasyaca /
ch. 12, v. 57* Nobel Edition.

Thus we see the above authorities used the
word rajya in the meaning of the activity of
the king or the kingship.
Kingship has been defined by Aristotle 1
as the rule of one for the common good of the
kingdom, and the supreme power of the kingdom
2
is vested in the king.
Dante has justified the
rule of a single individual in the following words
"And it is better, wherever possible, for
something to be performed by one single
means rather than by several.
This is demonstrated as follows. Let A
be the means by which a certain thing can
be accomplished and let A and B be
several means by which same thing can be
accomplished.
But if A alone is adequate
for doing what A and B together can do,
the introduction of B is unnecessary;
because no consequence follows from making
the assumption B, for the consequence
desired has already been achieved by A
alone. And since all similar assumptions
are idle or superfluous, and superfluity
is displeasing both to God and nature and
everything displeasing to God and nature
is evil (as is self evident) then not only
is it better for something that can be
accomplished by a single means to be done
by that single means rather than by several,

1. Politics, Book iii, ch. vii, p. 78. (Everyman's
Library)
2. Monarchy» p. 22 ff.

it is good in itself to use the single
means, and plain evil to employ several.
Moreover, a thing is considered better,
the nearer it is to the best; and the
best is found in the end envisaged; but
to use a single means is to shorten the
distance towards the end, therefore it is
better.
That it is nearer is obvious:
let C be the end; let it be reached by a
single means A; let it be reached by
several, A and B, clearly the distance
from A through B to C is greater than
from A straight to C . But mankind is
capable of being governed by a single
supreme prince who is monarch."
So said the Hindu theoretician Sukra1 that
"there should ever be only one leader in the
kingdom, never many".

We are not in a position

to discuss why §ukra and other Indian authors
advocated kingship only, because none of them
have provided any explanation of it.

But such

passages show that the division of the supreme
power in what would now be termed oligarchy or
democracy was not approved of, though its
possibility was still recognised in this period,
perhaps from the recollections of the martial

1 . Sadaikanayakip rajyaip kuryanna bahunayakaiji /
S ukra, I , 682.

tribal republics of earlier days handed down
with the epic traditions.

We should also note

the fact that one inscription from Mayurbhanj
belonging to the 11th century A.D. contains the
word Gana 1 which has been translated as meaning
republic by the editor of the text, Dr. R. C.
Majundar.

It would appear that even at this

late period some tribes on the fringes of Hindu
culture were still governed by a tribal assembly,
or at least by non-hereditary chiefs, and thus
an alternative to autocracy was not wholly
unknown to our theorists.

Sukra probably

thought, like Dante, that the rule of many was
needless when a single person could run the
administration properly,
he stressed

2

nut in another place

the importance of the councillors

and other officers.

Therefore the rule of one

appears to have stood for the rule of the king
with the help of the ministers and other
assistants.

1. E . I .. vol. 25, P* 162.

2 . £ukra, 1 , v. 189- 190.

Now let us examine what the Indian
political thinkers thought about the instit
ution of kingship.

Sukra^ held that a sovereign

is always possessed of the attributes of seven
persons, -i.g. father, mother, preceptor, brother,
friend, Kuvera and Yama.

As a father provides

his offspring with attributes (i.e. by education),
so the king should endow his subjects with good
qualities.

The mother pardons offences and

nourishes the children (so also the king).

The

Guru is an advisor to the disciple, and teaches
him good lessons (so also the king).

The brother

takes out his own legal share of the ancestral
property (so also the king receives his own share
of the people's wealth and property).

The friend

is the confidant and keeper (or protector) of
one's self, wife, wealth, and secrets (so also the
king).

Kuvera gives wealth (so also the king), and

Yama is punisher (so also is the king).
The
.
2
Maha-pura$a stated that Nabhiraja advised his

1 . £ukra» 1 , v. 155- 160.
2.

I.P.,

ch. iii, v. 211-212, p. 64

people like a father for their well-being.

The

Buddhist text Suvarnabhaso 11ama Sutra puts the
king in the same category as parents1 , and
stated that the king and parents are both
responsible for the performance of good deeds.
2
The .Matsya Purana stated that "the king should
be like father and brother to his subjects".
All these citations from different sources
suggest that the relation between the people
and the king was regarded on the analogy of the
family.

The whole nation was taken as a family

and the king as the father or the eldest male
member of the family.

As in a patriarchial

family the eldest member was the head of the
family by virtue of his wide experience, so was
the king in the case of the nation; as the family
head should look after the family business,
collect money earned by different members of
the family, and take the responsibility of the

1. Mata pita va nppatiti sukptau karmakarip.ai& /
Vipaka-phala-darsI tvam Devarajairadhi^-fchitah / / 14//
ch. 13, p* 126.
2. Ma t .

Naujio Edition.

., ch. 215, v. 57*

intellectural, moral and physical welfare of the
family members, so was it expected of the king
in the case of the kingdom as a whole, without
making any distinction of caste or creed - a
distinction which was deeply rooted in early
Indian society, but which did not, in the minds
of the theorists, affect the king's responsibility
of protecting and caring for all his subjects.
This paternal concept of kingship appears
to have been very strong in Indian minds because
from the beginning of our history we find traces
of it.

One of the separate Kalinga edicts of

Asoka 1 records:"All men are my children and just
as I desire for my children that they obtain
every kind of welfare and happiness in this and
the next world, so do I desire for all men",
which agrees with a statement made in the Kautilf.ya
Arthasastra^ . where the relation between the king
and the subjects is said to be that of father and

1. Asoka by Bhandarkar, p. 63.
2. Tan pitevanugph^ayat / Arthasastra ii, 1.
Quoted by Dikshitdr in H.A.I., p. 74.

children.

i)i th*.

Thus both in the early and/mediaeval

period we see that the paternal concept of
kingship was approved, and the king was hailed
as the father of the nation.

This is very near

to the Western mediaeval idea propounded by
Dante^* in the following words
"If we consider a home, the purpose of
which is to train its members to live well,
we see that there has to be one member who
directs and rules, either the *pater
familias* or the person occupying his
position, for, as the philosopher says
1every home is ruled by the eldest'.
And his function, as Homer says, is to
rule the others and lay down laws for
them; hence the proverbial curse - 'May
you have^equal in your home'. If we
consider a village, whose purpose is
mutual help in questions of persona^
and goods,it is essential for one person
to be supreme over all others, whether he
is appointed from outside or raised to
office by the consent of the others;
otherwise not only would the community
fail to provide mutual sustenance but
in some cases the community itself would
be utterly destroyed through some members
scheming to take control. Similarly if
we examine a city whose purpose is to be
sufficient unto itself in everything
needed for the good life, we see that
there must be one governing authority
and this applies not only to just but
even to degenerate forms of government.
If this were not so, the purpose of civil

1. Monarchy, p. 10, ff.
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life would be frustrated and the city,
as such, would cease to exist. Lastly,
every kingdom Cand the end of the kingdom
is the same as that of the city but with
a stronger bond of peace) needs to have a
king to rule over and govern it; otherwise
its inhabitants will not only fail to
achieve their end as citizens but the
kingdom itself will crumble as is affirmed
by the infallible word.
If this is true of all communities and
individuals who have a goal towards which
they are directed, then our previous
supposition is valid. For if it is agreed
that mankind has a goal (and this we have
shown to be so) then it needs one person
to govern or rule over it and the title
appropriate to this person is Monarch or
Emperor.”
Kamandaka^ held ”the king, minister, kingdom,
castle, treasury, army and allies are the seven
limbs of the monarchy; good sense and unebbing
energy are its primary stay” .
-

~

upon Yajnavalkya

2

Apararka commenting

held that ”it is the king’s duty

to protect the kingdom, there are seven constituents
of monarchy; thus there are seven limbs".
Medhatithi^ held that "the king, minister, kingdom,
the people, the treasury, the army and the ally these are the seven constituents and the kingdom is

1. Earn., ch. i, v. 16.
2. Apararka on Ya.j.» 1, 351 > P* 588.
3. Medhatithi on Manuix 294, vol. v, p. 219-

described as having seven limbs",

*
1
Sukra held that

fcte kingship is an organism of seven limbs, namely
the sovereign, the minister, the friend, the
treasury, the army, the ally and the kingdom.
Of these seven constituents of kingship the king
or the sovereign is the head, the minister is the
eye, friend is the ear, the treasure is the mouth,
the army is the mind, the fort is the arm and the
kingdom is the legs .

Thus the whole nation was

regarded as an organic body by this Indian polit
ical thinker.

It is worth noting that the idea

of the nation as an organic body seems to have
grown stronger in process of time, because the
earlier authors merely referred to the seven
limbs without pressing the analogy, but in Sukra,
one of the later authorities, we find a wellbalanced comparison between the organic body and
the nation.

A remarkable aspect of this concept

1. Su k r a , 1, v. 121-124 (B. K. Sarkar's version).
Svamyamatya-suhptkosa-ra^'fra- durga- balanica /.
saptangamucyate rajyam tatra murdha nppassmptalp. /

. . . . . .
hastau padau durgara?trau rajyaijCgani smptani hi

of Indian thought is that all different limbs
were often regarded as equal.

Thus Medhatithi^

commenting upon the different limbs of the nation
held "Each is dependent upon the others".

This

very idea is further emphasised : "Since their
qualities are mutually helpful to one another,
there can be no distinction among them; just as
there is none between the soil, the seed and the
water in the process of cultivation.

From this

it follows that proper attention should be given
2
to every one of them". He further commented
:
"There certainly is some difference in their
relative importance, what then is meant by the
assertion that no one of them is superior is that
due care should always be taken in the guarding of
the ally and the other limbs also, which in the
preceding verse have been declared to be of minor
importance, because the destruction of the ally
also would eventually lead to the destruction of
the king’s own kingdom, especially when the attack

1. Medhatithi on Ma n u , ix, v. 296.
2. Ibid, v. 297.
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upon the former comes from a powerful quarter,
even though the danger may not be imminent.
There is nothing that is not helpful to the king;
there may be some purpose that is served by
inferior agents but not by superior agents.
Hence every one of the constituents should be
carefully attended to; that is the people should
not be harrassed by unfair punishments and they
should always be guarded against robbers and other
dangers.

Kamandaka1 held that "different limbs

contribute to one another*s weal, and the loss
of even a single one of them renders the whole
imperfect, he who wishes to keep the adminis
tration perfect, should study well their nature".
The Matsya Puraaa

2

stated: "Each of the seven

limbs are complementary to others".
Thus the whole nation was thought of as one
organic body and the different constituents as
the different limbs of that body.

As the

perfection of the every limb is essential for
the good physique of the body, so the competence

1. Kam . , iv, v. 1-2.
2. Mat., ch. 220, v. 19, p* 233*
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as
of each constituent was regarded necessary for
the well-being of the nation as a whole.

Hence

we find Kamandaka, Apararka and others, as seen
above, declaring that the king should try to
keep every constituent perfect by paying proper
attention to each of them, which is again
comparable to Dante's 1 analogy of the different
parts of the whole.

He stated :-

"Furthermore, the order of a part stands
in the same relation to the order of the
whole as the part does to the whole;
therefore the order within a part has as
its end the order of the whole, which
brings it to perfection.
Hence the
goodness of the order amongst the parts
does not surpass the goodness of the
total order; in fact the reverse is
true. Now in all things this twofold
order is to be found; that is, the
relation of the parts towards each other,
and the relation of parts to that unity
which is not itself a part (in the same
way that the parts of an army are related
towards each other yet are all sub
ordinated to their commander). Hence
the relation of the parts to that unity
is the superior of the two orders; and
the other relation is simply a function

1. Monarchy, p. 11

of the superior order, not vice versa.
Now if this pattern of relationship is
found in individual groups of human
beings it must apply all the more to
mankind as a group or whole, in virtue
of the previous syllogism concerning
the superior pattern of relationship.
But it has been adequately proved in
the previous chapter that this pattern
is in fact found in all human groups,
therefore, it should also be found in
the whole.
Consequently, all those parts
below the level of a kingdom, as well
as kingdoms themselves, must be sub
ordinate to one ruler or rule, that is
to the Monarch or to Monarchy."
Kamandaka 1 held that "a sovereign discharg
ing his duty according to the rules of polity
soon secures Trivarga for himself and his^
subjects".

Similarly, Sukra^ held that "If

the king proceeds according to the dictates of
Niti he can supply himself as well as his
subjects with Trivarga or virtue, wealth and
enjoyments, otherwise he destroys them both".
x
Bphaspati . stated)"The fruit of niti is the
-

1. Ka m . , ch. i, v. 15, ch. iv, v. 77*
2. Sukra, i, v. 155-134.
5* Br. Arif.. , ch. 2, v. 45.
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attainment of the righteousness, wealth and
enjoyment'1.

Somadeva 1 paid tribute to the king

who yields dharma, artha and kama.
text Suvarnaprabhasa Sutra

2

The Buddhist

tells us that the

four great heavenly kings promised the Lord Buddha
to look after the spiritual welfare of the people
by means of righteousness.

It is a universal

doctrine of Hinduism that of three aims dharma
is of greater importance than the other two.
Thus the king's primary function was thought of
as promoting the religious merit of his subjects.
The two lesser aims were often looked upon as
mere means towards the higher one.

This topic

has been dealt with in greater detail in the
Markaqdeya Puraqa , thus : "The king, in whose
kingdom, 0 my child, the duties of various
orders and asramas do not suffer deterioration,

1 . nvv;. , p. 7 2. Yathapi te yuyaip purvajinakptadhikara avaropitakusalamulabahubuddhakotiniyutasatasahas^raparyupasita
dharmikasca dharmavadinasca dharmeqa devanam ca
manu^ya^aip ca rajatvaip karayadhvam
ch. 7> P* 60 ff.

Nanjio's Edition.

3. Mark. ch. 27, v. 29-30.

attains eternal happiness both in this world
and in the next.

To establish persons in

their own religion, which is being disturbed
by wicked people, constitutes the paramount
duty of a king and leads to his success".
Prom the above quotations we find that
Indian theoreticians often looked on kingship
as a means of achieving the Trivarga.

Here

the question arises whether the king was to
achieve the Trivarga for all of his subjects
belonging to different creeds and sects, or
only for those who believed in the king's
personal faith.

The example of king Asoka of

the earlier period and Hiuen-Tsiang's report
on king Har^avardhana of Kanauj suggest that
the king was expected to do good to all of his
subjects belonging to any caste or creed.

The

heavenly kings in the Buddhist Suvarnaprabhas a
Sutra 1 promised to rule for the benefit of all
living beings.

2

Medhatithi, commenting upon Manu,

S . Sutra, ch. 7, P* 61.

Nanjio's Edition.

2. Medhatithi on Manu. vii, v. 35«

stated that the king was to look after all of
his subjects.

The quotation from the Markandeya

Puraj^a^ gives us the idea that the king was
expected to take interest in all sects and was
expected to do good to all of them.
With the statements of Indian authors on
the king's duty to promote the Trivarga with
the aim of enhancing his own and his subjects'
religious merit, we may again compare the
thought of Dante^ which runs as follows
"And everything is at its best and most
perfect when in the condition intended
for it by the first cause, which is God;
this is self-evident - except to those who
deny that the divine goodness achieves
supreme perfection.
It is God's intention
that every created thing, in so far as its
natural capacity allows, should reflect
the divine likeness. This explains why
it is said 'Let us make man after our image
and likeness*. Although the phrase 'after
our image' can not be applied to anything
inferior to man 'likeness' can be applied
to anything whatsoever, since the whole
universe is simply a sort of shadow of the
divine goodness.
Therefore, the human race
is at its best and most perfect when, so
far as its capacity allows, it is most like
to God. hut mankind is most like to God

1. Monarchy,pp. 12-15.

when it enjoys the highest degree of unity,
since he alone is the true ground of unity;
hence it is written 'Hear, 0 Israel, the
Lord thy God is one*. But mankind is most
one when the whole human race is drawn
together into complete unity, which can
only happen when it is subordinate to one
Prince, as is self evident."

*

Sukra

i

stated that the king is the cause of

prosperity of this world, is respected by the
experienced and old people, and gives pleasures
to the eyes (of the people) as the moon to the
sea.

If the king is not a perfect guide, his

subjects will get into trouble, as a boat without
a helmsman sinks in a sea.

Without the governor,

the subjects do not keep to their own spheres.
Nor does the sovereign flourish in the world
without subjects.

In the later portion of his

work Sukra^ further stated*. "The king is the maker
the
of^age asAthe promulgator of duties and sins.
The faults are to be ascribed neither to the age
nor to the subjects but to the king.

Men practise

that by which the king is satisfied.

Why should

1 . Sukra, i, v. 127-52.
2 . £u kra, iv, sec. 1 , v. 116-121.
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not they follow his teachings through greed or
fear?

Where the king is virtuous, people are

also virtuous, where the king is a sinner
subjects are also vicious” .

The passage in

question shows that the king was expected to
act as a leader of the people.

It was he who

established the current standards of right and
wrong.

If he gave a successful lead, prosperity

was presumed to prevail, otherwise the destruc
tion of the people was to be expected.

So the

king was held responsible for the activity of
the people.
the point.

Kamandaka laid much emphasis upon

i

He stated : "The king is the cause

of the prosperity and progress of the world and
is held in high estimation even by grown-up people;
he affords delight to the eye of men, even as the
moon affords delight unto the (mighty) ocean.
If a^ruler of men does not lead his subjects
on the paths of rectitude, then are these
latter (hopelessly) tossed about in the
rough sea.”

This suggested that the prestige of

1. Kama., ch. i, v. 9-10.

the king was subject to his capacity of leader
ship; if he gave a firm and righteous lead the
prosperity of the people was expected to follow
and if he did not the people would be in desperate
trouble.
Kamandaka^ made it clear how a king was to
give such moral leadership to his people.

"In

the first instance, a king should direct his
ministers, and then his dependents and then his
subjects to do the same.

A self-controlled king

whose subjects are devoted to him and who is
careful in protecting his subjects earns great
prosperity for himself."

He further statedf

"How can one, who is not capable enough of
subjugating his own mind, hope to subjugate this
(extensive) earth bounded with oceans themselves?"
Here we see that the emphasis is laid upon the
king serving as a model to his subjects.

It is

only by controlling his senses that he can set an
example to his people in order that they may

1. Kama. , ch. i, v. 25-24-.
2. Kama., ch. i, v. 37*

control their own senses.

Thus the quotations

from Sukra, Kamandaka and others suggest that
self-control on the part of the king will he
followed by self-control on the part of the
people, which would lead them to prosperity
and virtue.

This again is similar to Dante's 1

doctrine :
"Again, a son's condition is most perfect
when the son, as far as his nature allows,
reproduces the perfection of the father.
Mankind is the son of the heavens, which
is perfect in all its works; but man is
begotten by man and the sun (according
to the second book of the physics).
Therefore, mankind's condition is most
perfect when it reproduces the perfection
of the heavens, so far as human nature
allows. And just as the heavens are
governed and directed in every movement
by a single mover, which is God (as human
reasoning in philosophy amply demonstrates),
so, if our argument has been correct,
mankind is at its best when all its move
ments and intentions are governed by one
Prince, as its sole mover, and with one
law for its direction.
Hence, it is obvious that the world's
well-being demands a Monarch or single
government, known as the empire."

1. Monarchy, p. 13

#
1
Sukra held that "the strong is always the
enemy of the weak".

B. K. Sarkar attempted to

expand this passage in the following words :
"Of course, if there is a struggle for existence,
the fitter and more powerful can be known only by
their survival."

In all ages and among all peoples

it has been found that in day-to-day life, the
stronger tendj to put obstacles in the road to
the prosperity of the weaker.

It can be gathered

from many statements that in our period the
infringement of the property rights of the poor
by the rich was always feared.

Therefore it is

2
stated: that a king

is created for the

preservation of the living creatures.

Medhatithi^

commenting upon Manu, has made the point more
specific.

He held!"If punishment were not

inflicted, then the stronger, i.e. those possessed
of greater power, or more energetic or wielding
weapons, or being larger in numbers - would have

1. Suk r a , i, v. 99 (B. K. Sarkar*s version)
2. Mat., ch. 226, v. 1.
5* Medhatithi on Manu, vii, 21.

roasted the weaker, like fish, on the spit; i.e. just as fish are roasted on a spit for food,
so would the less powerful he treated by the
more powerful, by suffering pecuniarily as well
as physically and also by being deprived of their
wives and so forth.

For this reason the king

should untiringly punish those that deserve
punishment; and he should not entertain any such
notions as 'How can I carry on an investigation
into the matter?

I shall not punish anyone at

all.' "
Hence we find that the well-being of the
whole people was expected from the leadership
and good government of the king.

This can be

compared to the following lines of Dante1 :
"And the human race is at its best when
most free.
This statement will be clear
if we explain the principles of freedom
for then it will be seen that the
fundamental principle of our freedom
is free choice: and though many pay
service to this truth with their lips,
few do with their understanding.
They
do indeed go so far as to say that free
choice is a free judgement exercised
upon the will; and they speak the truth -

1. Monarchy, p. 18 ff.

but are far from understanding the
meaning of the words.
They are like
our logicians who produce certain
propositions mechanically as examples
in logic, such as; 'A triangle has
three angles equal to two right angles'.
Therefore I say that a judgment is
the middle term connecting apprehension
and appetite.
First of all something
is apprehended; then it is judged to
be either good or bad; and finally,
the person judging either seeks or
rejects it. If the judgment completely
directs the appetite and is in no way
deflected by it, then it is free, but
if the judgment is in any way deflected
or influenced by the appetite it cannot
be free, because it is not independent
but is dragged along captive in the
wake of another. And this is why the
brute beasts cannot enjoy free judgment;
because their judgments always follow
their appetites.
It also explains how
intellectual substances whose wills are
immutable and disembodied souls who
depart this life in a state of grace,
do not lose their free choice on account
of their wills being immutable, but
rather enjoy it in its highest perfection.
Once this is realised, it becomes equally
clear that this liberty, or this principle
of all our liberty, is God's most precious
gift to human nature, for by it we are
made happy here as men, and happy as gods
in the beyond.
In which case who would
not agree that mankind is at its best
when it is able to make fullest use of
this principle? But this plentitude of
freedom it enjoys only under a Monarchy."

Kamandaka 1 stated "this world is by nature
enslaved to the pleasure of the senses and is
ardently longing to enjoy wealth and women. Only
Agitated by the fear of punishments it only
keeps to the eternal ways of rectitude followed
by the pious.

Upright conduct is scarce, men

only attend to their prescribed duties through
fear of punishment, even as a respectable woman
serves her lean or poor or deformed or diseased
husband through fear of the sanction specified
in the code of morality.

Thus like rivers that

flow through right courses, falling into the
sea, all possibility devolves upon and never
dwindles away from a king who, knowing the good
and evil of the infliction of punishments, and
following the path chalked out by the vedas,
frames rules of conduct for his subjects."

2

The same author further stated:

"A king by the

right infliction of punishments upholds the stayless world that is being forcibly drowned in the

1. Kama., ch.ii, v. 4-2-43.
2. Ibid, v. 41.

lake of sin by lust and cupidity and other
such passions."

These two passages from

Kamandaka tell us that the king's rod of
justice, makes the people perform their
respective duties and in its absence there
will be confusion in the world.

Medhatithi 1

tried to explain why this highest authority of
justice was vested in the king.

He stated that

"It is only the king who is truthful of speech,
who acts after due consideration, who knows the
essence of virtue, pleasure and wealth."

Thus

it was essential to be impartial, considerate
and wealthy to administer the kingdom.

It was

probably thought by Medhatithi and other Indian
thinkers of the age that ordinary people, not
possessing these qualities to any high degree,
could not carry out the general activities of
the state ably; and those qualities were expected
to be found in the king, presumably on account of

1. Medhatithi on Ma n u % vii, v. 26.

the divinity and magical power inherent in him.
Therefore Kamandaka and other authors look
only on the king as the best person to control
the people for their own well-being.

This is

again comparable to Dante's 1 doctrine :
"Again the person best suited for governing
is the one who brings the best out of others;
for in every action the agent seeks primarily
to reproduce its own likeness.
Hence every
agent delights in its own action, for since
everything that is desires its own being,
and since the being of any agent is increased
through its actions, joy is the necessary
consequence, because joy always accompanies
the desired object. Therefore, nothing
can act unless it has the quality that is
to be transferred to the patient, on which
account the philosopher in the Metaphysics
writes: 'The movement from potentiality to
act takes place by means of something already
in act*. Any attempt to act in another
manner would prove vain.
"And this argument refutes the error of
those who believe that they can mould the
lives and morals of others by speaking well
and doing evil, who do not realise that it
was the hands of Jacob rather than his words
that proved persuasive, the former speaking
truth and the latter falsehood.
Hence, the
Philosopher says, in the Nicomachean Ethics,
in regard to passions and actions, words
carry less conviction than deeds.
Similarly

1. Monarchy, p. 20 ff.

the voice from heaven questioned the
sinner David: 'why do you tell of my
righteousness?', as if to say: 'your
speech is in vain so long as what you
are belies your speech'.
"From which it can be seen that the
person wishing to bring the best out
of others must himself be in the best
condition.
But the one in best con
dition for governing is none other
than the monarch.
This is demonstrated
as follows: any thing is in a better and
more suitable condition to acquire a
particular quality or perform a particular
act the less it contains of any contrary
tendency.
Thus persons who have never
been taught anything are in a better
condition for acquiring philosophical
truth than those who have long been
imbued with false opinions; on which
Galen wisely comments: 'such people need
double the time to acquire knowledge'.
Since the monarch then can have no cause
for cupidity (or of all men, has the
least cause for it, as we have already
shown) and in this differs from other
princes, and since cupidity alone
perverts the judgment and compfefes in
justice, it follows that the monarch is
in a perfect - or at least the best
possible - condition for governing,
because he surpasses all others in the
power of his judgment and justice. And
these two qualities are those supremely
fitting for the person who makes and
carries out the law, as was maintained
by that most holy king when he implored
God to grant the things most essential
for a king and his son: 'God*, he said,
'give to the king your judgment and to

the king's son your justice'.
"Therefore what was said in the
minor premiss was right, that the
monarch alone is completely equipped
to rule, therefore the Monarch alone
is able to bring the best out of
others."
Like Dante1 , the Indian political thinkers
thought the king absolutely necessary for the
maintenance of law and justice in the kingdom,
but as we have discussed this question in
greater length in another chapter

2

there is

no need to deal with it further here.
As well as exercising judicial authority
in his kingdom it appears that the king also
tried to settle the disputes arising amongst
his feudal lords.

Though none of the theore

ticians belonging to our period refers to this
particular function of the king, yet it can be
gathered from different literary sources that
the paramount authority interfered in the
quarrels of the chiefs of his kingdom.

1. Monarchy, p. 15.
2. /Supra, ch.

For instance we find that Pratap Siijiha1 , one
of the chiefs at the court of Ppthviraja, could
not tolerate the growing prestige of Kagha,
another feudal lord in the same court.

So

Pratap Siqiha attempted to pull out the moustache
of Kapha in order to humiliate him.

Kapha only

saved his prestige by killing Pratap Siipha.
Then Ari Siipha, the younger brother of Pratap
Siipha, attempted revenge, but he in turn was
killed by Kapha, and the feud continued till
Ppthvlraja himself interfered.

There is another
-

reference to this effect in the Ra.iatarangipi

?

A struggle broke out between Sapgrama Pala,
the son and successor of Sahaja Pala of Rajapuri,
and Madana Pala, the deceased king's brother.
Consequently king Kalasa, as the overlord, had to
interfere in the matter.

Thus the preservation

of peace and order among the feudal lords of the
kingdom also needed one paramount power who could

1. Prthvira.i^raso, p. 286 ff.
2. Rat
j . , ch. 7* v. 535 onwards.

settle their differences.

Therefore the

presence of the king as the paramount power
was regarded as essential.

For this again we

can find a parallel in the work of Dante1 : •

11And wherever there is possibility of
dispute there has to be a judgment to
settle it; otherwise there would be
imperfection without a remedy to heal
it, which is impossible, since God and
nature never fail in essentials.
"It is clear that a dispute may
arise between two princes, neither of
whom is subject to the other, and that
this may be their fault or their subjects'.
Therefore a judgment between them is
indispensable.
However, since neither
can take cognizance over the other (neither
being subject to the other - and equals
do not rule over equals) there needs to
be a third person enjoying wider juris
diction, who by right rules over both of
them. This person must be either the
monarch (in which case our argument is
complete) or not the monarch, in which
case he himself will have an equal outside
his own jurisdiction and it will again be
necessary to have recourse to a third
person. Either this process will go on
to infinity (which is impossible) or
eventually it will lead us back to a
first and supreme judge whose judgment
will either directly or indirectly solve
all disputes: he will be the monarch or
emperor.

1. Monarchy, p. 14

"Therefore monarchy is necessary to
the world. And the Philosopher appreciated
this truth when he,wrote: 'things resent
being badly ordered; but to have different
rulers is bad, therefore, one Prince."
Thus it appears that the failure of the
tribal republics - long before our period inspired people to think of the monarchical
form of government as the only guarantee of the
peace and prosperity of the people.

The seeds

of the monarchical form of government were
certainly sown in a much earlier period, but
it is only when we come to this period that we
find the ideas of monarchy developed in a
matured form which can be compared with the
concept of kingship in other mediaeval
civilizations.

CHAPTER III

IDEAS ON THE ORIGIN OF THE KINGSHIP

By the beginning of the period in question
Indian authorities on politics had lost much
of their originality, and their thoughts were
much influenced by the authors of the past.
Writers of the period cited passages from
ancient authors as justification for every
opinion.

Therefore materials available on the

subject of the origin of kingship from this
period are mainly citations from Manu, Yajnavalkya,
Narada and other earlier authors.

Buddhist

sources belonging to the period say little
about kingship and government and do not give
much information other than that contained in
the texts of the Hindus, while the Jainas had very
primitive ideas about the origin of kingship.
Modern historians of ancient India have
pointed out two different theories on the origin
of the kingship, namely the theory of Social
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Contract

1

P

and that of Divine Origin •

There

are certain passages quoted by Prof. Bhandarkar
and other scholars from the ancient literature
in favour of the Social Contract theory, such
as: "The gods headed by Prajapati^ said to one
another, Let us install him (Indra) to kingship
over all", and the story of the Saka-Dvipa from
r

4

the Bhigma Parvan .

But the close examination

of these passages may lead us to doubt the
conclusion that they imply a definite idea of
Social Contract.

Therefore, let us study these

passages one by one, taking the last first.
The Bhigma Parvan^ stated that there was
neither king nor king of kings, neither punish
ment nor criminals in the Saka-Dvipa; nobody
interferedv^ithySne" another and everybody minded

1 . A.H.P., pp. 12? f f •
2. U.N. Ghoshal. p. 276.
3* Aitt. Brah., vol. i, p.201 (translation
vol. ii,
pp. 513-5)
4. Bhlgma Parvan. ch. xi,
v. 48-49*
5. Na tatra raja rajendra

na dai^o na cada#<JLikafc// 48

Svadharmeijiaiva dharmajnaste rakganti parasparam // 49
Bhlgma Parvan. ch. xi.

his own business.

This implies that there was

no infringement of other*s property and every
body lived in peace and tranquility.

The text

is absolutely silent about any kind of contract
reached between different groups of people, or
about any agreement to lead a mutually
disciplined life.

The existence of security of

life and property does not necessarily imply
that there was some sort of an understanding
amongst people not to infringe one another*s
property, as has been contended by Prof.
Bhandarkar.

The passage referred to seems to

look back to a period of tribal society when
crime and the social stresses of civilization
were non-existent - a stage where people,
being ignorant of all the luxuries of city
culture, lived peacefully and enjoyed their
lives in the midst of the nature, and had every
fundamental need in abundance so never bothered
to interfere with one another's property or
freedom.

So this description of the primeval
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state of society cannot be accepted as an
example of the doctrine of social contract,
because social contract refers to the voluntary
creation of some sort of institution 1 that
guarantees the security and prosperity of its
constituent members in such a way that each,
when united to his fellows, renders obedience
to his own will and remains as free as he was
before.
Extracts from the Digha Nikaya and other
Buddhist works have been quoted in favour of
the existence of the social contract theory
in early India.

The substance of the Digha

Nikaya story is as follows
Lord Buddha said that in the beginning there
was neither evil nor corruption.

People were

self-luminous and lived on rapture.
the progress of time evil started.

But with
Savoury

earth made its appearance over the water which
formerly covered the world.

People set to work

1. The Social Contract, p. 255* (The World’s Classic*)

to make the earth into lumps and feast on it.
As people feasted upon earth they lost their
self-luminousness.

Sun, moon, stars, constel

lations, nights and days, months and fortnights
became manifest.

People continued to enjoy

the savoury earth for a long time.

But owing

to the growth of the vice of vanity the savoury
earth gradually disappeared.

Then a growth

from the soil like mushrooms became visible.
People began to feed on and enjoy these for a
long time,

.but when the people further degen

erated morally these growths ceased.

Afterwards

creepers endowed with colour, odour and taste
appeared.
long time.

Then people lived on these for a
But with the further decline in

morality this growth also ceased.

Then fragrant

rice without husk and powder appeared.

Enjoying

this rice and feeding on it people lived for a
long time.

But when further immoral customs

appeared powder and husk enveloped the clean

grains of rice, and the daily growth of the
rice stopped.

As a result of this the rice

fields were divided and people set up
boundaries round them.

Now people of greedy

disposition watching over their own plots of
land stole the land of others.

They were

caught, but set free with the warning that
they should not commit such mistakes in future.
But they did it again.
caught and beaten.

This time they were

Then noble beings assembled

and decided to select someone who would censure
those who should rightly be censured and banish
those who deserved to be banished.

In return

they resolved to give him a portion of their
rice.

Then they approached the most handsome,

attractive and capable among them and requested
him "come now, good being, be indignant at that oX'
which one should rightly be indignant, censure
that which should rightly be censured, and banish
those who deserve to be banished.

And we will

contribute to thee a portion of rice.”

And he

consented and did so, and they gave him a
portion of their rice.

Thus the first king,

because he was chosen by the whole people, was
called Mahasammata, "The Great Chosen One".
Thus it is clear from the story that it was
believed that in the beginning of creation the
era of honesty prevailed.

But with the march

of the time humanity was assailed by different
kinds of evils and dishonesty.

So to stop these

evils, the right of property came into being;
but evil-minded people were not satisfied with
their share of land so they encroached upon
others' property.

Such evil went on increasing

until the Mahasammata was elected.

Thus it

appears that Buddhist circles really believed
in the origin of kingship through the social
contract.

This fascinating story of the election

of the Mahasammata has bee compared with the
social contract theory of Locke by Prof. Bhandarkar.

But the plausibility of the comparison is
open to challenge because in the first place
we see that in Locke^ the state of nature is
full of fears and continual dangers, but the

1. The state is created by (sic! according to)
Locke through the medium of a contract in which
each individual agrees with every other to give
up to the community the natural right of enforc
ing the law of reason in order that life, liberty
and property may be preserved. Locke, unlike
Hobbes, gives the power to the community and to
a government.
The contract, it may be stressed,
is also not general but limited and specific; for,
the natural right enforcing the law of reason
alone is given up, the natural rights of life,
liberty and property reserved to the individual
limit the just power of the community.
The legislative power constituted by the
consent of the people, becomes the supreme power
in the commonwealth, but is not attributory.
It
must be exercised, as it is given for the good
of the subjects. Government is in the nature of
a trust, and embraces only such powers as were
transferred at the time of the change from a state
of nature.
The legislation must dispense justice
by standing laws and authorised judges; no man can
be deprived of his property without his consent,
nor can taxes be levied without the consent of the
people or their representatives.
Finally; the
legislature cannot transfer its powers to any
other person or body.
It is but a delegated power
from the people who alone can dispose of it.

state of nature described in the Digha Nikaya
has no worse danger than the encroachment on
other’s property by the unjust man in the
absence of any established authority.

In

Locke's version of the social contract the
people surrendered their power to the community
and not to one person, while in the Buddhist
story they delegated the authority to one
person, who was handsomest, best favoured, most
attractive and most capable.

In Locke's account

the surrender of power to the community is a

The people however can remove or alter the
legislature when they find that it acts contrary
to the trust reposed in it. If it be asked who,
then, is sovereign, in Locke's state, the answer
is that there is none in Hobbes 1 sense. The
community is supreme, but its aupreme power is
latent.
Its power does not come into play so
long as the government is acting according to
the trust reposed in it; but when it acts
contrary to that trust the power of the community
manifests itself in its right to replace that
government by another.
Thus it is integral to
Locke's system that government may be dissolved
while society remains intact. Locke's theory
thus results in constitutional or limited govern
ment.
Appadorai, p.p. 26-27*

limited surrender, because people preserved
the right of life, liberty and property, but
in the Buddhist story the people authorised
the Mahasammata to be the lord of their land,
and undertook to submit to banishment and
censure.

Therefore the Buddhist story may be

taken as implying complete surrender of power
to one person only.

Further the sovereign is

found working with the consent of the community
in Locke’s society and in case of discontent
he is liable to be dismissed by the legislature.
But the Buddhist story does not mention any
instrument to check the arrogance of the
Mahasammata.

Thus the comparison of the

ancient doctrine of social contract with more
recent ones does not appear very close.

On

the other hand the comparison of the Buddhist
social contract theory with the social contract

theory of Plato'1' seems more appropriate, because
in both theories we find the immediately
preceding society dominated by unjust men.
The just man suffers because of the wickedness
of the unjust and injustice becomes frequent.

1 . a. So that when men do wrong and are wronged
by one another and taste of both, those who lack
the power to avoid the one and take the other
determine that it is for their profit to make a
compact with one another neither to commit nor
to suffer injustice; and that is the beginning
of the legislation and of covenants between men,
and that they name the commandment of the law,
the lawful and the just, and that this is the
genesis and essential nature of justice - a
compromise between the best, which is to do wrong
with impunity, and the worst which is to be
wronged and be impotent to get one's revenge.
Republic, Vol. i, Book ii, p. 115* (L.C.S.)
b. “The origin of the city, then", said I,
"in my opinion, is to be found in the fact that
we do not severally suffice for our own needs,
but each of us lacks many things. Do you think
any other principle establishes the state?"
"No other", said he.
"As a result of this, then,
one man calling in another for one service and
another for another, we being in need of many
things, gather many into one place of abode as
associates and helpers and to this dwelling
together we give the name of city or state, do
we not?"
"By all means."
"And between one man
and another there is an interchange of giving if
it so happens and taking because each supposes
this to be better for himself."
"Certainly".
"Come, then, let us create a city from the
beginning in our theory.
Its real creator, as
it appears, will be our needs."
Republic, Vol. i, Book ii, pp. 14-9-150. (L.C.S.)

It is necessary for society to check all these
evils.

Both in the Buddhist society and Plato

we find people entering into a covenant not to
infringe upon one another's property.

But the

unjust man continues to violate the rules of the
society.

Therefore in both accounts people

decide in favour of an authority to control
the mischief-maker.

In the Buddhist story the

people elect the Mahasammata, while Plato's
£t,CCOCArtAr"

tells about the creation of the state.
A comparative study of the two doctrines suggests
that that of the Buddhists is politically less
mature, because instead of a state it refers
only to the creation of kingship.

But it was

possible neither for the Mahasammata of the
Buddhists nor the state of Plato to function
alone.

Both of them needed the help of the

people - financially, physically and morally.
Thus we see that the Buddhists were prepared to
agree on all the necessary machinery of kingship
and the republicans of Plato abrogated all
their rights to the state.
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The Aitareya Brahma^a story about the
appointment of Indra as king quoted by Prof.
Bhandarkar 1 lacks the evidence of any sort of
contract.

Neither do we hear of the people

approaching Indra to be their king nor is Indra
recorded as having asked people for obedience
and a return for his services.

On the other

hand the god Prajapati, being attracted by the
valiance of Indra, crowned him as the king of
the gods>and the gods as faithful subjects
accepted the decision of Prajapati.

Prajapati

is known from this story and several other
stories as the supreme god of gods of the
Brahma^a period.

Therefore the story of his

appointment of Indra as king>. tends rather to
reinforce the doctrine of the divine appointment
of the king than any other.
A further contention of Prof. Bhandarkar
that the appointment of Manu came about through
the social contract, appears to be fallacious,
bedause the story runs as follows : "Once all

1. A.H.P., p. 128

beings entered into a compact to keep criminals
such as seducers, robbers, thieves etc. in check.
But after some time they approached the god
Brahma and requested him to appoint a king whom
they would worship and who in return would
protect them.

Brahma pointed towards Manu, but

Manu showed reluctance to accept the offer,
because human life was full of wickedness and
deceits.
others.

Manu was not prepared to incur sin for
On this occasion the people assured

Manu that

sin would touch only those who

committed

it.They promised to give

Manu one-

fiftieth of their cattle and precious metals,
one tenth
choice.

of their grain* and the girls of his
They promised to follow him

as a deity

and requested him to be their Indra, to protect
them like Kuvera^and to defeat their enemies
as the Sun-god scorches everything.

Thus

addressed by the people Manu, possessed of great
energy, proceeded to come down to earth,
accompanied by a large force.

On his descent,

he seemed to them to blaze with prowess.
Beholding the might of Indra, the inhabitants
of the world were inspired with fear and set
their hearts upon their respective duties.
Manu then made a round-tour of the world
checking everywhere all acts of wickedness and
setting all men to their respective duties,
like a rain-charged cloud (in its mission of
beneficence)." ^

Here we find that the people,

being tired of the logic of fishes, approached
Brahma to appoint a king who would restore
peace and order in their society.

Brahma

pointed towards Manu and Manu showed his
unwillingness.

But as soon as the people

promised remuneration, he accepted the offer.
It is this offer and acceptance of the remuneration
that has misled Prof. Bhandarkar into taking
this story as an example of the social contract.

2

We have said earlier , however, that social

1.

Arajakajp. prajalp. purvaip vinesuriti najp. srutam /

Evam ye bhutimiccheyu)p ppthivyaip manavalp. kvacit /
Kuryu rajanamevagre prajanugrahakarapat // 52 //
Santi Parva, xii, 67, 24, p. 514-6.
2.

Supra p .

contract refers to some sort of organisation
that guarantees the security and prosperity
of society without infringing upon the freedom
of its members.

But here we are told that

Manu was given authority over the freedom of
his subjects, an act which is quite contrary
to the very spirit of the social contract.
On the other hand it was Brahma who pointed
towards Manu and advised the people to appoint
him as their lord; thus it was not the people
who chose Manu to be their king, though they
offered remuneration for his services.
Therefore the story cannot be accepted as an
example of the social contract theory.

On

the contrary it is an appointment made by the
high god Brahma, which is again a form of the
doctrine of the divine origin of the king.
Similarly Mr. Belvalkar'i contention
that the story of appointment of Ppthu Vainya

1. Bhandarkar Annals % vol. 29-30, p. 298.

in the 3anti Parvan gives an indication of
the social contract theory is fallacious,
because here we again find the god Prajapati
appointing Vainya as the king of human beings.
An appointment made by God can never be
accepted as an indication of social contract,
but obviously implies the doctrine of divine
origin of kingship.
There is no example of social contractual

fKn
origin of kingship in our-peried and we find
that the idea of the divine origin of kingship
had been strengthened in our period.
•

Ca$<Jesvara

1

Both

_

and Lak$midhara, agreeing with Manu,

stated that there was anarchy in the beginning
of things and that the people were dispersed
into different directions through fear.

So for

1. Arajake hi loke'smin sarvato vidrutfc bhayat /
Rak§artham asya sarvasya rajanamaspjat prabhuk //
R. N . , p. 2., Kptyakalpa.» p. 2.

their protection God created the king.

It

seems essential at this point to consider
the difference between the two types of anarchy,
ara.jakata and matsya nyaya, which are mentioned
so frequently in the literature of our period.
Matsya nyaya has been translated by several
scholars either literally as 'the rule of fishes'
or freely as 'the rule of the jungle', but
neither of these translations carries the inner
meaning of the phrase.

Matsya certainly means

'fish'; but we do not know anything about the
rules or logic of these creatures.

It is

believed by our sources that big fishes seize
and devour the smaller ones.

So the seizing of

the smaller by the bigger fish is used as an
analogy, and this, not 'rule' or 'logic*

is the

implication of the term nyaya in this context.
Therefore, it seems more accurate to translate
this term as 'the analogy of the fishes'.

The

term occurs many times in Hindu^ literature.

1. Mat. ? . , ccxxv, 9*

Yukti, 105

Kama. , ii, 4-0.

The term arajakata is to be found in the
Rajanitiratnakara and the Kptyakalpataru,
usually based on the famous verse of Manu'1'.
In Hindu politics both terms to some extent
carry the sense of an anarchical stage in the
development of civilisation.

In the state of

matsya nyaya, however, it is always the
weaker who suffers in the absence of justice,
but the case is different in the state of
arajakata.

In arajakata the weak and the poor

2

are found troubling the rich and strong .
Matsya nyaya thus seems to be a state of
complete anarchy, while arajakata refers to a
condition of affairs in which the rules of
cultured society are known but not followed
by the people, in the absence of a strong head
of the state, and in which the just suffer at
the hands of the unjust in consequence.

This

idea of anarchy is very similar to that of Plato.

1. Ramayana, ii, 57*
2. Ma n u , vii, 3«

,
9.9

Plato”*" held that,when both gust and ungust
men are wronged, they need the presence of
some supreme authority who may keep them under
control.

Here we must remember that Plato was

talking about the basis of a city state, but
the Hindus were talking about the origin of
the king.

So we find the Matsya Purapa

2

stating..

!tA king is created by Brahma for the preser
vation of all beings, for awarding the Devas
their respective share of. sacrificial oblations,
and for inflicting proper punishment on the
guilty11.

King Vikramaditya in the Praband-

hacintamani^ appeared for the rescue of the
people, who were terrified of their demon king.
All these references suggest that the basic
thought behind them is that when in the distant
past the ungust dominated the gust, the just

1. Republic, ii, p. 155 (L.C.S.)
2. M a t . .7. , ch. 226, v. 1.
5. P. C ., p. 2 ff

recognised the necessity for putting a stop
to this unhappy situation.

So according to

the Greek account people created the city
state, while in the Hindu tradition they called
on God to help them, and he created the king
for the preservation of his creation.
A question may he raised as to the nature
of the divinely appointed king.

Was he the

incarnation of the high God, or some ordinary
being raised to kingship by divine favour?
We have seen in connection with the Mahabharata 1
passage discussed above that the god Bra”^TOptfi*>
pointed towards the lessor god Manu and appointed
him to be the ruler of the human beings.

The

2

Matsya Puraqa , on the other hand, refers to the
special creation of the king, and not the
incarnation of a god as the king.

Capcjesvara

5

and Lak§midhara also believed in the creation of
the king by God,rather than the incarnation of

1. Supra p .
2. Supra p.
5. Supra p .H

lot
a god as king.

Kalhapa 1 stated that Prajapati

Kasyapa caused the gods* led by Druhina, Upendra
and Rudra, to descend on the earth and to be the fC-rsh
rulers of Kashmir.

Thus we see that none of the

sources of our period refers to the king as the
incarnation of the high God.

Therefore it

appears that it was believed either that a
lesser god accepted the office of the first king,
or that the first king was a special creation
of the high God.
According to the available sources it appears
that this human god was composed of the particles

2
of different gods.

Both CapcjLesvara and Lak^mldhara,

agreeing with Manu, stated that, having taken the
particles of Indra, the Wind, Yama, the Sun, P i r e ,
Varui^a, the Moon and Kuvera, God created the king.
The idea of the extraction of various particles
of the different gods and their combination in a
single person indicates the immense importance of

1. Raj,, i, v. 26-27.

2 . Indranilayamarkai^amagnescavarup.asyaca /
Candravittesayoscaiva matra nirhptya sasvatll^ //
R. N . , p. 4,

Kptyakalpa., p. 2.
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the king's office, as we shall see later.
The divine origin of the kingship, as
believed in by the Hindus, appears to have
influenced the thought of the later Buddhists
in the sense that during the early days they
believed in the social contract theory,

but

coming to this period the only Buddhist source
known to us containing passages of political
significance, the Suvar^abhasottama Sutra1,
contains the idea of the divine origin of the
kingship in a somewhat modified form.

According

to this source the gods order a certain appointed
being to enter into the mother's womb and become
a human king, and it is by the order of the gods
that this being gets an embryo and is b o m in the
form of a man.

The being who is destined to rule

as king is appointed by the gods from his concep
tion.

Here we have in another form the Hindu

concept of the divine origin of kingship which
we have considered earlier - that the king was
b orn J!Z_ the order of the great God.

The Jainas had an altogether different
concept of the origin of kingship.

Dr. Beni

Prasad‘S thought that the story in the Jaina
text Mahapuraga implies a belief in the
patriarchial origin of kingship, but it aopears
that he has either drawn too hasty a conclusion
or failed to examine the text thoroughly.
Undoubtedly the word Kulakara has been used
for the first king according to Jaina tradition,
Vp^abhadeva, but the use of the word does not
necessarily imply that Vp^abhadeva was a Patriarch.
As far as the text is concerned Vp^abhadeva
appears in three different functions as magician,
patriarch and king: magician because sun, moon,
Indra and other smaller divinities were under his
control; patriarch because he took pleasure in
the happiness of his people like a father; and
finally, being the best well-wisher of the people,
he became the king.

2

Prior to Vp^abhadeva there

1. State in Ancient India, p. 392.
2. Sa srlmaniti nityabhoganiratal?. putraisca pautrairnijaiti/
Aru<Jhapranayairupa hitadhptih siqihasanadhyasita^i /
Sakrarkkendupurassarai£ sura varairvyugLhol las acchasanaljL
Sasti smapratisasano bhuvamimamasindhuslma^i jina^. //
M. P., ch. xvi, v. 275* P« 572.
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were several kulakaras who are said to have
ruled before him.

In order to find out what

the function of these kulakaras was thought to
have been, and how they are said to have been
regarded by the people, we will give a short
summary of the story presented in the text.^
The text begins by stating that the first part
of the Avasarpini era called Sugama lasted four
crores of years.

People during this part of the

era were extremely happy.

They had neither

mental nor physical worries.
and influential.
husbands.

They were powerful

Women were devoted to their

They took food equal to a badarl fruit

in measurement daily and lived a very long life.
This period corresponds to the golden age (Kpta
.yuga) of the other sources.

With the passage of

time came the second phase of the Sugama period;
the light of the kalpavrksas, which illumined the
world and provided for the needs of the people,

1. M. P ., ch. 3> v. 4-3-70, p. 4-9 ff.

and the bodily strength and the longevity
of man began to decline, and this continued
until the third phase of the Susama.

By the

close of the third phase of Sugama the light of
the kalpavrkgas became extremely dim.

After

wards, on a morning of a full-moon day of the
month Agadha, the setting sun and the rising
moon appeared.

At their appearance the people

were very surprised and disturbed.

By this
0

time the first patriarch called Pratisruti had
appeared.

He was handsome and brighter than the

sun because of his sublime radiance.

In addition

to this he was acquainted with the previous deeds
of the people by virtue of his magical power.
So he was regarded as the wisest among all mankind.
He used to observe the phenomena of nature, which
were becoming more and more obvious as the
kalpavrkgas grew dim, and explain them to the
frightened people.

Many of his speeches were

very pleasing and consoling to them.

When the sun

and moon appeared he said to the frightened people,
"these two unfamiliar things are called sun and

moon, they are the personification of the great
light and they always rotate round the sky.
Till recently their strength was overshadowed
by the light of the kalpavrkgas, but with the
progress of the time the light of the kalpavrkgas
has declined.

Therefore they are visible.

They

are harmless, so you should not be afraid of them.11
Having heard this people were relieved of their
worries and dispersed after paying him great
respect.

Afterwards Pratisruti, and other succeeding

Kulakaras, established all kinds of institutions
in India.

This in short is the Jaina story of the

origin of kingship.

We are told in this

story that Pratisruti was a great man, who knew
all the secrets of nature and the previous
births of the people.

He was well versed in

making speeches, which are said to have been
delivered through his glittering teeth, and he
consoled and contented his people in their bad
days.

These characteristics of Pratisruti

remind us of the medicine man as described by

Sir James Frazer1 , who tells of the activities
of the Orkoiyot (or the principal medicine man)
among the Nandi of East Africa.

According to

Frazer the Orkoiyot is a diviner and foretells
the future by casting stones, inspecting entrails,
interpreting dreams, and prophesying when he is
drunk.
powers.

The Nandi believe implicitly in his
He tells them when to begin planting

their crops; in time of drought he procures
rain for them either personally or with the help
of other rain-makers who are well versed in
this craft; he makes women and cattle fruitful,
and no war party can expect to be successful if
he has not approved of the foray.

His office

is hereditary and his person is regarded as
absolutely sacred.

Nobody may approach him with

weapons in his hand or speak in his presence
unless the great man addresses him; and it is
most important that nobody should touch his head

1. Golden Bough, vol. 1, p. 344-*

else it is feared that his powers of divination
and so forth would depart from him.

However,

one of these pontiffs was clubbed to death,
being held responsible for several public
calamities, to wit, famine, sickness and defeat
in war.

Thus, like the medicine man of East

Africa, Pratisruti appears to be thought of as
a diviner.

Certainly nothing is said about his

making the cattle and women of his locality
fruitful, or about his blessing fighting parties,
which is probably because the Jaina tradition
does not believe that war existed in the
primitive period.

But his observance of nature,

his interpretation of the past, his outshining
the sun by means of his radiance and his holding
the teeth tight give him a magical character.
The latter characteristic of Pratisruti - holding
the teeth tight while talking - is a peculiar
characteristic to be found in modern Indian

magicians who wander from door to door
performing tricks of ventriloquism.
During the lifetime of the second Kulakara,
Sanmati, tigers and other fierce animals made
their appearance.

People were frightened of

them and they assembled round the Kulakara.
Sanmati by means of his magical power removed
their fear.

People were very grateful for this

act of Sanmati, and wished him to be their king.1
The magical character of the Kulakara is
further emphasised in the description of
Cak^usman.

It is said that at first parents

used to die painlessly soon after the birth of
their children, who were invariably twins, but
in Cak^usman's time they began to survive for
some time, which was again (strangely enough!)
frightening for them.

So they gathered round

1. Ayam Sanmatirevastu prabhurna^ sanmatiprada^i
Iti prasasya saippujya yayuste taip svamaspadam //
v. 89 //

M. P ., ch. 3, p* 55«
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the Kulakara, who removed their fear by
uttering a charm.
According to the Jaina story the earlier
Kulakaras appear chiefly in the capacity of
medicine man but the later ones take on more
of the character of kings, like the magiciankings of the East African Nandi to whom we
have referred.

As the world declined their

leadership was at first completely natural,
and based solely on popular acceptance, on
account of their superior power and wisdom;
later it became more formalized and less
spontaneous.

Thus it said that Vp^abhadeva,

the fourteenth Kulakara, had to make promises
to maintain the economic solidarity and good
administration of the people'1' before his
predecessor Nabhiraja, and it was only after

1. Athadhirajyamasadya Nabhirajasya sannidhau /
Prajanaiji palane yatnam akaroditi visvasp-fc / 24-1 //
Kptvadita^ prajasargaip tad vpttiniyamaip puna£i /
Svadharmanativpttyaiva niyacchannanvasat praja£ //24-2//
M. P . , ch. 16.

Ill

these promises that he was made king.

This is

in short the Jaina doctrine of the origin of
the kingship.

The same story is repeated in
#
1
another Jaina text, the Harivamsa Purana .
In addition to these accounts there are

several examples in the epigraphy, literary and
foreign accounts of the origin of kingship from
forcible seizure of power.

But these sources

mainly deal with the origin of dynasties rather
than with the institution of kingship itself.
Therefore it is not quite clear what importance
should be attached to these records in a general
survey of the theory of the origin of the kingship.
Moreover we are dealing with the ideas on the
origin of the kingship prevalent in early
mediaeval India and not with the problem of how
kingship actually originated.

Therefore it would

not be unreasonable to stop the discussion here.
Having considered different ideas about the
origin of kingship let us consider the problem of

1. H. P . , ch. 7, v. 125-178, ch. 9, v. 43-45.

the divinity of kings.

Scholars such as Prof.

Bhandarkar^ raise objection to the comparison
of the Indian with the Western idea of the
divinity of kingship, an idea which has been
summarised by Mr. Figgis

2

as follows :

(i) monarchy is a divinely ordained institution,
(ii) the hereditary rights of the king are
indefeasible, (iii) kings are accountable to
God only, and (iv) non-resistance and passive
obedience are due to the king.

But it would

not be wise to discard the possibility of the
existence in early India of any idea resembling
anything Western simply because it shows this
resemblance.

On the other hand we have a few

reasons to believe that something like the Western
concept of royal divinity developed in India.
the Suvaraabhasottama stated "How does a king,
who is born of man be called divine?
king called the son of the gods?"

1. A.H.P., p. 159.
2. Divine Rights of Kings, pp. 5-8.

Why is a

In reply to

Thus

this question it was answered:

"By the authority

of the great gods he enters his mother's womb.
First he is ordained by the gods - only then he
finds the embryo.

What though he is born or

dies in the world of mortals —

arising from the

1
gods he is called the son of the gods."

Thus

we see that even the Buddhists accepted the
divinity of the king from the very moment he was
conceived in his mother's womb.

We have seen

earlier that the Hindus thought that the king
was made of the different particles of the
different gods,which is worth comparison with
the first point of the Western idea of divine
kingship, that monarchy is divinely ordained.
The second and third points of the Western idea
of the king's divinity we shall consider in
connection with our -fakird chapter^while we shall
touch upon the fourth point in the latter portion
of the present chapter.

So to avoid repetition

we shall stop the discussion here.

There seems

among many Indian historians a sentimental

1. S . S .% p. 73* ch. vi, Nobel Edition.

feeling that no Western ideas are comparable
to those of early India.

It is noteworthy that

in almost every society with a developed idea
of kingship a feeling of sanctity often
approaching divinity was attached to the king.
This was the case with Ancient Egypt, Israel
and Mesopotamia, The Roman Empire, China, and
most European monarchies.

Even today, though

Britain is regarded as the most democratic of
countries, still her people put ,fDei Gratia”
on their coins and pray on behalf of the King
or the Queen that the King of the Kings, Lord
of Lords may replenish him or her with the Grace
"AScy

of His Holy Spirit; and*still couple the
sovereign and the Deity in the commandment to
fear God and honour the sovereign.1
Having seen this let us see what are the
objections raised by different Indian scholars
against the view that the absolute divinity of

1. Kingship by Hocart, p. 16.

the king was believed in im our period.
Prof. Bhandarkar1 thinks that the divinity of
the kingship in India was conditional, and
citing the example of Ppthu Vainya he stated
that his divinity was thought to have evaporated
soon after his breach of the pledge to govern
according to Pharma.

The authority of Manu has

been quoted to strengthen the argument.

But

before we proceed further it would be reasonable
to consider the story of Ppthu Vainya.
story

2

The

provided in the text is as follows :

"Having sprung from the right arm of the late
king Vainya, Ppthu went to the sages and requested
them to tell him of the various aspects of the
royal duty and morality.

Thus addressed the

gods and rsis who were present on the occasion
said to Ppthu Vainya,

*Po thou fearlessly

accomplish all the tasks in which righteousness
ever resides.

Disregarding what is dear and what

1. A.H.P. , p. 159 f f .
2* Santi P a rva, ch. 59, v. 100-116.

not so, look upon all creatures with an equal
eye.

Cast off at a distance lust and wrath and

covetousness and honour and always, observing
the dictates of righteousness, do thou punish
with thy own hands the man, whoever he may be,
that deviates from the path of the duty.

Do

thou further swear that thou will fearlessly
maintain the duties laid down in the Vedas with
the aid of the science of chastisement and that
thou will never act with caprice.

0 Pussiant

one, you know that Brahmanas are exempt from
chastisement and pledge further that thou will
protect the world from an intermixture of the
castes.1

Thus addressed Vena's son replied to

the deities headed by the pgis, saying, "those
bulls among men the highly blessed Brahmapas
shall ever be worshipped by me.'
of Brahma said 'let it be so'.

Those utterers
Then Sukra became

his purohita, Valakhilya his councillor, Sarasvata
his companion, Garga his astrologer and Ppthu
Vainya began to rule."
The story presented above suggests that
Ppthu Vainya came to the royal throne without any

previous experience.

So he enquired about the

various royal disciplines from men of experience.
Having heard those duties he vaguely expressed
his intention of carrying them out, but he did
not make any firm or solemn oath to perform
these royal duties.

Had it been thought that

he was under a solemn pledge we might have read
of Ppthu Vainya saying something to the effect
of: "I, Ppthu Vainya, do swear that I will
faithfully fill the office of the king or
discharge the functions of the king” , and so on.
Nor do we hear the sages telling him that in case
of his failure in the performance of the royal
functions he would be turned out of office.
The absence of such details in the story raises
grave doubts as to Prof. Bhandarkar's assumption
that

Vainya1s divine kingship was conditional

on good behaviour.

Students belonging to Prof.

Bhandarkar's school may argue that neither was
Ppthu Vainya born in the twentieth century, nor
did anything like the chief justice of the Supreme
Court of India exist in those days to receive

the oath.

But it can be suggested against

this that Lord Vi?pu, traditionally the
progenitor of Hindu law, is said to have been
present on the occasion, so had the story
implied any kind of oath-taking ceremony,
Ppthu Vainya must have vowed something before
him.

If a modern head of state can swear in

the name of God, a legendary king like Ppthu
Vainya would have had no objection to swearing
before God himself, if this were demanded of him.
Therefore, we cannot agree with Prof. Bhandarkar
that the divinity of the Indian kings was
conditional upon fulfilling an oath taken on
assuming office.
The passage quoted from Manu arrears to be
misleading because the verse in question refers
neither to the polity nor to the royal function
but to Law.

The text1 reads that a king should

use the rod of justice properly, otherwise it
will lead him to destruction, which appears

1. Dap<Jo hi samuhattejo durdharascakptatmabhi^ /
—
—
♦
Dharmadvicalitaip hanti nppameva BaLa^l^val;*)//
Manu. vii, \/. 28.
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merely to imply that if the king does not rule
properly the rule of the unjust will prevail,
which would lead the world to destruction and
the king with it.

Under such chaotic conditions

the life and the property of the royal family
would be imperilled just as those of others.
Moreover the passage in question does not refer
to the evaporation of the divinity of the king
in the event of his failure to govern the
territory justly, and in fact nothing is said
about the possibility of the king's losing his
divinity in the text.

Therefore it seems

unjustified to base such conclusions on this
passage•
Similarly Prof. Bhandarkar's reference to
Narada Smrti1 appears to be indefensible because
the text referred to states that: "What is
opposed to revealed and traditional law must
not be practised by the king; and when it is
practised by others the king should check it."
Thus we see that the passage in question counsels
the king not to do anything which is opposed to
the law or morality.

It advises the king to

1. Narada, ch. xviii, v. 8.

restrain the unrighteous and to bring them to
justice, which is one of the royal duties that
we shall consider in another chapter.

In the

present connection it would not be unreasonable
to state that one of the chief motives of the
King's action in thus governing according to
dharma was to earn spiritual merit for himself.
Prof. Bhandarkar's makes a further reference
p

to the Narada Smrti which reads * "It is not
permitted either to advise or to rebuke the king
or Brahmanas, on account of their high dignity
and sanctity, unless they should swerve from
the path."

Here we see the author advising

people not to rebuke the king because of his
sanctity.

Moreover the passage does not say

specifically that people should rebuke tyrants,
but it states that there is no sin in doing so.
Furthermore, the text does not say anything
about the evaporation of the divinity of king
ship.

Therefore it seems very difficult to

agree with Prof. Bhandarkar's suggestion.

1. Narada, ch. xviii, v. 12.

Similarly unconvincing is Prof. Altekar's1
statement that an unrighteous king was regarded
as a demon by the Hindu theoreticians, and
therefore the divinity of kingship cannot be
accepted universally, because the statement on
which Prof. Altekar bases his claim was intended
to prove the superiority of the righteous king
over the unrighteous.

Besides this, the

comparison of an unrighteous king to a demon is
a figure of speech and not a practical formula.
So we cannot rely upon such evidence as showing
that the king's divinity had any constitutional
qualifications.

Moreover a demon, though evil,

is a superhuman and supernatural being, far
more powerful than an ordinary man.
On the other hand there are a number of
examples that suggest that the full divinity of
kingship was widely propounded and accepted in
India of our period.

But before we proceed to

1. Yo hi dharmaparo raja devanso'nyasca rak^asagi /
Aipsabhuto dharmalopl prajap!<Jakaro bhavet /
Sukra I, 139-40, Quoted in S.G.A.I., p. 62.

consider this subject it will be useful to
enquire as to what different reasons may
have led the king and his court to take
serious thought about the questions of royal
divinity.
We have already seen that the first
reason may have been the divine origin1 of
kingship as it was propounded by different
Indian texts.

From this it was but a short

step to the view that, as the first king had
been divine, so were his successors.
Another important reason leading to the
idea of the king's divinity may have been the
concept of the king as the begetter of the
prosperity of the people.
Lak^midhara stated

For example,

2 that the king is like Indra

because he showers prosperity upon the people -

1. Supra, pp 94
2. Var^ikanscaturo'masan yathendro'bhipravar§ati /
Tatha'bhivar?ettadra§£rsuji kamairindravrataip caran ,
Kpt.yakalpa. , p. 3*

an idea which is similar to that of Homer,
who stated that "it was the king who caused
the black earth to bring forth wheat and
barley, the trees to be loaded with fruits,
the flocks to multiply and the sea to yield
fish, therefore he is god"1 .

In both cases

we find the king being accepted as the super
natural being because he was believed to
bring prosperity upon the earth.
Another important reason leading to the
king's divinity may have been his religious
leadership.

The Markaqfle.ya Purana

2 stated that

a king who protects the four varpas and four
asramas successfully is the equal of Sakra
(Indra).

The Mats.ya Purana^ stated that by

performing religious duties and offering
oblations he satisfies the gods.

So he must

1. Quoted by A. M. Hocart in Kingship, p. 9*
2* Mark.
, ch. 27, v. 31*
3. Mat. ., ch. 226, v. 1.

have been regarded as superior to ordinary
beings in the sphere of the religious worship.
Sandhyakaranandin stated about the Pala rulers
that they checked the unrighteous, encouraged
qualified persons, and by performing different
kinds of sacrifices supported heaven.

Thus

the satisfaction of the gods by the king's
performances of sacrifices may have established
his spiritual superiority over his subjects, and
this may have led his subjects to accept his
divinity.
Finally, the absolute character of the
kingship would have been another important
factor leading to the growth of ideas of the
king's divinity.

The absolute character of

Indian kingship has been denied by the Indian
authorities such as Prof. Altekar and others
and it is beyond the scope of this chapter to
enter into the controversy; we propose to
enquire about the character of kingship in a
later chapter and to see whether Indian king-
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ship was absolute.

Therefore we shall provision

ally conclude this topic with one or two citations
from the original authorities.

§ukra^ declared

that "Sometimes a king, though well qualified,
may be without subjects or rights but the
subjects, however vicious, must not be without
a king.

Just as Indrani is never a widow, so

also the subjects.”

Narada

2 states that ”As a

husband though feeble must be constantly worshipped
by his wife, in the same way a ruler though worth
less must be constantly worshipped."

Hence we

see that presence of absolute king was regarded
essential by the same author who stated elsewhere
that an tmrighteous king is a demon.

Even a wicked

king was to be respected by the people and constantly
worshipped.

Had these authors any kind of check

on autocracy in their mind, they would have said
something else than comparing a wicked ruler with
a husband.

Thus we see that the Question of the

1. Prajadhikarahlnassyat sagup.o'pi nppa£ kvacit /
Na tu nppavihlnassyurdurgupa hyapi tu prajalp. /
Yatha na vidhavendra^I sarvada tu tatha prajalp. /
Sukra, ch. 1, v. 186-8.
2. Nirgupo1 pi yatha strlpaip pujya eva pati£ sada /
Prajanaqi nirgupo* pyevaip pujya eva naradhipalp //
Narada, xviii, v. 22.

limited monarchy in Hindu India does not
arise•
These are a few possible factors that may
have led kings to boast of their divinity.
Now let us proceed to examine tohat the
Indian authors thought about the divinity of
their kings.

Lak^mldhara'1', agreeing with Narada,

held that the king endowed with immense power
appears in five different forms - Agni, Indra,
Soma, Yama and Kuvera.

When a king is either

justly or without (sufficient) reason, ardent
in wrath and burns (or torments) his subjects,
he is called Agni.

When, relying on his regal

power, the king attacks his foe, desirous of
victory and upraising a weapon, he is termed
Indra.

When free from ardent wrath he appears

before his subjects with a cheerful countenance,
he is said to be Soma.

When the king, having

seated himself, full of majesty, on the throne
of judgment, deals out punishment equitable

1. Krtyakalpa. , pp. 2-3.

towards all creatures, he is called Vaivasvata
(i.e. Yama).

When a ruler gladdens with gifts,

petitioners, persons commanding respect, wise
men, servants and others he is called the God
of Riches.

Similarly the Mats.ya Purapa^ held

that: "A king is like the sun because nobody can
dare to look at him with hostile eyes, like the
moon because he gives satisfaction to all beings
by appearing to them, like Yama because he
bestows his affection and punishment upon the
people according to circumstances, like Varupa
because he throws his fetters round the feet
o f .the wicked.

He curbs the sinners, therefore

he is like Agni, and because the king nourishes
all his subjects therefore he is like Ppthvi."
Lak^midhara

2 further stated: "Let the king

emmulate the energetic action of Indra, of the
sun, of the wind, of Yama, of the moon, of the
fire, and of the earth.

1. Mat.

As Indra sends copious

, ch. 226, v. 2-8.

2* Krtyakalpa., pp. 3-4.

rains during the four months of the rainy
season, even so let the king, taking upon
himself the office of Indra, shower benefits
on his kingdom.

As the sun during the eight

months (imperceptibly) draws up the water with
his rays, even so let him gradually draw his
taxes from his kingdom; for that is the office
in which he resembles the wind.

As Yama at

the appointed time subjects to his rule both
friends and foes, even so all subjects must be
controlled by the king, that is the office in
which he resembles Yama.

As a sinner is seen

bound with ropes by Varupa, even so let him
punish the wicked, that is the office in which
he resembles Varupa.

He is a king, taking

upon himself the office of the moon, whose
(appearance) his subjects (greet with as great
joy) as men feel on seeing the full moon.
he is ardent in wrath against criminals, is
endowed with brilliant energy, and destroys

If

wicked vassals, then his character is said to
(resemble) that of fire.

As the earth carries

the burden of all beings, so the king takes
upon himself the office of the whole earth."
Cap^esvara

held the same view.

Thus we see

that each and every movement of the king is
compared with that of gods.
seen earlier

2

Moreover we have

that the first king was supposed

to be composed of the different particles of the
different gods.

Hence it can be assumed that

theoreticians accepted the divinity of the
king and expected that the kings, like the gods,
would shower benefits upon the people, and at
the same time punish their enemies and evil
doers .
Besides this Lak^mldhara, agreeing with
Manu , advocated that the king should emulate
the energetic actions of Indra, Wind, Yama,

1. R. N . , p. 4-.
2. Supra, p.\o\
3. Indrasyarkasya vatasya yamasya varupasya ca /
Somasya'

gneh ppthivyasca tejovptaip nppascaret //

Kpt.ykalpa. , p. 3*

Varuna, the Moon, Agni and the Earth.

The author

has used the word caret in this connection
which gives somewhat a different idea.

Caret

is in the optative mood, and implies that even
though the king is not Indra and other divine
beings he should try to become so, which lays
emphasis on the king's potential divinity.
Furthermore, when considering the character
of kingship Lak^midhara^, quoting the authority
of Manu, held that the king, having considered
the matter in hand, his power, and the place,
should take on different shapes for the attain
ment of justice.
the royal command.

Therefore let nobody transgress
The man who out of exceeding

folly disobeys the king will undoubtedly perish.

1. Ekameva dahatyagnirnarap durupasarpipam /
Kulaqi dahati rajaghnip sapasudravyasancayam /
Karyaip cavek^ya saktip ca desakalau ca tatvatap /
Kurute dharmasiddhyarthap visvarupagi punap punap /
Krtyakalpa*, p. 6.

For the king quickly makes up his mind to
destroy such a man.

The natural fire burns

only those who are near it but the king's
anger destroys not only that man who disobeys
him but the whole of his family together with
his cattle and other property.

Therefore even

an infant king should not be disobeyed with
the thought that he is merely human, because
a great god resides in him.^

This statement

of Lak^midhara shows that the full divinity of
kingship was recognised by the Hindu authors
of the period.

They thought that in the

pleasure and anger of the king reside the
prosperity and destruction of the people
respectively.

Therefore they approved the

king's demand for passive obedience.
An interesting question to this effect
has been raised in the Buddhist text

1. Balo'pi navamantavyo manu^ya iti bhumipap /
Mahatl devata hye^a nararupepa ti^phati //
Kpt.yakalpa. , p. 5*

132

Suvaraabhasottama Sutra^ in the following words:
11How does a king, who is born of men come to be
called divine?

Why is a king called the son of

gods?” , and the problem is solved in the following
words "What though he is born or dies in the
world of mortals, arising from the gods he is
called the son of gods.

The thirty-three great

gods assign the fortune of the king.

The ruler

of the men is created as son of all gods."
Thus according to this text it is clear that
the king arises from gods and he has been
assigned to the office of the kingship by the
gods.

Therefore he is divine and should be

respected.
Now let us proceed to consider what the
Indian kings themselves thought about their

1. Kena ca hetuna raja devaputras tu procyate /
Yadlha manure loke jayate ca bhaven nppa£ // v. 5*
Trayastriijisair devarajendrair bhago datto nppasya hi /
Putratvaipsarvadevanaiji nirmito manuje$vara£L // v. 12 //
S.S. , ch. xii.
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divinity

.

Talking about ancient Germany,

A. M. Hocart^ states that 11the ancient German
kings and princes traced their lineage back to
the individual gods11.

Like German kings we see

that there were many rulers of our period who
traced their lineage from different Hindu gods.
The Candella king Yasovarmadeva

p

in an inscrip

tion of the 10th century A.D. traced the family
origin from the God Vi§pu.

The Gwalior Prasasti

of the Pratihara king Bhoja , belonging to the
9th century A.D., recorded the lineage of the
Pratihara dynasty from Lak^mapa, the younger
brother of Rama, who is still believed to be an
incarnation of the God Vi§pu.
of Mankhad

Zl

The Ra^prakupas

derived their lineage from the Yadu

dynasty, in which Lord Kp§na is supposed to have

1. Kingship, ch. ii.
2.

E.I ., vol. 1, pp. 129-50.

3*

L.I . , vol. 18, p. 110, v.

4.

E . I ., vol. 7» P« 215.

2-4*.
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been born,

Sandhyakara Nandi‘S tried to establish

the relationship between Rama Pala and Rama the
p

legendary divine Ik^vaku king.

Cand Bardai

thought

that the Cahamanas were the favourite kgatri.yas
of Lord Brahma and derived their origin from
the fire god Agni.

The many families of rulers

claiming descent from the sun or moon are too
numerous to mention.
Thus it appears that many of the ruling
dynasties of India of our period tried to trace
their origin from the well-known Hindu Gods such
as Vi$]jLU, Rama, Agni, and others; and by
establishing their relationship with those Gods
they proved themselves divine.
These rulers were not merely satisfied
with establishing their descent from Hindu
deities but many of them considered themselves

1. R. C ., p. 2 f f .
2. P. R ., p. 51.

13

as incarnations of the gods - a hypothesis
that can be gathered from the pompous virudas
such as Paramabhattaraka Maharaj adhira.i a
•
i
Paramesvara , borne by many of the rulers of the
period, the latter word of which suggests that
Maharajas of the period claimed divinity and
boasted of being gods.
Now let us examine what the people
thought about the divinity of the kings.
From the study of the contemporary
literature it appears that it was not only
the theoreticians who propounded the doctrine
of the divinity of the king, but the people
themselves accepted the idea.

Sandhyakaranandin

p

talking about the Pala king wrote: "Rama Pala
whom the Creator created as a single object
combining within himself the spirit of the

1. E . I . , vol. 19, p. 58, E . I ., vol. 8 , p. 141.
0
—
.
—
0
2. Ji^usucijivitesakalanidhikamalesapavanadhanadevam /
Yam vedha vyadhita samaharaiji kila lokapalanam //16//
R . C ., p. 13.
Kim bahu Hariravatir$a£ sa yasodanandayorucitram /
Praudhari vari jagadanandakamudyadvirajidhamasya //19//
R . C ., p. 15*

Lokapalas, Indra, Varuna the Wind-god, Kuvera
and the Sun-god".

He further held that "He was

a veritable incarnation of Hari, because his
fame, charity and mercy were great and marvellous
and his spirit was high-soaring, shining as much
as it could to prevent the assault of powerful
enemies and cause delight to the world."

This

indicates that the divinity of Rama Pala was
accepted by the people.
It may be objected that Sandhyakaranandi
was a court poet and therefore his statements
are not significant from the point of view of'
historical research.

But a famous author of a

somewhat earlier date, Ba ^ a , made an observation,
which shows that many kings received similar
flattery.

He stated^": "Thus are kings deceived

with more than mortal praises by men ready to
raise faults to the grade of virtues, practised
in deception, laughing in their hearts, utterly

1. Kadambarl, p. 84. (Ridding*s version)

villainous; and thus these monarchs by reason
of their senselessness, have their minds
intoxicated by the pride of wealth, and have
a settled false conceit in them that these
things are really so; though subject to mortal
conditions, the^ look on themselves as alighted
on earth as divine beings with a super-human
destiny, they employ a pomp in their undertaking
only fit for gods, and win the contempt of all
mankind.

They welcome this deception of

themselves by their followers.

From the delusion

as to their own divinity established in their
minds, they are overthrown by false ideas, and
think their own pair of arms have received
another pair; they imagine their forehead has
a third eye buried in the skin.

They consider

the sight of themselves a favour; they esteem
their glance a benefit; they regard their words
as present; they hold their command a glorious
boon; they deem their touch a purification."

This passage suggests that the doctrine of the
divinity of kingship was a means of gaining
favour; and that the king in allowing himself
to be addressed by divine titles was a victim
of flatterers.

Bapa, however, was an author

with a particularly individual mind, when
allowance is made for his time and place.

His

own real views on the royal divinity may have
been critical, but in a later passage of the
same work he shows that he was quite used to
such flattery - for one of his characters is
made to say:^ "Therefore the birth of gods
among mortals is not hard of belief.

And thou,

Sire, art not behind the men of old in virtue,
nor is the moon greater than the god from whom
the lotus springs."

This gives the impression

that Bapa himself thought that the incarnation
of a god as a man.was not an impossibility, and
the spirit of the passage suggests that he

Kadambarl, p. 201.

himself would have addressed a king as a
divine being.

Moreover the earlier passage of

Bapa quoted above is a piece of advice given by
a king to his son to avoid the flattery of the
courtiers, and such advice cannot be accepted
as indicating a view widely held in the courts
of our period.

It may be suggested that the

writings of great authors reflect the spirit
of the times.

The people called the king

divine, so, though aware of the hollowness of
the royal divinity, Bapa also addressed the
king as divine, as we have seen in the second
quotation from Kadambari.

Besides this there

are many examples in dramas and stories of
courtiers addressing the king as D e v a , as Bapa
himself depicts in the case of Har^avardhana^
of Kanauj.

1. Deva sarvasyasya Vindhyasya svami sarvapalllpat
nam pragraharalp. Sabarasenapatirphukampo nama //
H. C ., ch. viii, p. 232 f, etc.
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The divinity of kingship was accepted by
Merutungacarya?'

Like Lak§midhara he believed

that the prosperity of the people was dependent
upon the merit of the king.

He illustrated his

view in a story which runs as follows -

Once

king Vikramaditya of Ujjain, went to the chief
courtesan of the city and asked her for a drink.
Then a procuress went to bring some sugar-cane
juice for the king.

She crushed the sugar-cane,

but the juice derived from it was just half of
the normal amount.
to the king.

She came back and gave it

Having drunk the juice the king

enquired the reason why it was so little.

In

course of discussion the procuress replied that
the king*s mind was set against the people.
Therefore even the moisture of the land was

1 . vesyapi vadati p^thvlpater manafr prajasu
virrudhaip jat sup tat at pythvlrasopi k§Ino jatat /
Iti kar^aip niveditavati //

P.O. , p. 8 .
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drying up.

That ideas such as this were

current evidently proves that the king was
thought of as divine.

If the king had not

been thought divine, the procuress would have
given some other more scientific reason.
In another place Merutungacarya referred
to the king as a manifestation of the gods.
He stated1 : *Tn the city of Kanyakubja, the
royal residence, which is of the size of thirty
six lakhs of villages, the king Bhudeva fell
in love with the wife of the servant who
superintended the beverages of the king and
caught hold of her in his arms.

Then the lady

replied *0 Lord! you are manifestation of

ojU.
flifforenfr gods, why do you show your passion
for a low woman .*1 This is a statement that

1. Nppena ca tatragatena bahudagfle dhpta sati sa
tam bhupamavadit svamin! sarvadevatavatarasya
bhavato hanta ko*yam nlcanaryamabhila^ati //
P.C. , p. 11.

clearly shows belief in the king's divinity.
Kalha^a is another authority who, in spite
of being extremely critical of many of the Kashmir
kings, accepted the divinity of many of them.
Finally we have an authority who was not only
an author but a king also.

This is Har^avardhana

of Kanauj, who is said to have been a great
scholar and author of the famous dramas Ratnavall,
Priyadarsika, and Naganan d a .

In the Ratnavall

he has not only accepted the divinity of kings,
but made of his characters worship the king as
god1 ; this suggests that the kings were not
merely satisfied by being called divine but they
encouraged people to worshiptin a godly manner.
Hence we may conclude that though different
doctrines on the origin of the kingship were
maintained in different schools and sects, the
divinity of kingship was accepted by all in India
of our period.

It must be remembered, however,

1. Vasavadatta na^yena rajanan; pujayati //
Ratnavall. p. 50.

that in Ancient India divinity was believed
to be widespread in many persons or objects,
as it is believed to be today by the
uneducated Hindu.

Brahmaps and ascetics

were also divine, and the king's divinity
evidently did not make him infallible.
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CHAPTER IV

CHARACTER OF KINGSHIP

Prof. Dikshitar^ and several other scholars,
taking the word ra,jan as based on the root rann,
upon the authority of the Mahabharata and the
Digha Nikaya story, hold that the institution
of kingship was thought to be established in
order to please the people, and that this
function of the king was always prominent in
Hindu India.

But the derivation of the word

rat
jan from the root ran.j does not seem plausible,
because the root gives the form rac
jati or raf
i,yati
which means to be dyed or coloured, to redden, to
grow red, glow, excited, delighted, to fall in
love with etc.

The causative of the root ranf
j

is raja.yati (only A.V.) and ranjayati meaning
thereby to dye, to colour, to paint, to charm,
to gratify, etc. etc.; none of these meanings
have any political significance whatsoever and

1. H.A.I., p. 56.

neither the ordinary form nor the causative of
the root ran.j refers to the word raj an with
which we are concerned.

The quotations cited
err

either from the Mahabharata aad^from the Digha
Nika.va certainly give the impression that by
performing the royal duties honestly, the king
gladdens his subjects, but this has an
altogether different implication than that
read into the stories by Prof. Dikshitar.

We

have seen in the last chapter that according to
most traditions there was anarchy at the
beginning of creation.

It was believed that the

unjust dominated the just, and it was the
oppression and high-handedness of the unjust
that brought the institution of kingship into
being.

To stop the evils caused by the misdeeds

of the unjust a number of royal duties were
prescribed, by performing which the king was
expected to relieve the people from their
troubles.

On the other hand none of the texts

known to us is in favour of the mild administration.
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#—
The Santi Parvan

holds that it is very cfifficult
_

for the mild king to prosper.

The Mats.ya Purajqa

o

states that the mild king cannot attain the
superior rank.

Thus both these texts advised

the king to be stern and act diplomatically.
- 3
The Maha Purana

stated that it was very

essential for the king to be severe, because
only when people were afraid of the king's
severity would they perform their respective
duties properly.

§ukra held that the king is

the cause of time and of good practices.

By

a terrible use of his engine of sovereignty he
should maintain the subjects each in his proper

1 . Rajyaip hi sumahattantram dharyyatenakptatmabhi^ /
Na sakyagi myduna vi<Jhumayas agisthanamuttamam //
Santi Parvan, 58, v. 21. (Calcutta Ed.)
2. Mats.ya Puraria, ch. 220, v. 21-22.

5 * Dap<Jabhitya hi loko!yam apathagt nanudhavati /
Yuktadapcjadharastasmat parthiva£ ppthivlgi jayet //
M . P ., vol. 1, ch. 16, v. 253, p. 369.
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sphere1 , ^ h u s all these texts urged the king
to be stern and advised him to adopt any
administrative measure, however rigorous, for
the sake of good government.

At the same time

king Lalitaditya MuktapLja of Kashmir, according
to Kalha^a, is said to have communicated the
rules of government to his son Kuvaj^yaditya in

2

these terms: "Those who wish to be powerful in
this land must always guard against internal
dissension.

Because of foreign enemies (para1oka)

they are as little in fear as the Carvakas of
the world beyond (naraloka).

Those who dwell in

the (fountains) difficult to access, should be
punished, even if they give no offence; because,
sheltered by their fastnesses they are difficult
to break up if they have (once) accumulated wealth.

1. Kalasya kara^am raja sadasatkarmanastvataji /
Svakrauyordyatada$$abhyam svadharme sthapayet
praja£ //

Sukra, ch. 1 , v. 119- 120.

2. Raja., ch. 4, v. 345-348.

t

Every care should be taken that there should not
be left with the villagers more food supply than
required for a year's consumption nor more oxen
than wanted for (the tillage of) their fields.
Because if they should keep more wealth they
would become in a single year very formidable
Damaras and strong enough to neglect the commands
of the king."

The passage in question suggests

siem

a very atiff/government, a government which was
not prepared to allow people on the road to
prosperity from the fear that they would grow
too strong and overthrow the regime.

So every

measure was to be applied by the king to keep tke.
people under control.
_

Moreover this passage is
Yyv.o S t

attributed to Lalitaditya, one of the/;famous
and most benevolent kings of Kashmir.

Rulers

with such an attitude towards the ruled could
not claim that the king's function was to please
the people.

On the other hand Lak§midhara,

quoting the authority of Manu1 , held:"Since the

1. Yasmade^am surendrapam matrabhyo nirmito nypat /
Tasmad abhibhavaty e$a sarvabhutani tejasa //
Krtya-kalpa.« p. 2.
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king was created from the particles of these
great gods, he surpasses all beings in lustre .11
The king shines like a god and nobody can look
at him.

With the divine origin of the king we

are not here directly

concerned;but we see

the king is described

as shining upon the

country where he rules.

that

Being a mortal, he

cannot shine like the

Sun-god, he can only rule

and inflict reward or

punishment upon those

deserving it.

So it appears that the word

shining has been used in a figurative sense,
which may indicate the king's absolute authority
over everything.

And nobody had the right to

rebel against the king's government; as is
*
1
•»
stated by Ca£<j.esvara and Lak§midhara, if the
king loses his temper against anybody that man
will be destroyed together with his family and
property.
There are many more references in contemporary
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literature in which the king has been described
as shining; for example, Cand Bardai^* stated
that Bhima Siijiha of Gujarat shone on the land
of Gujjara and the six wings of his army,
including elephants and cavalry, were the
source of his virtues.

The word shining has

apparently here been used in the sense of the
virtuous use of power in administration.

But

we see that Bhima Siijiha ruled over Gujarat with
the support of his army.

The king relying upon

the strength of the army cannot be accepted as
a popular monarch in the modern sense of the
term, the very reference to the army in
considering the king's administration suggests
that there may have been something comparable
to the military rule of modern times in Gujarat,
and in the name of discipline passive obedience
to the king may have been demanded.
p
iSandhyakaranandin observed that "Here (at

1. P. R ,, p. 282.
2. R. C ., iii, v. 39, PP* 106-7*
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Ramavatl) the two kings QRama Pala and Hari),
who were rich in cavalry and very powerful, met
together and shone for a long time in each
other*s close embrace in the palace full of
gold and built with all sorts of works of art.
Sandhyakaranandin here refers to the king* as

1shining* not when pleasing people, but when
enjoying themselves together in great luxury;
here the king*s 'shining* has no implication
of righteous government or ‘pleasing the people'
or even of power, but merely implies the pomp,
splendour and luxury of absolute monarchy.
Therefore it seems better and more reasonable
to derive the word ra.ian from the root raj an assumption that has been propounded by Pt.
H. Sastri in his commentary upon the Amarakog^^
of Amara Siijiha.

This root may mean to rule,

to govern, to be king, etc.

Rajan is in fact

an Indo-European word and there were rajas even
when the Aryans invaded India.

I. Amarakoga edited by H. Sastri, p. 267*
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We have several passages that suggest
that the king was meant to rule rather than to
please or shine; for example the Maha Purapa
stated that Vp^abhadeva did not receive
orders from anybody, but, superior to Indra, sun
and moon, being seated on the throne, he ruled
this earth surrounded by oceans.

Bhoja of

Dhara states that the glory of the city of
Ayodhya was due to the royal command of the
legendary king Raghu, by whose orders demons
were driven out.

2

Nayacandrasuri states that

the Rajput chief Cahamana rose in power to rule
because "having obtained the paramount power
from the four-faced Creator, he ruled over the
heads of mountains.”^

The above quotations

1. Sakrarkkendupurassarailp. suravarairvyuqLhollasacchasana^i /

Sasti smapratisasano bhuvamimamasindhusimaiji

jina£ // 7 //

M . P ., ch. 16, p. 372.

2 . Ajnasamutsaritadanavanam rajnamayodhyeti purl
raghiujLam /

Campurama.yana, p. 3*

3. Tatascaturvaktrabhavatprasadat samrajyamasadya
sa cahamanaljL /

Cakre* rkavadbhubhpta asupada-

kraiptan gurupapyayamasya Vapta // 18 //
H . M ., ch. 1, p. 2.
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point to the conclusion that the king’s commands
were thought of as divine, and tbfty were to he
followed without any opposition.

There was to

be no obstruction in the way of his administ
ration, and all others were to accept the
suzerainty of the king.

Passages of this type

suggest that the absolute form of monarchy
prevailed in our period.
But before we accept absolute monarchy
as the prevailing form of government for our
period we have to consider the factors that
made the monarchs absolute.
The first source of his power appears to
be the hereditary rights of the king to the
throne.

But the hereditary right of the king

is a subject of some controversy, because a
scholar of the importance of Prof. R. C.
Majumdar'1' has suggested that the elective

1. Corporate Life in Ancient India, p. 112.
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principle had not completely vanished even in
our period and quoted the authority of Hiuen
Tsiang to show that Har^avardhana was elected
to the throne of Kanauj.

Undoubtedly there is

reference in Hiuen Tsiang 1 to this effect but
it is difficult to derive any general conclusions
from this passage.

Grahavarman, the last

Maukhari king of Kanauj, had been killed without
leaving an heir, and there is no reference
anywhere to the existence of a claimant to the
throne from within the Maukhari family.

Har§a,

as the liberator of Kanauj, was in a very strong
position and already in de facto control.

It

would in any case have been difficult to prevent
his accession.

Moreover, it was only Bhajp4i

and other officials who decided to invite
Har§avardhana to occupy the throne of Kanauj.
These officials, as far as we can gather, neither
were the representatives of the people nor did

1. Buddhist Records of the Western W o r l d , vol. 1,
p. 211.

they consult the people about the appointment
of the new king.

According to Hiuen Tsiang

their decision was couched merely in the form
of a resolution, and the final decision placed
in the hands of Har^avardhana alone; we are
told that these officials said to Har§a, "We
pray you not to reject our proposal", which
implies that Har§a could have turned down the
resolution if he wished to do so and suggests
the invitation of a council of regency rather
than anything like a constitutional election.
Had it been a popular election we should
expect Har§a to have been told that his accession
to the throne was the wish of the people, and
that the people wanted him to be their
ruler.

Finally we are told that Har^a did

not come to the throne merely according to the
request of the royal officials.

Before deciding

he went to the Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara for
advice, who advised him to accept the throne,
but not the royal title.

Thus,

if we
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are to believe Hiuen Tsiang*s story, it was the
divine Bodhisatjfva who brought Har?a on the
throne; the Chinese account may be based on a
popular Buddhist belief, heard by Hiuen Tsiang,
that Har§a came to power with the consent and
encouragement of a Buddhist divinity.
In fact Bapa and Har§a*s own inscriptions
do not suggest that he had any great interest
in Buddhism in the early part of his reign.
The invitation to accept the throne of Kanauj,
which was engineered by his cousin and general
Bhap^i, was evidently a formality, legalizing
what had already in fact come about through a
combination of various circumstances.
The Khalimpur copper plate 1 inscription
of Dharmapala is another record that has been
taken by almost every Indian authority to show
that the popular election of the king sometimes
occurred in ancient India.

1. E.I.» vol. iv, p. 248.

But we have to note

15

that records such as this were written by
court poets who, by paying high compliments
to their lords, received liberal remuneration,
and who by convention would grossly exaggerate
the facts or even record things that had not
happened.

Therefore we have to examine their

statements very carefully.

The epigraph states

that Gopala was brought to the throne by the
prakrtis.

But the word prakrti does not

normally mean the people; Kautilya used it in
the sense of 'ministers' for example

.1atyaprajnayora.j atyamapra.inamais var.yaprakrtiranuvartate implying that in a choice between a
high born son and a wise son, ministers will
continue to be loyal to a high born son though
he is not wise.^

Thus we see the word prakrti

has been used meaning minister here.

Prakrti

was used in the sense of ministers by the Kashmiri
poet Kalha^a, who stated about Yudhi§-fcM.a?a first X

1. Arthasastra, p. 3l£
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that "His own prakrtis did not accept the
conciliation (offered) by him, thinking:
'He has seen our guilt; when he has recovered

1
his position he will undoubtedly destroy u s IM.
Thus we see that the word prakrti is indicative
of ministers in these places.

On the other

hand there are several references to the effect
that, in cases of failure of heirs, the
ministers were very influential in the appoint
ment of new sovereigns, as was the case with
p
Meghavahana of Kashmir, who was approached by
the ministers of Kashmir and agreed to be their
ruler.

Similarly we have seen that after the
GraKa.voL.ym0m y

death o

f

a p h asia ministers of the
Y

kingdom approached Har^avs^Lhana to be their
ruler and Har§a accepted the invitation.^

Thus

we see that these appointments were made at

1 . Rai- ch. i, v. 365.
2. R a j . ch. iii, v. 2.
3* Buddhist Records of the Western W o r l d , vol. 1,
p. 211.
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the ministerial level•

As the ministers were

in no sense the representatives of the people
so the appointment made by them cannot be
accepted as the popular appointment of the
king.

Furthermore, there were several rulers

in the Pala dynasty after the death of Gopala
but none of them claimed to be elected by the
people.

Therefore Prof. Majumdar's assumption

that there were certain survivals of elective
monarchy has no real basis as far as our
period is concerned.
On the other hand Ca$<Jesvara lays down
the order of royal succession thus:-

That the

ruling king should be succeeded by his eldest
son; in the absence of the eldest son he should
be succeeded by the eldest son of the eldest son.
If the eldest son had died leaving no heir to
the throne, the younger son of the king should
succeed.

If the king has no younger son in that

case the nearest relative of the king should be
brought to the throne.^

1. R . N ., p. 73.
2. Sukra, 1, v. 684-690.

&ukra speaks^of the
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royal succession in the following manner:,*
If in the king's family there be many males,
the eldest among them is to succeed.

If the

eldest son however is deaf, leprous, dumb,
blind or a eunuch he will not be eligible for
the throne; in this case the king's brother or
his eldest son's son should succeed.

If these

heirs are dead or ineligible the eldest son's
junior (i.e. the king's second son) or the son
of the same king's brother should get the throne.
In the absence of the seniors the juniors are
the heirs to the throne.

At present we are

not h ege concerned with the question of how far
these schemes were applied in our period, but
it is clear from these citations that it was
considered that the throne should normally be
inherited by a prince of the royal blood, and
in the absence of such an heir by the nearest
relative of the dead king.

Kamandaka^ held that

a king should crown a son of his own, graced

1. K a m ., ch. 7* v. 6 .

1

i

with good manners, as his successor.

The

Matsya Pura^a contains the story of king
Yayati who, by setting aside the rights of the
elder son, brought Puru to the throne.

The

decision made by the king was challenged by
the people on the ground that Turvasu 1 was the
legal heir to the throne.

But king Yayati

overruled the public protest, quoting the
authority of the sage §ukra that only that
son deserves the throne who obeys the king,
which suggests not only that hereditary
succession by primogeniture was usual, but
also that the king's will might have some
effect in bringing his favourite son to the
throne even when he was not the eldest.
There is a similar story in the Jaina Maha
Purana , where it is stated that king Srl§epa
of Videha, having set aside his eldest son's

1. Mat.

% ch. 34, v. 24-25*

2. M. P ., ch. 5> v. 207» p. 112.

right to the throne, crowned his younger son
Srlvarman.

This again proves the king's great

influence in the selection of his heir.
Now let us see how the regal succession
worked in practice.

Jaitra Siijiha^, finding

that his sons were able to relieve him of the
burden of government, one day talked over the
matter with Hammira and, after giving him
advice as to how he was to behave, gave over
the charge of the kingdom to him and himself
went to the forest.

From this account we find

that the throne was regarded as hereditary and
nobody but the old king had any say in the
appointment of a new one.

Jaitra had many sons

and all of them were capable of holding the
throne.

But it was Hammira whom the ruling

king wanted to succeed him and hence he advised
him on the principles of kingship, and not the
others.

The person to be consulted was the
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royal successor himself and nobody else.
Jaitra had a horde of councillors and royal
officers * but^ as far as we can gather, he
neither consulted them nor even mentioned
anything in advance about his retirement to
them.

The text is silent about the c o u n c i l l o r ^

advice to the new king on the complexities of
the day to day affairs of the kingdom.

It

was the old king himself who advised the
successor and made him accept the throne.

Thus

it was the desire and decision of Jaitradeva
alone that brought Hammira to the throne.
Merutungacarya makes a reference to the Paramara
king Siiphabha'fc’fca^ as setting aside the legal
right of his own son Sindhala and placing his
adopted son Munja on the throne.

The same

source gives the information that Camu^cjLaraja

2

was succeeded by his younger brother Durlabharaja .

1. P . C ., p. 21.
2• P . C .y p. 20.

A
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These references suggest that rulers were
free to nominate their own successors, but
that the royal successor was selected from
the nearest relatives of the king.

Hence we

see that kingship was hereditary and nobody
but the old king had any say in the appoint
ment of the new one.

Thus it was that rulers

came to power and claimed the divinity to
which we have referred earlier.
Prof. Dikshitar 1 and others have accepted
the fact that the kingship was hereditary, but
think that the office of the kingship was the
creation of the people and the king held the
throne conditionally, i.e. under certain
definite terms.

Any violation of these terms

would lead to the banishment or deposition of
the king.

But Prof. Dikshitar has not defined

these terms in his book, and none are to be
found in any literature of this time.

H. A. I . , p. 68.

None of
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the sources belonging to our period refer to
coronation oaths such as those taken by the
rulers of the Vedic period or kings of the
Western world*

Therefore we are not sure as

to what Prof. Dikshitar meant by those definite
terms.

It may be that he implied the frequently

repeated general principles on the proper
performance of the royal duties by the king,
but we shall see in the next chapter that,
though many rulers were negligent of their
duties, none of them were constitutionally
replaced by more efficient rulers.

The examples

given by Prof. Dikshitar of the Sisunaga
dynasty and Mahapadma Nanda are quite uncon
vincing, because neither were those kings
brought to power with the consent of the people
nor by constitutional means; according to all
sources they were usurpers.

Moreover they

existed long before the period we are discussing,
when conditions were very different.

In any case
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as far as the historical evidence goes we do
not find any trace of popular rebellion in
their regimes.

Both dynasties came to power

by usurpation and ae. both became victims of
further usurpation.

On the other hand the

tyrannical rule of kings like Har§a of Kashmir
and other kings of the mediaeval period, as
we shall see later, was patiently tolerated
by their humble Indian subjects.
Mr. J. N. Sammadar 1 has raised an
interesting point in this connection.

He

stated that: "There was a controlling agency,
no matter the extent of the control which was
exercised, which must have varied in different
times.

It does not matter whether it was

banishment or punishment on this side of the
world or the threat of the hell, or the
coronation oath which controlled, but the king
was never above the law."

Prof. Dikshitar

2

1. Journal of Bihar and Orissa Research Society,
vol. 6 , p. 521.
2. Prayasafr kopavasa$L rajanalp. prakptikopaijp hata$t
sruyante, quoted in the H.A.I., p. 76.
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stated that "With law above king, and the
Paura janapada, the council, etc, by his side,
the king could not dream of an autocratic form
of government."

He has quoted a verse from

the Kautillya Arthasastra suggesting the
importance of the people in ancient Indian
monarchy.

But the quotation from the

Arthasastra needs re-examination.

The passage

in question does not give any conclusive idea
of the nature of kingship.

It vaguely states

that on account of the anger of the prakytis,
it is heard that several kings were killed.
The first thing to be noticed in this connection
is the use of the word prakytis.

It was the

prakytis who killed these kings.

We have seen

earlier in this chapter that prakyti does not
necessarily mean the people, but in many cases
is used in the sense of ministers.

If the

word prakyti is accepted as meaning ministers
then we find records of several rulers being
killed by them, such as Nagadasaka of the

1 6

Sisunaga dynasty and Bphadratha, the last of
the Mauryas.

We have no evidence that any of

these regicide ministers had as their motive
the good of the people.

They appear primarily

to have acted for their own benefit.

Pusyamitra,

the slayer of Bphadratha, established the 8unga
dynasty, the murderer of the Sisunaga king
Nagadasaka set up the flanda dynasty, and the
ministers of Kashmir brought to the throne a
king of their own choice, who continued to rule
on the lines adopted by the previous rulers.
Therefore such rebels must not be regarded as
acting for the public benefit.

That ministers

regularly acted in the interests of the people
in checking the king's policy is by no means
proved.

The ministers were in no sense repres

entative of the people and in the best known
example of ministerial opposition to the king,
that recorded in the Girnar inscription of
Rudradaman, the ministers opposed the king when
he planned something of public benefit."^

1. E.I^« vol. iv, p. 28.

The
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qualifications of such ministers were their
wealth, loyalty and intellect.

A man brought

up in opulence is usually unsuccessful in
understanding the troubles of the poorer people
who constitute the majority of the population
of a territory.

There may have been ministers

who opposed the king, but their number was
probably limited.

Most of the sources belonging

to our period advised kings to choose their own
supporters as ministers and friends.

Kamandaka

stated that "a monarch should appoint his
kinsman of tested fidelity in the important
offices11.^

Sukra^ stated that the king's

kinsmen were to act as his councillors.
Matsya Pur ana

The

held that the royal officers must

not oppose the unjust deeds of the king.
References from these texts suggest that kings

1. K a m ., 5) v. 74*.

2 . Sukra, i, v. 686.
5* Mat. A*., ch. 216, v. 16.

normally had either their own men or obedient
ministers in their council.

In such cases

vigorous opposition in the popular interest
-tWe,

from^minsters' side appears to be improbable,
to say the least.

Moreover, the Agni. PurajLa^

stated that "The king should not trust one and
the same ministers in all matters on all
occasions.

He should take counsel with many

but follow the decision of a single minister."
This suggest that the council of ministers had
little or no voice in the formation of the
policy of the kingdom.

It was only one

minister whose advice was to be accepted by
the king, and even that single minister, whom
the king might consult on certain occasions,
was not to be trusted at all times.

Thus on

different occasions different ministers were
consulted.

So it appears that rulers generally

1 . Kvapi kasyapi visvaso bhavdtlha sada nppam /
Niscayasca tatha mantre karya ekena suriqii //
Agni, ch. 225, v. 20.
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mistrusted their ministers.

Therefore, in

order to secure the king*s trust and favour,
ministers would not have regularly opposed
the king.

Ca£<Jesvara held that on affairs

of state first of all the king should consult
his ministers, then the

i.e. the

purohital and then he should consider the
matter himself and decide what steps should
be taken.

1

Here we again find that the

ultimate decision lay with the king and not
with the ministers.

Therefore it appears

very hard to believe that the ministers*
opposition would have carried much weight
in the day-to-day administration of the kingdom
Thus the Mahapurapa states that king
Mahabala used to take decisions himself for
the administration of the kingdom and his

1.

Prathamam mantribhi]?. saha mantrayet /

Tato

brahmanepa, fcat$ti svayam rahasi mantrayedvicarayedityartha£ /

R . M ., p. 10.
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ministers merely approved and appreciated
them.

1

~
-2
•
King Munja disobeyed his minister's

advice and waged war at his own initiative.
Writing about king Durlabhaka Pratapaditya II
*
of Kashmir, Kalha$a^ reported that he was not
instructed by his ministers, but guided his
ministers himself, which suggests that the
ministers merely carried out the policy laid
out by the king.

In another place Kalha^a

approved the attitude taken by Bijja

in dis

obeying the councillor's advice, which gives
the impression that in cases of difference
rulers would overrule their ministers and act
according to their own choice.

One of' the

1. Svayam niseitakaryasya mantrii^o'

syanusasanam /

Cakji£ svayam prabuddhasya jinasyevamarottamalp. /
M. P . , ch. 4-, v. 195«
2. P. C ., p. 22.
3. Rai-, ch. 4, v. 51.
4. Ra.1., ch. 7, v. 555.

Chohan chiefs, Vira Narayapa^, neglected his
minister’s advice and made a treaty with
Alauddln, which brought about his end.
Thus our analysis shows that in most
cases ministers were dependent upon the king
for the formation of the policy of the kingdom,
and when the policy was framed by the king they
would merely approve it and carry it out.
This is quite contrary to the democratic ideals
of government.

Thus it appears very difficult

to agree with the contentions of Prof. Dikshitar
and others that monarchy in ancient India had
any elements of democracy about it.

This,

being absolute, the king may have been further
encouraged to claim the divinity to which we
have referred earlier.
Another important source of the king's
absolute power was his great wealth.

He was

possessed of the whole land of his kingdom,

1. H&.-H&. , (Introduction), p. 9*
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as we shall show in the Ji^th chapter.
Besides land he had income from the mines,
rivers, forest, mountains, etc.

He used to

receive taxes on meat, honey, ghee, medicine,
perfume, flowers, roots, juice, vegetables 1
etc., as well as his main tax on the products
of the soil.

We may here consider the question

of the subjects' liability to pay tax.
E. W. Hopkins

2

Prof.

stated: "all these taxes, it

will be noticed, are drawn from the third
estate or people caste which (including the
degraded) appears in Megasthnes as in native
works more properly a hetrogeneous order,
without likeness of parts, than one united
caste body.

All these, however poor or rich,

must pay taxes.

Not so with the soldiers.

The

latter are practically exempt from taxation, the
priests (unless degraded) are so by divine law.

1 . Krtyakalpa., p. 90 ff.
2. J.A.O.S. t vol. 13, p. 89*
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It remained for the farmers and their kind to
pay.

The freedom from taxation of the military

caste is negatively implied by two facts, first
that servants of the king are not taxed and all
in military service were called the royal
servants, second that soldiers were not protected,
but did protect, and therefore it would be
clearly against the theory of the taxation as
barter to demand tax of the military caste.
Only the people caste are meant as tax payers;
and Megasthenes also implies that none of the
military paid taxes .11

Prof. Fick 1 remarked :

11It seems that even in the eastern lands the
khattiyas and the Brahmayas - this in spite of
their wealth and in spite of the undisputed
fact that the greater portion of their land was
in their hands - were free from taxes, for in
all passages in question the tax-payers are
mentioned as belonging to the middle class.”
These remarks of the two Western scholars
refer to periods with which we are not presently

1. Social Organization in North East India, p. 119
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concerned.

But let us see how far their

statements apply to our period.
Lak^mldhara1 , agreeing with Manu, held
that even though dying the king shall not
levy a tax on §££fc£iy&s and no srotriva
living in his kingdom shall suffer from
hunger.

He continues that a blind man, an

e

idiot, a crippj^, an old man of seventy and
one who attends upon Vedic scholars shoifld not
be made to pay tax by anyone.

He has

corroborated his view by quoting the authority
of the

that srotriyas,

women belonging to all castes, youngsters,
pupils who stay at their teachers' homes for
study, those engaged in austerities and who
are devoted to right practices, a sudra who
washes the feet of the three higher classes,
the blind, the dumb and diseased, and those who
are forbidden to possess wealthy are exempt from

1. Krtyakaloa.. p. 91.

taxation.

Commenting upon Manu Medhatithi 1 held

that "The man who has passed seventy years of age
and the people engaged in the service of king
should not be taxed even when the king's treasury
is depleted."

Thus it appears from the statements

of Lak§midhara and Medhatithi that royal servants,
sudras engaged in servile work and Brahma^as
were exempted from the royal taxation, which
obviously shows that the views adopted by Profs.
Hopkins and Fick in respect of the earlier period
were also largely valid for mediaeval times.
But there is a contradiction in Medhatithi.
another—p 1ace ba.j3taled

2

I»—

thalf people other th an

»fining thoir-^livelihood by bMsinoeoshell pny tnir to th h IlI.uHi■■■ This 1mplj Ft "Mint
anybody wfiept srotriyga i ro matter-^whetftomr
soldier-er ■» oorvan^H^ad to pay^taxeo

1. Medhatithi on M a n u . vii, 394.
^T~~Medhatithifc on Mantr. vii, w

±50'.
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Bes id g g ^ hirT

aA ^ ^ M u i n t

of

Mfrflfantitilr t-

are told several stories by the authors of
the period}which suggest that even Bhik^us
widows and others had to pay taxes.

For

example Merutungacarya1recorded in the story
of Mayai^alladevI, the mother of the Gujarat
king Siddharaja, that bhikgus coming from a
far off land were not allowed to worship the
god &omesvara because they could not pay the
religious tax called pancakula to the tax
collector, and thus they were insulted.
In
.2
the Radatar&agiai there is a reference to the
king Saipkaravarman realising tax on goods
produced for religious consumption.

Here we

find that temples, Brahmagas, and at±i religious
bodies all paid taxes to the royal treasury.
Therefore it seems very difficult to accept

1* P» C ., p. 57.

2 . gal., ch. 5 * v. 168.
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Prof. Hopkins* assumption without any question
in our period.

It seems that, though the

theorists wished the Brahmans and others to
be exempt from tax, they were often taxed in
practice.
Having thus secured the enormous wealth
at his disposal the king was in a position to
meet all the effective financial demands made
upon him, such as remuneration to scholars,
construction of dams and canals, encouragement
of foreign traded etc., not to speak of main
taining the pomp and luxury of his court and
supporting a large army for his military
ventures.
The very significant statement that
kingship was a trust has been made by two
important authorities - Profs. Dikshitar and
Altekar.

Prof. Dikshitar 1 has quoted no

authority in his favour.

1 . H. A. I ., p. 77.

Therefore we are not

ISO

in a position to consider his arguments and
need only say that we know of no authority
for our period who specifically refers to
kingship as such.

Prof. Altekar 1 quoted

passages from the Agni Purapa, Mahabharata ,
Arthasastra etc. in his favour.

It is worth

noting that these texts deal primarily with
political ideas, except for the Arthasastra.
and do not give us any information on the day
to day affairs of administration.

In most

cases the early Hindu authors tried to put
high ideals before the king, but such ideals
can never be accepted as historical evidence
of the conduct of kings in practice.

Therefore

we have to be very careful in examining their
statements.

For example Prof. Altekar's

quotation from the Agni Purina reads that a
king should be delighted in the happiness of
the people; he should behave like an expectant

G. A. I .. p. 65.
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mother, who sacrifices her pleasure for the
benefit of the child.

The king has not been

created for his own benefit but for the good
of the people.

Therefore the king should not

spend money on his own pleasure or that of the
royal family.

He should spend it for the

protection of his army, his subjects and Pharma .1
Such examples sound very pleasant and give a

1. Balaprajarak§apartha]ji dharmarthaiji ko§asaijigrahak /
Par at reha sukhado nppasyanyastu dutLkhada$i //
Strlputrarthaiji kpto yasca svopabhogaya kevalam /
Narakayaiva sa jneyo na paratra sukhaprada^i //
Praja sukhe sukham rajna£ prajanaip ca hite hi tarn /
Natmapriyaip hi tain rajnat prajanagi tu priyaip hi tarn //
Nityaip rajna tatha bhavyam garbhini sahadharmipl /
yatha svaip sukhamutspjya garbhasya sukhamavahet /
Rajnaip sariragraha^agi na bhogaya mahipate /
Klesaya mahate ppthvlsuadharma-paripalane //
Quoted in State and Government in Ancient India.
pp. 65— 66.
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very good impression of Hindu kingship.
But such ideals mask the actual facts which
will he considered presently.

Merutungacarya

has presented a few significant stories of the
reign of King Bhoja of Maljwa, one of which runs
as follows:-^

"One morning, having considered

the transitoriness of life and unsteadiness of
property, Bhoja started to give gifts of gold
mohars to petitioners.

His minister named Rohaka,

who had failed to stop the king’s liberality,
wrote on the doors of the council house ’Save
money for emergency*.

Next morning the king

came across this inscription, and inquired from
his people who had written it.

When all refused

to tell him he wrote back ’What misfortune for
the fortunate?*.
replied,

In answer to this the minister

’What if ever fate grows angry?*

the king replied,

Then

’In that case even the savings

will be destroyed'.

Thus the minister,being

answerless, appeared and confessed that it was
he who had written all these remarks.

1. P. C .„ pp. 25-26 ff

Thereafter

the king ordered 500 brahmapas to feast in
his palace regularly.

Afterwards the king

put on a bracelet, engraved with the four
principles of his life:

'(i) so long as there

is wealth do good to others.

Otherwise one

would not get chance to do so on the eve of
the misfortune which is bound to come.
(ii) 0 full moon! gladden the world with moon
light, otherwise you would not get time to do
so because the God will not permit the
immortality of human beings,

(iii) 0 lake!

this is the time to serve others by day and
night, (iv) 0 river! the eroder of trees, the
flood of water will not stay very long, but
the erosion of the trees shall remain for ever.
Furthermore I do not know what I shall do with
the wealth that is not distributed by sunset."*
This is the attitude said to have been adopted
by the celebrated king Bhoja towards the royal
treasury.

The story is a pretty one and Hindu

tradition has long remembered Bhoja's generosity,
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but it takes no account of the economic
condition of the people in his reign.
Merutungacarya also tells a story of ordinary
folk who were starving for days before they
met the king.3*

The family had no proper

clothing even during the peak of the Indian
winter.

Thus, while the people were suffering

bad times, the king continued to earn righteous
ness by distributing his gold mohars to
petitioners.

There are a number of kings

recorded as spending money lavishly in our
period.

We can take king Ananta of Kashmir

as one such example.

2

This king allowed the

trainer of his horses to plunder the kingdom,
and let his favourite Dallaka loot the people
because he was a clever jester.

Hammira the

Chauhan king^ waged wars one after another and

1. P. C . , p. 29*

2 . Eai., ch. vii, v. 188.
3. H. M . (Introduction), p. 27 ff*
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spent the whole booty amassed in the royal
treasury on buying arms and ammunition^ for
his army, which he chiefly used not against
his most dangerous enemy, the sultan of Delhi,
but against other Hindu kings whom he attacked
for his own glory and for no other political
purpose.

Moreover there was none to stop these

kings spending public money.

We have already

seen that Rohaka, a minister of king Bhoja,
tried to stop the king’s liberality, but was
made a fool of by the king with the false
pronouncement that the fortunate have no
misfortune.

In the Kashmir chronicle we are

told by Kalha^a^ that only the king’s favourites
were appointed in the royal treasury.
The
- .
2
Hammira Mahakavya gives information that the
Kothari (in charge of the royal treasury) tried
to please Hammira by giving him a false account

1 . Rai., ch. 5 > v. 166 onwards.
2. H. Mg.. % ch. 13, v. 136 onwards.
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of the hoarded property it contained.

In

these circumstances it appears that the real
master of the treasury was the king himself,
and that the bhandagarika and other royal
officers usually tried to please the king by
allowing him to spend as much as he liked.
Thus,being the supreme authority over the
royal treasury of the kingdom, rulers of the
period spent money as they iiked^cKose.
Having considered the king's powers over
the country's finances, let us see what
authority the king enjoyed in the sphere of
law.

Here we find almost every smpti author

and commentator stating that law is divinely
ordained and that the king was appointed only
to decide law suits, not to make new laws.'*’
Prof. Laski has made a very good comment upon
such traditions of divinely ordained law a summary of which would not be out of place
since it is largely applicable to the India of

Narada, ch. 1, v. 2, Medhatithi on M a n u , vii,
v. 14, etc.
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our period.

Prof. Laski

remarked that such

laws are framed and obedience is demanded to
them in the name of God.

The virtue of society

lies in its following them and disobedience to
them brings the fear of the anger of heaven
upon the society.

Thus people have to follow

the laws which they did not make from their own
practical experience.

Such laws lack the

human approach and often prove very troublesome
to the people in general.

They ignore the

dynamic changes of a society where institutions
and human customs are out-dated sooner or later.
Almost every source belonging to our
period stated that law was divinely ordained.
In the twentieth century it is very difficult
to believe that God ever appeared in person and
handed down laws to the people.

On the other

2

hand we have seen that the kulakaras are said
by the Jainas to have started all institutions

1. An Introduction to Politics, p. 23 ff.
2. Supra, p.\sfe

in India.

We have also seen in connection

with the Mahabharata story of Ppthu Vainya
that the sages present on the occasion of his
initiation to kingship prescribed the royal
duties for him.

Traditions such as these

lead us to think that it was probably the
intelligentsia of the time, chiefly represented
by the brahma$as, who framed the Hindu law in
the name of the gods - brahmapas particularly
because it was chiefly they who were encouraged
to read and think.

The legal traditions of

Hindu India were in fact framed over a long
period chiefly by brahma^as, acting mainly in
the interests of the ruling classes, and using
as their main raw material local religious
tradition* and customs, which were sanctified
iha*»\,

by the claim to a divine origin for

They

reserved most of the rights in their own favour
and placed the king a& the head of the law,
tkoct

so^they could derive most benefit out of it.
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Many authors^ of the period declared in
varying terms that the people in the absence
of law and order would fall into a state of
anarchy where the stronger devours the weaker,
at

and the just suffers
unjust♦

the hands of the

But the people are frightened of a

king who is possessed of the rod of the justice
and only thus do they follow their respective
duties; hence the king with the rod of justice
in his hands is able to rule over the world.
2
Narada held that "the practice of duty having
died out among mankind, law-suits have been
introduced;, and the king has been appointed
to decide law-suits, because he has authority

1. E. G. Jinasena stated:

Praja dap<Jadharabhave

matsyam nyayam srayantyamufc /

Grasyate1 nta£

pradu§t;ena vibalo hi baliyasa // 253 //
Da^^ a b h i t y a hi loko1 yam apatham nanudhavati /
Yuktada#<Ja-dharastasmat parthiva^pptl^vi^i jayet //
M. P . , ch. 16, v. 252-253.
2. Narada, ch. 1, v. 2
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to punish."

Manu 1 said that "Depending on the

eternal law, let him decide the suits of man
who mostly contend on the titles of law."
Agreeing with Manu, Cap^esvara^ held that "For
the king's sake, the Lord formarly created his
own son, Punishment, the protector of all
creatures, an incarnation of law formed of
the glory of Brahman.

Through fear of him all

created beings - both the movable and immovable,
allow themselves to be enjoyed and swerve not
from their duties."

Sukra^ said "The king

should punish the wicked by administering
_

justice."

h

Medhatithi, commenting upon Manu ,

held that: "As without punishment the king cannot
carry on the work of protecting the people, it
was for proper accomplishment of the kingly

1. Manu, ch. vii, v. 8 .

2• B. N ., p. 62.
3 . Sukra, ch. iv, sec. v, v. 1 .
4. Medhatithi on Manu. vii, v. 14.
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function that punishment was created."

Thus

we see that king was placed at the head of
justice and Hindu philosophers advised him
to enforce the rules that were imposed upon
them by the gods.
The Matsya Purapa^stated that a k§atriya
who abuses a brahmapa should be fined 100
Should

paaas« a vaisya doing so^be fined 200 papas^
and a sudra should be sentenced to capital
_

punishment.

CL

A brahmapa who abuses tfee^k^atriya

should be fined 50 papas. if he abuses a
vaisya he should be fined

25 papas and if he

abuses a sudra the fine should be only 12 papas.
A vaisya abusing a k§atriya should be fined
the first amercement (prathama sahasa) , but if
a sudra abuses a k§atriya

the penalty should

be that his tongue should

be

cut out. If a

k§atriya abuses a vaisya he should be fined

25 papas, and if he abuses a sudra he should be
fined 25 pap a s .

If a sudra abuses a vaisya he

should be fined 1080 papas but a vaisya abusing

1. M a t .

. ch. 277, v. 67-71.
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a sudra should be fined only 50 pa^as .

A fine

of a thousand payas was regarded as the first
amercement, five hundred panas as the medium
and two hundred and fifty paisas as the lowest .1
At present we are not concerned with the
justification of this aspect of the Hindu law,
but have found sufficient evidence to show that
the punishments differed for the same crime in
different castes, and the nature and degree of
the punishment was decided according to the
superiority or inferiority of the caste.

Thus

Hindu monarchs maintained in their kingdoms
unequal laws in the name of the gods, which
must have weighed heavily on the unprivileged
castes.
These Hindu laws made in the name of the
gods were so rigid that there was little room
for their alteration according to the needs of

1. Manu, viii, v. 138.
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the times.

For example Apararka^ states that

if there is contradiction between the smrtis
aHd- arthasastra the precepts of the smytis should
be followed, because arthasastra is weaker, and
if anybody through the influence of arthasastra
disobeys the laws of dharmasastra he will
incur the sin of murdering a brahmapa.

The

Bhavigyat Pura^a stated that the source of
the smyti is Veda therefore, smyti laws must
be followed.

Thus on the one hand we find

much emphasis laid upon the necessity of the
adherence to laws propounded in the dharma
sastra literature, and on the other hand the
disparagement of the arthasastra law, that
may more fully have met the needs of the time
than that of the dharmasastra.

Adherence to

the arthasastra in opposition to the dharma
sastra was regarded as a heinous crime and
those who did so were thought of as incuring

1. Apararka on Ya.jn. , 11, v. 13, p. 626.
2. Quoted by Apararka« p. 626.
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the greatest sin possible.

Thus we see how

the dynamic force of the society was neglected.
Now the question arises whether the king
was a real source of justice, or whether this
was just the contention of the Hindu theore
ticians.

Prof. Kane has quoted passages from

different sources to show that rulers were
the real heads of the judicial system of the
country and performed their duties conscien
tiously.

Prof. Kane‘S has quoted only those

passages in his favour which present the
brightest side of the picture, but such was
not always the case.

For example we may

cite the example of the tanner given in the
Kashmir Chronicle.

This man refused to give

his house to CandrapI<Ja for the construction
of a temple.

The tanner was rebuked and

asked to appear in the royal court.
-

-

appeared and king Candrapi<Ja

2

He

welcomed him

with the following words: "Why are you just

1. H . D .^, vol. iii, p. 270 ff.
2. R a j ., ch. iv, v. 66-73•

obstructing my pious work ?11 And the tanner
replied, "0 king, if I tell you something
just as it is in my mind, then as a true
judge, you should not stand by proudly.
am not less than

I

a dog, nor is the king

greater than the descendant of Kakustha.
Why then should your courtiers shake, as it
were, at (the sight of) this conversation
between us ...

As this palace resplendant

with stucco is to your Majesty, so to me is
the hut in which

the window is formed by

mouth of a pot.Since my birth this hut

the
has

been to me like a mother, witness of good
and evil days.

I cannot bear to see it being

pulled down to-day.

The misery which men

(feel) when their homes are forcibly taken
away could be described only by a god who
has fallen from his celestial car or else a
king who has lost his kingdom.

Notwithstanding

this, however, I should have to give it up if
your majesty would come to my dwelling and ask
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for it in accordance with propriety .11 The
story suggests that some kings were quite
ready to confiscate the personal property
of their subjects, and there was no higher
court of justice in the kingdom where people
might have appealed against the will of the
king.

Of course there is no substantial

legal argument given by the tanner in the
defence of his property; his arguments are
sentimental and sentimental reason counts
very little before justice.

But this act of

Candrapi<Ja was also in defiance of the sjaEfci
law, for the Narada Smyti and others declared
that the king should not interfere with the
land occupied for habitation by the people.^"
Yet Candrapl^a did so because he had nobody to
fear and was strong enough to ignore the pious
injunctions of the sacred law.

So he

succeeded in dispossessing the poor man of

1. Svifra,

the land where he was born and brought up,
the land which he loved more than his mother.
Merutungacarya3' has mentioned a similar
incident of the biased justice of king
Yogaraja of Gujarat, who failed to punish his
sons who had committed robbery with violence.
There is a fictional incident to this effect
mentioned by King Har$a of Kanauj, who
described how Jimutaketu

2

was hesistant to

deliver judgment upon his son.
An analysis of the above facts shows
that the rulers of the period were often the
real authors of law, as well as the upholders
of the divine law of the dharmasastras.

In

most cases, no doubt, they tried to be just,
but when cases were brought against members of
the royal families and other favourites as

1. P. C ., p. 14.
2. Nagananda, Act v.
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well as cases involving their own rights and
interests, partiality was shown, and conse
quently the people suffered.
The power of the king also largely
rested on his command of the royal army.
From the study of the literature and inscrip
tions of the period we gather that, though
the Muslims were constantly menacing much of
India, wars of territorial expansion between
Hindu kings were frequent and were looked on
as normal.

We have references in the Hammlra

Mahakavya 1 and other sources which tell of
military leaders deserting their king and
fighting for the enemy.

But it was essential

for a ruler to have a loyal and efficient army
on which the security, both external and
internal, of the kingdom depended.

Therefore

the authors of the period advised the king to
maintain strong armies and construct different

1. H. M ., ch. xii.

19.9

kinds of forts for the defence of the kingdom.
Kamandaka^ advised the king to have a
hereditary, well disciplined, well equipped
tVi*
_ _
and obedient army. Agreeing withy Mahabharata

2 recommended the king to command

CaptJLesvara

the different branches of the army in person.
Thus we find theoreticians urging to the king
to maintain a strong well equipped and loyal
army under his own command.

Hindu theoreticians

were not merely satisfied with advising the
king to take the command of the royal army in
person, but they also urged him regularly to
supervise military training and investigate the
discipline observed by the army.

So they made

it a part of the king's daily routine to
supervise the army bases, accompanied by the
3
commander in chief. According to Kau^ilya ,

1 . K a m . , iv, v. 65-67 *
2. B. N . , p. 34-*
3* Kau^ilya, Arthasastra, Book i, ch. 19#
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the king was to inspect the army for one and
a half hours in the afternoon.

The Agni Purana^

advised the king to inspect the army before
his evening prayer.

Apararka

2

recommended

him to visit the different wings of the army
in the afternoon, and according to Sukra^ the
king should spend one muhurtta over the
military exercises of the regiments.
4
Writers of the period, such as Lak^midhara ,
authorised the king to carry out military
operations on his own initiative.

He was

expected to think over strategy personally and
to devise means to subdue foreign kings.
There is no reference whatsoever to the commander
in chief or any other official or ministerial
council waging war on their own initiative, and
no minister of peace and war has been described

1. Agni .. . % ch. 225, v. 14.
2. Apararka on Ya.1., i, v. 527*
3. Sukra, i, v. 567-9*
4. Krtyakalpa., p. 111.

as

making peace with a foreign king without the
king's permission.

On the other hand the

Matsya Purag.a^ stated that the king was
entitled to take any measure to gain victory.
Apararka

2 wanted the king to keep all military

affairs in his own hands and himself decide
the measures to be taken.
In practice we find that king Ananta^
of Kashmir led the royal army and fought
against Tribhuvana, who was once his powerful
commander in chief.

Hiuen Tsiang

lL

has presented

cxccoorit

an interesting atxay of king Har^a's expedition
against Sasankaraja and other hostile kings
in the following words: 1
1Now he commanded his
ministers saying,

'theenemies of my brother

are unpunished as yet, the neighbouring
countries not brought to submission; while this
is so my right hand shall’ never lift food to

1. Mat.

ch. 223, v. 4-5.

2 . Yai., i, v. 327.
3. Raj.., ch. 7 * v. 155•
4. Buddhist Records of the Western Wo r l d , vol. i,
P. 23.

my mouth.

Therefore do you people and officers

unite with one heart and put out your strength.'
Accordingly they assembled all the soldiers
of the kingdom and summoned the masters of the
arms.

They had a body of 5000 elephants, a

body of 20,000 cavalry, and 50,000 footsoldiers.

He went from east to west subduing

all who were not obedient; the elephants were
not unharnessed nor the soldiers unbelted.
After six years he had subdued the five Indies .1
1
Throughout the career of Hammlradevi we find him
planning military operations, and leading the
army in person.

King Munja, in Merutungacarya1s

2

Prabandhacintamani , is described as leading
his army against the enemy.

King Ramapala of

the Pala dynasty^is described by Sandhyakara
Nandin as leading an army against Bhlma the
Kalcuri king in person and giving the enemy
very close fighting.

There are innumerable

1.

H. M ., ch. ix and onwards.

2.

P. C ., p. 32, 22 etc.

3.

R. C ., ch. 2, v. 8 and onwards.

examples to this effect in the literature
and inscriptions of the period.
Thus we see that the Indian kings
commanded the army, prepared plans for
military operations and fought against the
enemy in person.

The example of king Ananta

suggests that even during the time of
rebellion rulers used to go to war personally
and suppress the trouble caused by the
insurgents.

Thus it can be assumed that the

king's command over the army .was another
factor leading to his absolute authority.
In addition to this another cause leading
to the absolute authority of the king was his
influential position in religious affairs.
The Matsya Purapa 1 stated that the king should
propdgate the study of the Vedas in his kingdom.
The Mahapurana

2

stated that the king should try

to advance religion by following religious

1. Mat. ..t ch. 215, v. 56-57*
2. M. P ., ch. 42, v. 4 onwards.

customs acceptable to all.

References to

this effect are again innumerable, and need
not be counted here.

We give, however, a few

examples of kings who took the lead in the
religious affairs of their kingdoms.
We are informed by Kalha#a that
Meghavahana of Kashmir1 , soon after his
initiation to the throne, proclaimed by the
beat of drum that there should be no slaughter
of living beings in his kingdom.

Killing of

animals stopped and butchers were paid from
the royal treasury for their maintenance.
The king's command was so strictly followed
that people used to offer an effigy made of
pastry in place of living animals on sacrificial
occasions.

This story of Meghavahana accords

with many of the orders of Asoka engraved in

2

the rock inscriptions , where he is described

1. Ra.j. , ch. iii, v. 5-7.
2. Rock Edict, iv, Girnar version, p. 7*

as having stopped the killing of living
beings in his palace, and limiting their
slaughter throughout his realm.

There is a

similar example in the case of Kumarapala
of Gujarat.

This pious Jaina king's policy

is described by his teacher, Hemacandra, in
the form of a prophecy put into the mouth of
Mahavira himself:

"Hunting, which even the

Pap/jLus and other pious kings did not give up,
he will abjure, and all men will do likewise
at his command.

When he forbids all injury

there will be no more hunting or other cruel
sports.
louse."

Even an untouchable will not kill a
1

King iSiddharaja

2

of Gujarat has

been described as the propagator of the
Svetambara sect of Jainism.

All these stories

suggest that rulers of the period exercised
power to maintain religion.

But this attitude

1. Life of Hemacandracar.ya. p. 88
2. P. C

»

r

/

p. 68 .

of the Indian kings does not appear to be
beyond criticism because in many cases
these rulers chiefly favoured that religion
which they followed.

Many people belonging

to other religions must have been critical of
the policies of the Jaina kings of Gujarat;
many Saiv^lites believe in animal sacrifice
and their sacred books encourage them to
perform such sacrifices.

Therefore, the

enforcement of the rules of non-violence must
have been very distressing to them, especially
on ceremonial occasions, and might have
resulted in communal disharmony.
Besides this, we have references to several
kings of the period who fought for the protec
tion of tee religion.

Dahir of Sindh 1 fought

a religious war against the Arabs to save
thousands of Hindus from being forcibly converted

1. Cambridge History of India, vol. iii, p. 5*
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to Islam.

King Anandapala, when expecting

an attack from Mahmud of Gharna, appealed for
aid to other Hindu rajas.

It is said that

the Hindu kings complied with his appeal and
the Rajas of Ujjain, Gwalior, Kalinjar, Kanauj,
Delhi and Ajmer either marched to support him
in person or sent their troops to his assistance .1
Many of the Pala inscriptions of our

2

period contain the word viniyuktaka , who was
probably a minister in charge of the religious
and moral affairs of the kingdom.

At least

from Mauryan times the king often tried to
maintain religion and morality with the help
of special officials.

"The samanamahamatras

of the Satavahana period and the vinayasthitisthapaka of the Gupta period appear to have
been only the counterparts of the Dharmamahamatra
of the Asokan period."-^

This system of

controlling religion was continued by the Hindu

1. Cambridge History of India« vol. iii, p. 16.

2 . E. I ., vol. iv, p. 253*
3. Mahalingam , South Indian Polity, p. 122.

kings down to the Marathas of Tamjore.

Thus

we can say that the Indian rulers of our
period tried to maintain and control religion
by appointing a special minister for the
purpose.

Thus by defending religion from

external intervention, checking unrighteousness
by appointing a special minister, and encour
aging the study of religion, rulers of the
period may have established their supreme
authority over the religious affairs of the
kingdom and controlled religious activities.
Though the brahmans in their religious functions
may have claimed superiority to the king and
complete independence, there is no clear
evidence that they regularly obtained it.
Finally, the king’s authority over the
society may have been an important factor
contributing to his absolute power over his
kingdom.

Apararka 1 held that the king should

1 . Apararka on Ya.i. , ii, 192.

try to remove differences arising among the
members of the different communities, and
press them to follow the practices of their
respective communities.

The Markai^fleya Purana^

held that "A king's highest duty and that which
brings felicity for him is the maintainance
among men of their laws, since they are
disturbed by evil minded men.”

Narada advised

p

the king to maintain the usages of heretics,
corporations, etc.

He stated that whatever be

their laws, their religious duties, the rules
regarding their attendance and the particular
mode of livelihood prescribed for them, those
the king shall approve of.

The king shall

prevent them from undertaking such acts as would
be either opposed to the wishes of the king or
contemptible in their nature or injurious to
his interests.

1. Mark.

Medhatithi , commenting upon Manu,

t ch. 27» v. 30.

Narada, ch. x, v. 2-4.
3. Medhatithi on Ma n u , vol. viii, v. 221.

held that the king shall punish the breakers
of compacts relating to villages and tfee caste
federations.

Such examples show that the king

was entitled to interfere in purely social
affairs such as the maintainance of caste
solidarity and traditional practices.

There

are passages in early Indian literature where
such corporations appear quite free from the
fear of royal intervention.

But the citations

provided above clearly authorize the king to
maintain control over them and to punish those
who disobey the rules of the community.
The quotation from the Narada Smyti above
gives the impression that people were dependent
upon the king's approval even for the rules of
their society, their religious practices, and
their mode of life.

The king was entitled to

judge these things from his own point of view,
and from the point of view of the safety of
the kingdom.

If their social practices, their

modes of livelihood etc. seemed injurious
either to the king or to the kingdom he had
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every right to stop them.

Moreover the king

might in certain cases play a part in family
and personal affairs; thus Narada'1' observed that
a maiden having no male relative to look after
her may approach the king and the king should
arrange for her marriage.

Several references

to this effect have been given by Meru^tungaacarya .2
This paternal attitude of the king toward
his people, which we have already considered
in our first chapter, must have had some
influence in establishing the king's authority
over the social affairs of the kingdom.
We have several references to cases of
the king's intervention in social affairs in
literary sources of our period.

Kalha^a has

recorded a story of the reign of king Mihirakula
of Kashmir which runs as follows:

Narada, ch. xii, v. 33.
2. P. C ., p. 9*
3. R a j ., ch. i, v. 318-23.

When Mihirakula
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was diverting the river called Candrakulya,
a rock in the middle, which could not be moved,
impeded the work.

Then the king performed a

penance and was told by the gods in a dream
that a powerful Yaksa who observed a vow of
chastity lived in that rock*

If a chaste woman

were to touch it, he could not cause further
obstruction.

Hence on the following day the

king put the counsel of the gods into effect.
The attempts of many women of good birth
having failed, the mighty rock moved when
touched by a potter’s wife named Candravati.
Therefore the king in his anger over their
depravity slaughtered three thousand women of
respectable birth, together with their husbands,
brothers and sons.

"Such 11 continues Kalha^a,

"is the account current in the tradition of
others.

But in truth is a misdeed of gravest

kind."

The story provided above appears to be

legendary and the king’s performance of penances
for the removal of the rock seems ridiculously
inconsistent with his character as depicted by

Kalhag.a and Hiuen Tsiang.

But is is beyond

doubt that Mihirakula was an historical king,
and his concern for the morality of his
subjects probably reflects the attitude of
many Hindu kings of our time.

There are

several more modern examples of rulers
performing magical acts for the public benefit
in Africa and elsewhere; for example Sir James
Fraser^ has quoted a Catholic missionary who
observed that "A superstition common to the
different peoples of equatorial Africa
attributes to the petty kings of the country
the exclusive power to make rain; in extreme
cases the power is ascribed to the kings more
privileged than the others....

These kings

profit by the superstition in order to draw to
themselves many presents of cattle; for the
rain must fall after the sacrifice of an ox;
if it tarries, the king, who is never at a loss

1. Golden Bough, vol. i, p. 34-8.

for excuses to extricate himself from the
scrape, will ascribe the failure to the
defects of the vision, and will seize the
pretext to claim more cattle."

Frazer gives

a further reference, in this case to the king
of Matabeles^ of Central Africa:

"To bring

down the needed showers, the king of the
Matabeles boils a magic hell-broth in a
cauldron, which sends up volumes of steam to
the sky.

But to make assurance doubly sure,

he has reeourse to religion as well as to
he
magic; for^sacrifices twelve black oxen to
the spirits of his fathers and prays to them
*0 great spirit of my father and grand-father
I thank you for having granted last year to
my people more wheat than to our enemies the
Mashonas.

This year also, in gratitude for

the twelve black oxen which I am about to
dedicate to you, make us to be the best fed

1. Golden Bough, vol. i, p. 352.

and strongest people in the world1
.M

Thus the

king of the Matabeles acts not only as a
magician but as a priest, for he prays and
sacrifices to the spirits of his forefathers.
Similarly some kings of our period, in the
manner of king Mihirakula, may have performed
penances for the good of the people, because
such magical elements were sometimes associated
with ancient kings.
Thus Har?avardhana, in
.
—i
—*
his Ratnavali
, has presented king Vasavadatta
taking interest in a magician, who uttered a
charm and brought the heavenly gods on the
earth.

It may have encouraged kings to learn

to perform matjic for the aatoe of the prosperity
of the kingdom.

Thus Mihirakula*s order for

the woman to touch the rock, suggests the
unlimited power of the king over society,
and his punishment of those who failed the
test indicates his power to inflict penalties

Ratnavall, p. 157*
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on the immoral ones among them.

Though

Kalha^a disapproved the ferocity of Mihirakula*s
punishment of the immoral women, he would hardly
have denied the king’s right to inflict just
punishment on purely moral offenders.
Talking about the reign of king Gopaditya^
Kalha$a observed that lfHe removed those who
ate garlic to Bhuk§iravatika and transferred
the Brahma^as who had broken the rules of
their conduct to Khasa^a; other brahmajpas again
of a holy life, whom he had brought from pure
countries, he settled in Vascika and other
Agraharas .11 The use of garlic, onions etc.
by higher caste* was regarded as against the
rules of the society.

Therefore, the king*

as the head of society, tried to keep it pure
by removing dvi.jatis who were lax in this
respect.

Finally Sandhyakaranandin

2

observed

that "He (Lava as well as Madanapala), being
a friend of this world and causing Lak^ml

1 . Ra.1. , ch. i, v. 34-2-34-3•
2 . R. C ., ch. iv, v. 39*

I

to bloom and enemies to fade, relief takes
place, all sources of vices vanish and right
eousness prevails", which again shows how the
Hindu authors of the period looked on their
kings as responsible for the maintainance
of morals and the removal of evils from the
society.

Similar passages can be found in

many sources of our period, both literary and
epigraphic.
Thus by maintaining the morals of the
people and keeping them obedient to their own
laws the king added to his power in the eyes
of his subjects and enjoyed almost absolute
authority over them.
Hence, we see that the typical king of
our period, having come to the throne by right
of birth, ruled according to their/own
conscience, and controlled the finance, army
and judiciary of the kingdom.

And finally,

he exerted his superiority over the religious
and social affairs of the kingdom.

A monarch

exercising all these powers at his own risk
can rightly be called absolute, if we accept
the characteristics of the absolute monarch
as presented by Aristotle^ that an 'Absolute
monarch does everything according to his
own will."

1• Politics, Book iii, ch. xvi, p. 100 ff.
(Everyman*s Library series)
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CHAPTER V
THE ROYAL DUTIES

Almost all our sources have assigned
numerous duties to the king and advised him
#
X
to follow them literally; for instance Sukra
stated that the person who practises his
duties and sticks to them can become power
ful and influential in this world.
Jaina author Somadeva Suri

2

The

stated that

"The king is the maker of the age.

When the

king rightly protects his subjects all the
quarters are wishing cows, Indra rains in
due season, and all living beings are at
peace .11 The same view was held in all parts
of India.

Thus the KuraJ. the famous collection

of Tamil proverbs declared

MRain and plenti

ful crops will ever dwell together in the

1. Yo hi svadharmaniratassa tejasvi bhavediha /
S u kra, i , 4-6.

2 . N ^ V . , p. 183.
3* Quoted by T.V. Mahalingam in South Indian
Polity, p. 22.

country of the king who sways his sceptre
with justice; when there is rain the world
enjoys prosperity; and when the king rules
justly, his subjects prosper.11

Thus the

prosperity of the people waff thought to be
subject to the performance of the royal
duties by the king.

In the case of the

just performance of the royal duties the
heavenly powers would bestow blessing on
the land and peace and prosperity would
reign amongst the people.

In cases of the

non-performance of the royal duties mis
fortune will fall upon the realm.

This

doctrine has nowhere been better expressed
than in the Buddhist text Suvarnabhasottama
Sutra3, which reads as follows
"When the king disregards the evil
done in his kingdom, and does not
inflict just punishment upon criminals,
unrighteousness quickly grows, and
fraud and strife increase in his king
dom through his neglect of evil.
Then

1. S. S u tra, xii.

the thirty-three great gods are angry
in their palaces, as the king disregards
the evil committed in his kingdom, and
the land, afflicted with violent and
terrible crime, perishes, and falls
into the power of enemies. Property,
families and wealth disappear, and men
ruin one another with various deeds of
deceit.
If, for any reason, a king
does not do his duty, he ruins his
kingdom, like a large elephant (trampling
on) a bed of lotuses.
Then fierce winds blow, and the rain
does not fall in season. Planets, stars,
moon and sun are unfavourable.
If the
king is negligent, corn, flowers, fruit
and seed do not ripen properly, and
there is famine. . . .
Then the kings of the gods say to
one another, 'This king is unrighteous,
he has sided with unrighteousness !1 So
he will lose all he values at the hand
of his brother or son. He will lose
his wife, and his daughter will die.
Fire will fall from heaven . . .
as
fear of the enemy and hunger increase.
His favourite minister will die and his
favourite elephants, and one by one his
favourite horses and camels. . . .
There will be strife, violence and
fraud in all the provinces, and calamity
and terrible plague will afflict the land.
Brahmaps will be unrighteous and righteous
men will be punished . . . .
And where
the wicked are honoured and the good are
despised there will be famine, with
thunderbolts and death . . . .
All
living beings will be ugly; they will
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have little vigour, and be very
feeble. They will eat much, but
not be filled; they will have no
strength or virility — all living
things in the land will be lacking
in vigour.
Many evils such as these befall
the land where the king is unjust and
disregards wicked deeds. . . .
But
he who distinguishes good deeds from
evil, and shows the results of karma
(to his subjects) is called a true king.
Ordained by the gods, the gods are
pleased with him. For his own sake or
the sake of others, in order to preserve
the righteousness of his land and to
suppress rogues and criminals in his
domains such a king would abandon his
life and his kingdom. . . , but not
the jewel of righteousness, whereby the
world is gladdened."
It can be well imagined that crimes and
evil deeds would grow in the land of the
negligent king, but the displeasure of the
gods that was thought to cause the destruction
of his kingdom needs further consideration.
This belief is apparently connected with the
doctrine of the divinity of king.

We have seen

earlier that the king, being composed of
particles of different gods, was created by
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the High God for the protection of the
people, and not for his own pleasure.
Therefore, it seems quite logical that in
cases of the king's failure to perform the
royal duties, these gods would withdraw the
particles of their own essence from the
king and cease to work for the benefit of
his kingdom, which would be ruinous for the
king and his territory.
What were these royal duties .on which
the welfare of the nation depended? In
#
.
1
answer to this both Cap<jLesvara and iakpniidhara,
agreeing with Manu, stated "Not to retrea^
from the battlefield, to protect the*people,
and to honour the Brahmaps are thl? bes.t means
••
to secure happiness for the king." Thus, on
the basis of this verse*, the royal duties can

1 . Sajpgramepvanivarttitvaip prajanam caiva palanam /
Susrupa Brahmapanam c*a ra^jnaiji sreyaskaraqi param //
R

•, p . 55•

.

Krtyakalpa., p. 154-
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be divided under three different heads :
(i) military; (2 ) administrative; (3 ) and
religious, and we shall consider the royal
military duties first.
It is well known that there was no
unified government of India in our period and
the country was divided into several princi
palities.

Each sovereign was inimical to the

others and attempted to extend his own
territory by annexing that of others.

As a

result of this, war between different
sovereigns was very frequent, and must often
have caused much distress among thegeneral
public.

Therefore, the protection of the

people from foreign aggression constituted
one of the main functions of the king.
For the protection of the people against
invasion the Mahapuraqa stated^ that the king
should settle his people in a place where

1. M. P ., ch. 4-2, v. 161-162

there was no danger of aggression.
Lak^midhara 1 suggested that the king should
construct different types of fortified
places (for example, giri-durga, i.e. defended
by hills, mahi-durga, defended by earth works,
dhanurdurga, surrounded by desert, and vanadurga, by forest) as a measure against foreign
aggression for the protection of people,
cattle and the treasury, because he realised
that one bowman placed on a rampart was match
in a battle for one hundred foes and one hundred
for one thousand.

Caj^esvara

2 suggested that

the royal capital and the houses of the
citizens should be built within the surrounding
walls of the fortresses.
Medhatithi^, commenting upon this as part
of the royal duties, stated that: "Whenever the
king is challenged he must fight, whoever the

Krtyakalpa., p. 39 *
2• R. N ., p. 26.
3. Medhatithi on Manu, vii, v. 89*

challenger may he (either a foreign sovereign
or bandits), and he shall take no account of
the caste or age or training or ambition of
the other party.

The king has to bear this

duty always in his mind.”

In order to counter

act the fear of death in battle the warrior
dying in a fair fight was promised great
rn-

rewards in the after life.

Thus the battle/\
field was eulogised in the following words of
Medhatithi:
"It has been declared without any
reservation that the sacrifice is
immediately accomplished for the
k^atriyas who is killed by means of
uplifted weapons, in due accordance
with the duties of the k^atriya, and
again ‘those two persons pierce through
the solar orb - the renunciate in
meditation and the hero killed in the
forefront of the battle1; - further in
the Mahabharata it has been declared
that heaven is attained even by those
who witness the battle.
There are
Vedic texts indicative of the same fact,
e.g. ‘Those brave men who fight in
battles and give up their bodies there,
as also those who pay a thousand as
the sacrificial fee, go to the gods'; -

which show that great rewards accrue
to those sacrificers who pay a
thousand as the sacrificial fees, 'as also those brave persons who give
up their lives in battle.' . . .
In
the case of the officiating priests,
the Hotr, the Udgatr and the rest,
their appointment is for the express
purpose of performing those priestly
duties that are indicated by their
title. From all this it follows that
even in the case of a man dying in
service of his master, there is
transcedental reward. . . .
"The giving up of his life by the
king for the benefit of the people is
actually conducive to merit. As regards
what has been said regarding the losing
one's life in the battle being tantamount
to the accomplishment of a sacrifice this must refer to the man whose services
have been engaged on a salary and who,
not being his own master, enters the
battle simply on the word of the command
to march forward.
This is the person
meant by the expression 'who is killed
in the forefront of battle'. . . .
"In the case where a king's realm is
attacked and pillaged by another king,
and his people are being massacred, if
the former undertakes to fight against
him and loses his life in the fray, this
would be conducive to merit.
If he does
not fight, he falls into blind darkness,
which means hell, on account of the total
absence of light there. . . .
When a
man has accepted service for pay under
a master, if he fails to fight for his
master in battle and abandons him, his

fall into hell is certain.
On the
other hand if the man has fought his
master's battle and has become free
from the debt of the wages which he
has received from him - if he is not
bowed down by his sin - it is natural
that he should attain heaven, by
virtue of his own meritorious acts.
It is in view of this that it has been
declared that his sacrifice becomes
immediately accomplished._ Thus also
the passage in the Mahabharata becomes
reconciled, where it is said that
persons who have accepted service in
the army attain heaven. As for the
mention of heaven being attained by
persons 'witnessing the battle', this
must be regarded as a commendatory
exaggeration.
"Or the meaning of all this may be
that, there being many means of live
lihood, living by military service, is
sure to lead to heaven.
"As regards the argument that it is
not for dying that the men are engaged
in military service, - in reality when
soldiers are paid their wages, it is
for no other purpose than for fighting;
specially as no other purpose has been
mentioned.
The men are engaged by the
master with the view that they shall be
ready for all kinds of work and shall
help him in all his undertakings.
So
that when a war breaks out, it becomes
their duty to do everything for their
master 'even up to the giving up of the
body': and thus alone is he able to
repay his debt; it is accomplished only
if he accomplishes some purpose of his

master, similar to that for which
he has been engaged. As for the
texts quoted as indicating the
attainment of heaven by men dying in
battle, -these also become reconciled
in the above manner."
Every warrior was not killed in the
battlefield but it was to be expected that
many of them would be wounded.

Therefore,

the Mahapurapa stated 1 that the king should
protect his troops wounded in the battlefield
by employing experienced doctors and giving
them proper treatment.

After their recovery

the king was expected to see to their main
tenance.

In cases of dead soldiers the king

was advised to appoint their sons and brothers
to their posts.

Sukra^ held the same view.

It is beyond objection that Hindu rulers
normally paid every attention to the protection
of the people against external aggression.
There are innumerable examples to support this

1. M. P . , ch. 4-2, v. 14-8.
2. Suk r a , ii, v. 832-833*
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statement, and it is needless to mention
them here.

But it would not be unreasonable

to conclude

this section with a few

observ

ations from the reports of foreign travellers
of the period.

Al-MasudI^wrote:

"The king

of Kanauj has four armies according to the
four quarters of the wind.

Each of them

number 700,000 or 900,000 men.

The army of

the north wars against the prince of Multan
and with the Mussalmans his subjects on the
frontier.

The army of the south fights

against the Balahara king of Mankir.

The

other two armies march to meet enemies in
every direction."

This king of Kanauj referred

to by Al-MasudI has been identified by Dr. R.S.
Tripathi

2

-

-

-

with the Pratihara king Mahipala I,

and the Balahara with the Rai^raku^a^ king of
Malkhed.

It is clear from the statement of Al-

Masudl that the danger of the invasion of Kanauj

1 . History of India, vol. 1. p, 23« (by EJ3.)
2. History of Kanau.i. p. 2M * (Thooifr)

from different points was realised.

So

Mahlpala divided his army into different
commands and stationed them in various
strategic areas, so that they might always
be ready for the battlefield without under
taking the trouble of general mobilisation
from one end of the country to another in
order to resist the enemy effectively.
Sulaiman the Merchant'*', who came to India
during the reign of Bhoja I of the Pratihara
dynasty, observed: "I have never seen the
people of one country submit to the authority
of another."

These two famous foreign accounts

of the period show that Indians were not
prepared to tolerate any foreign infringement
of their territory, for the defence of which
they employed large armies and offered every
possible resistance to the aggressors.
It is very difficult to discover what was
done for the families of deceased or disabled

1. History of India, by Elliot and Dowson, vol.
p. ?•

soldiers, because none of the sources of
our period give any direct evidence on the
matter; but some sources do suggest that
proper care and treatment were offered to
the wounded soldiers.

We are told that

Jayasiipha^ of Kashmir spent a huge amount of
the royal income on the marching allowances
and medical treatment of his soldiers.

It
- -

appears from the description of Cand£ Bardai

2

that doctors were employed for the medical
treatment of the wounded soldiers in the
royal court of Ppthvlraja.
But it was not always the external foes
who were sources of public trouble.

There

were wicked people within the king’s dominion,
such as thieves, robbers, murderers, etc.
against whom the people needed protection.

1. Raja., vi i i , 74-0.
2* P. R u s e , p. 276.

*

Capcjesvara condemned

1

the deeds of the

catas, thieves, seducers and murderers, and
held that the very existence of these people
endangered the security of the public property
and the welfare of the populace in general.
The interpretation of the word cata is
controversial.

Mr. Balgangadhar Sastri took

the word as meaning the royal favourites,

2 gave it the meaning of

while Prof. B\ihler

the irregular troops.
B u h l e r ’s

Dr. Fleet

*

accepts Prof.

interpretation and translated it in

the sense of irregular troops in many of the
ll

inscriptions edited by him.

Prof. Vogel

took

the modern word cara, still used in Camba in
the meaning of a district officer, as the

1. Ca^ataskaradurvpttamahasahasikadibhi]?. /
Pltjyamanal?. praja rak§etkayasthaisca vise^atafr //
R . N . , p. 54-.
2. Quoted by Prof. Buhler in Indian Antiquary,
vol. 5* P- 115*
3. Gupta Inscriptions, p. 98.
4-. Antiquity of Chamba State, pp. 130 ff.

corrupt form of cata.

Prof. Buhler's inter

pretation has been accepted by

many

modern

historians of ancient India, while Vogel's
interpretation seems equally difficult to
refute, because in many of the inscriptions"^"
catasyfollowed by bhatas, are found among
the names of the royal officers who are
forbidden to enter granted villages.

But

2
Ca#<iesvara evidently interpreted the word in
a rather different sense.

He took it as

meaning an evil minded person and stated that
catas are those who cause trouble to others.
In this connexion he has u sed the word tarakawhiah

olfln

may m p a n

a

flflvi rmr»

h p l p p r ^ . but-

th4s is pprtai-aly not-the meaning-here.— Vile
tfrke it as on extenti-en of meaning from—Tara k a ,

1 . G. I ., vol. xiv, p. 529, vol. xv, p. 29.
2 . Ca^ati pratarakati /
R.

N . , p.

the— word feraka-±s- w.iidely--uged-rrrr- c o 1-1oqufrarl
li-intll 111 TglS~~IUMfft.

Apararka^ commenting

upon Yajnavalkya?held that the king should
protect his people from catas and other
trouble makers; he further commented upon
the word and stated that catas are piguciab,
meaning backbiters, informers, or betrayers.
At the same time the word cata was used along
with words meaning thieves, robbers and other
similar criminals by several other authors
of the period.

Therefore, it seems that

whatever may have been their real character
and whether they were in the king's service
or not, catas were trouble makers and were
subjects of the hatred of the people in
general.

Disturbances caused by such anti

social elements had become so frequent in our
period that the great Chinese traveller
Hiuen Tsiang

2

was robbed thrice while in India,

1. Apararka on Yajnavalk.ya. i, 554.
2. Beal's Life of Hiuen Tsiang. pp. 87* 200.
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and once even his life was imperilled by
bandits in the neighbourhood of Ayodhya and
Kumaralabdha.

The misdeeds of such criminals

made Medhatithi say: "When robbers and others,
in sheer disregard for established law, attack
the people - or join the king’s enemies - if
such persons cannot be subdued without war
then the king must go to war against them,
even though they be very weak."^

From such

passages as these it may be inferred that
bands of robbers infested the land and often
compelled the king to take large-scale military
measures to suppress them.
The A gni Purapa

2

stated that the king

should protect his people against the extortsrtions and oppressions of royal officers,
favourites and kayastha s .

Kamandaka held that

1. Medhatithi on Manu, v i i , 87*
2. Agni, ch. 223*
—

,

0

Bhak^yamanati praja r a k $ ^ a £

»

kayasthavsca vise^atafc /
rajno bhavati sa prajajjf

.

Rak^ita tadabhyestu
v. 12.

23

the subjects had reason to fear the ayuktakas,

1
royal favourifces, and similar people.

The

reasons for protection against the royal

2

officers have been given by Cap4esvara , who
declared that the royal officers who are
appointed for the protection of the people
were liable to become knaves and seize
property belonging to others.

In the Kathasarit

Sagara we are told of the Prime Minister
Gupavarman plotting against the sovereign.
There are clear examples of corrupt royal
4
officers in the chronicle of Kalhapa ; for
instance he tells the story of a scribe during
the reign of Yasaskara (A.D. 939 - 94-8), who
was bribed to falsify a deed in order to
dispossess an innocent merchant of his belongings.

1. §Ayuktakabhyascorebhyal?. parebhyoraja-vallabhat /
Ppthvlpati-lobhacca prajanam pancffdhabliyam //
K a m ., v. 82, 85 •
2. R. N . , p. 54-.
5. Katha.Sa, p.
4-. Raj., 6 , 4-1; R a j . 8 , v. 850.

In another place, writing about the reign
of Jaya-Sipha, Kalhapa reported that even
Chief Councillor Somakala of Lohara was
prepared to accept and desert his master.
Hindu theorists made it a part of the
king*s duty to extend protection to refugees
and distressed persons in need of asylum.
Bphaspati'1' stated that the king should
protect the refugee from another country
though guilty of all crimes.

The king should

welcome Brahmapas, Kpatriyas, princes and
feudatories belonging to other countries
with viands, clothing etc. as if they were of
his own kingdom.

In the Markapdeya Purapa

2

we find a king saying to a Brahmapa;"My duty
is to protect those who have sought refuge

1. Br. Ar*.

, ch. iii, 51-52.

2. Mark., ch. 131, v. 32.
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with me11.
view*

The Matsya Furapa 1 held the same

This implies that the king^ without

considering the good or bad qualities of
the refugee,was expected to give asylum to
those who needed it.
The king’s administrative function does
not end here.

The sphere of his duty

extended beyond the protection of his
subjects from evil doers, to protect those
whose troubles were caused not by others but
by famine, disease, infirmity and other
natural causes.

Kamandaka

2

held that it

was the king’s duty to take steps to counter
act natural calamities such as pestilences,
and try to promote his people's prosperity.
*
Bphaspati^ held that the king should take
steps to encourage good agriculture.

M a t . r .. ch. 215, 65*
2. K a m ., iv, 54-56.
3. Br. Ary..'-. ii, 4.
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The Maha Puraj^a^ declared that the king
should provide good seed for the peasants
and cause them to grow good crops; this
text thus goes even further than famine
relief and advocates a positive agricultural
policy on the part of the king.
Besides these duties the king had
certain defensive

functions to perform

towards the royal family and himself.
Ca#<Jesvara

2

stated that the king should

always try to defend himself against any
infliction or injury likely to be caused to
him.

_

3

And the Maha Purapa stated that by

following a policy acceptable to the royal

1. Tatha bhupo'pyatandralurbhaktagrame§u karayet /
Ky§iip karmantikairbijapradanadyair upak|imaiti //
M. P ., Ui, 176.

2 . R . N ♦, p. 56.
5. M. P .. ch. 42, v. 4.
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family the king should protect his kula
or family.

Moreover Sukra^ stated that

the king should bring up the royal children
under favourable circumstances.
How far these duties were performed in
practice is a matter of controversy.
Kane, Bhandarkar, Altekar

2

Profs.

and several others

have stated that almost all these’duties were
performed by the Indian kings.

We cannot

say anything with certainty about the perform
ance of the royal duties towards the royal
families>because almost all available sources
were either written by court poets or by
royal favourites and as these people would
not dare to displease the king by stating
unvarnished facts, their accounts are not very

1 . Sukra, ii, 43-4-6.
2. H . D .S .t i i i , 60; A.H.P., p. 190 ff;
S .G .A . I ., p. 36 ff.

dependable and thus our knowledge of the
matter is almost non-existent.

Proceeding

to the royal duties of putting criminals
under check we have references to the effect
that some kings, such as Har§a^ of Kanauj
*
2
and Yasaskara of Kashmir, tried to maintain
efficient law andjorder throughout their
kingdom.

But during the reign of the same

Har§a of Kanauj

, as we have pointed out

earlier, the Chinese traveller Hiuen Tsiang
was plundered and once even his life was in
danger.

Merutungacarya

mentioned in one of

his stories that the country of Gujarat
during the reign of Vanaraja was known as the
place of robbers.

Finally, Vanaraja1s own sons

participated in plundering a vessel which had

1. Buddhist Records of the Western World, vol. i,
p. 221.
2. Raja., vi, 41 and onwards.
3. Supra pf
4. P. C . , p.14.

put into a Gujarat port because of rough
weather and Vanaraja killed himself by
fasting to death instead of punishing his
sons for their misconduct.

Hence it

appears that the administration was in many
cases so weak and the laws were so mild that
even the royal princes committed crimes.
Similarly the student finds it hard to
gather sound evidence that the king regularly
protected the people against the oppression
of the royal favourites.

King Prabhakaravardhanaj*

some time before his death;told his sons
Rajyavardhana and Har^avardhana that nearly
all his royal officers were untrustworthy and
oppressively high-handed.

But Prabhakaravardhana

is nowhere referred to as having taken any
measures against such officers, though we are
told that he appointed tutors for his children

1. H. C . , iv, 119- (Cowell’s translation)

from noble families, who were not even
touched by the very existence of corruption.
According to Kalhap.a king Yasaskara

of

Kashmir found out the misconduct of a royal
scribe, who for a bribe tried to dispossess a
merchant of his belongings; thereupon he
exiled the defendant who had bribed the
scribe and handed over his property to the
plaintiff, but he is not recorded as having
taken any steps against the scribe, who was
expected to be upright and serve the cause
of justice honestly.

Besides this we are told

2

of another Kashmir king, Partha , who appointed
only those officers as councillors etc. who
brought more and more money into the royal
treasury at the cost of the poor peasants.
*
Har§a of Kashmir tormented the country by

1* R a j a ., v i , 38-41.
2. R a j a ., v, 275*
3. Ra j a ., vii, 1226.

employing kayasthas in his service.

It may

be objected that almost all rulers employed
kayasthas or members of the class of scribes
and so Har§a did not make an objectionable
innovation, by appointing these kayasthas.
Kayasthas as a class cannot be condemned and
as citizens they were also entitled to
positions in the royal service.

But the word

kayasthas seems in Kashmir and elsewhere to
have taken on the secondary meaning of a petty
official, and such kayasthas had the universal
reputation of being an oppressor of the people.
Oppressors of the people, according to the
spirit of all the texts on government, were not
to be appointed in the royal service,

But the

appointment of such people to higher positions
in the otate suggests that the kings were not
always very solicitous for the protection of
the people against the oppressions of the
royal servants.

Therefore, though Kalha^afs
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statement that Cakravarmap.'1' of Kashmir
(936 A.D.) appointed thieves and robbers in
the government offices appears to be
figurative, it must have some truth in it,
and implies that the king let his dishonest
and extortionate servants continue to rob
the people.
It would be very rashly imaginative to
state on the strength of such texts as Maha
Purafla that rulers of the period regularly
carried out a positive agricultural policy
by distributing good seeds among$ their
subjects and other beneficient acts, because
none of the sources refers to specific
instances of this happening.

We have, however,

references to the effect that there were
certain kings who constructed dams and canals
and embarked on similar enterprises to irrigate

1. Ra.j., v. 391

the cultivatable land.

Bhoja, the eleventh

century Paramara king, appears to have been
an energetic builder of reservoirs for
irrigation.

1

Ajayapala

2

-

3

of Camba, Bhanudeva^

IK*-

of^Kankara inscription of central India, and
4.
Ramapala of the Pala dynasty are all
recorded as having constructed dams, canals,
etc. for the public benefit.

King Avantivarman^

of Kashmir took every trouble to dam the river
Jhelum and drain the flood water for the
benefit of the people.

But these benevolent

rulers appear to be exceptional and comparatively
rare*and there are many records to the opposite,
effect.

Thus we are told of a king like Partha

of Kashmir, during whose reign famine befell the

1. I . A ., xvii, pp. 350-2.

2 . A ^ C . , i, p. 237.
3. E. I .« ix, p. 123.
4-. R. C . « iii, 4-2, p. 108.

5 * Ra.ja* , v. 109 onwards.
6 . Raja., v. 270-8.
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land, and who, instead of trying to relieve
the sufferings of the people, realised taxes
even when hundreds and thousands of his sub
jects were dying from starvation and various
diseases.

Merutungacarya'1' has recorded a

story of the reign of Siddharaja of Gujarat^
whose officers realised revenue even when
there was famine in the country and people
were starving.

Had these rulers any desire

to promote the prosperity of the people in
their minds, they would certainly not have
committed such acts of high-handedness against
their subjects during times of trouble.
The protection of refugees appears to
have been undertaken by several rulers of the
period.

Thus we have references to king Ananta

of Kashmir, who offered refuge to the &ahi
princes after they had been expelled from their

1. P. C ., p. 96.
2. R a j a . , vii, 14-4.

2

kingdom by the Muslim invaders, and who
is said to have spent a huge amount of money
in caring for their welfare.

The famous

Kashmiri poet Bilha^a, when exiled from his
home-land, was offered asylum in the Calukya
court1 .

This offering of asylum must often

have had political significance; we are told
that Hammiradeva

2

offered refuge to the

Mongol chief Mahima Sahi who had fled to
him from the tyranny of Alauddln.

In course

of time this Mahima Sahi is said to have
become the most faithful general of Hammlradeva the Cauhan chief.

It seems that Mahima

§ahi gave the secrets of Alauddln to Hammlra,
kjrifa

and the king, being pleased

his deeds and

honesty, appointed him to a high post; no

1. Vikramankadevacarita (Introduction)
2. H. M .» (Introduction), p. 9*
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Hindu political thinker would advise any
king to appoint a foreigner to such a
responsible post.

Cand Bardal has recorded

a similar story to the effect that Ppthviraj'1'
the Cauhan chief3 offered asylum to the
Muslim chief Mir Hussein, who communicated
to him the secrets of Muhammad Ghorl.

He in

his turn was appointed as the general of the
Rajput army, fought against his old master,
and gave the enemy a crushing defeat.

These

examples cited above imply that by offering
asylum political motives were often served
and so for this reason if for no other rulers
of the period would offer shelter to influential
foreigners.

When there were no political

motives to be served rulers probably often
failed to give asylum; thus it is said that

1. P. R ., p. 389*
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king Visaldeva\ one of the ancestors of
Pythvlraj did not offer refuge to any one
and amassed wealth in his treasury instead
of spending it on refugees.
It is hardly likely that refugees of
the humbler classes were given much help.
The Lakhamala , a text giving specimens of
legal documents from mediaeval Gujarat, quotes
a contract of slavery signed by a girl of ten
who has been driven from her homeland by the
Muslim invasions and is forced to sell
herself into servitude owing to destitution.

2

Thus we see that the administrative
functions of the king as laid down in the texts
were not regularly carried out^fully as might
be expected.
Next we consider the religious duties
*
of the king. Bphaspati^ stated that the king

1. P. R . , p. 58.
2. Quoted by Majumdar in Caluk.yas of Gujarat,

P. 54*7*
5. Br» Aru

, ii, 68 .

9
^9
mmi 'J mmi

should restrain people indulging in
unrighteousness.

Kamandaka'1' stated that

"suppression of wrong and following the path
of rectitude, and doing good to one who
does good to him these are the functions
of the ruler of the earth."
Purapa

2

The Markapfleya

stated that "The king who brings

back to the pale of their own religion those
foolish persons who stay away from right
paths and fall off from their duties goes
to the celestial region."

Thus it was one

of the king's duties to lead people along
the path of the rectitude.
A further religious duty was thought
to be performances of the sacrifices for the
public benefit; for instance, the Matsya
5
Purapa stated that "A sovereign whd has the

1 . K a m ., xiii, 58*
2. Mark., xxvii, 28.
3. Mat. P. ,

ch. 239* v. 7*

well being of the people at heart should
always perform grha-ya,ina and lakgahoma."
*§ukra^ stated that the rat
jasuya and other
sacrifices should be performed for the
general benefit of the kingdom.

Thus the

performance of different kinds of sacrifices
constituted another religious function of
the king.
Purapa

Besides this the Markapfleya

2 stated that the king should worship

ascetics as gods and receive the boon of
matchless sovereignty from them.
Botlr the Markap^eya Purapa and the
Matsya Purapa stated that the king should
make donations to religious causes.

There is

no reason to doubt that donations were to be
made to the Brahmapas but it may be asked who

1. Yajanam rajasuyade^i kosanam nyayato'rjanam /
Sukra, i , 246.
2. Mark., ch. 18, 57-58.
3. Mark., vii, 18; Mat. P .. 215* 56.
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amongst the Brahma^as should receive the
gifts.

Prof. K a n e \

on the authority of

Apastamba and other sources, holds that it
was only the learned Brahma^as who were
eligible for the gifts.

Manu, Yajnavalkya

and other authorities have certainly made
statements to this effect, but the unlearned
Brahmapas were by no means excluded from the
list of the recipients.

Gautama

2

stated

that a gift to learned Brahmapas would bring
several times the righteousness, and a gift
to unlearned Brahma$as would also bring twice
the righteousness obtained by giving gifts to
the ordinary people.

Captjesvara , agreeing

with Manu, stated: 11A gift to one who is not
brahma^a yields the ordinary rewards, a gift
to one who calls himself a brahmajjLa a double
reward, a gift to a well read brahma^a a

1. H.D.S.» vol. ii, part i, p. 112.
2. Gautama, v. 18.
3. R. N ., p. 15.
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hundred thousand times the reward and a gift
to one who knows the Vedas and the Angas a
reward without end."

Medhatithi\ commenting

upon Manu, held the same view.

Thus from the

statement of these sources it appears that
i

there was variance in the amount of righteousness
to he gained by giving gifts to learned or
unlearned Brahmapas, but that unlearned
Brahmapas were far more worthy receipients,
from the religious point of view, than ordinary
people.

Therefore every Brahmapa was eligible

to receive gifts.
Not only was the king expected to make
liberal gifts to Brahmapas but he was also
instructed to serve them in various w a y s , an
aspect of the king*s duties specially
2
7>
emphasized by Cap<Jesvara and Lak$midhara^.
Just as he was advised to make gifts to all

1. Medhatithi on Manu, vii, 85*
2. R. N ., p. 55.

5 . Krt.yakalpa., p. 154-.
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Brahmapas, whether learned or not, so the
king was expected to serve all Brahmapas,
though no doubt the learned had some
preference.

We have no evidence stating

positively that only the learned Brahmapas
should be honoured.

In the Markapdeya

— 1
*
Purapa , king Hariscandra, replying to a
question of Visvamitra, stated: 111 must
always give gifts to the Brahmppas."
Byhaspati

2

states that if the king is

approached by dvi.jas, he shall bow his head.
These two examples imply that the king,
without making any distinction between the
learned and the unlearned, was expected to
give gifts to the Brahmapas and treat them
with reverence.

From the study of the

Matsya Purapa^ and the smyti literature it
appears that the whole of the brahmapa community

1. Mark., 7, 19-20.
Br» Ar
3* Mat.

, i, 69.

■* » 2 2 7 y 66-68 .

was privileged, in comparison with the other
castes, in the sphere of justice.

Finally,

Medhatithi^, commenting upon Manu, stated:
"Towards all brahmapas he shall be tolerant,
i.e. even when they have committed an offence
punishment shall be meted out to them in a
merciful and not in a revengeful spirit."
Thus we see that Brahmapas as a community
were specially favoured by the king.
Next to this comes the royal duty of the
protection of the Varnasramadharma.

This

duty was looked on as primary by many sources.
The Marka^fleya Purapa

2

stated that: "He in

whose kingdom the duty of the four var$as
and the four periods of the brahmapa*s life
does not fall in confusion, has eternal
happiness after death and in the future."
The Matsya Purapa

stated that in time of

1. Medhatithi on Manu. vii, 32.
2. Mark., 27, 28.
3* M a t .

. ch. 215, 64-65»

trouble H?he king should provide for grains
utensils, oil, etc. etc. for the benefit of
the all varnas11.

The fact that varnas are

here specifically mentioned seems to imply
the motive was not so much the material
welfare of the king’s subjects as the preven
tion of confusion of class functions as a
result of hardship.
All varflas had their own duties to
perform.

The study of the Vedas, offering

or promoting sacrifices, and giving gifts
were said to be the duties absolutely enjoined
on the Brahmapas, k^atriyas and vaisyas
respectively, while each of these had certain
further special activities such as teaching
the Vedas, officiating at the sacrifices, and
receiving of gifts for Brahmapas, the profes
sion of arms and protection of the people for
k§atriyas, trade and agriculture for the
vaisyas, and the rendering of services to the
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twice-born for sudras.

So by enjoining the

protection of the caturvarpya it was implied
that the king should keep^varpa within its
own duty.

From the above quoted passage of

the Matsya Purapa it may be deduced that
even in abnormal conditions each v arpa was
expected to follow its peculiar duties.

But

this was not always the case in practice.
Hindu thinkers appear to have been aware of
the situation and
/ _ •

as Sankhalikhita

important authorities such

i

_

and Apararka allowed people

to follow the means of livelihood prescribed
for varpas which was immediately below them,
in days of distress, although people belonging
to a lower caste might not legitimately follow

1. Apatakale matapitpmato bahubhptyasyanantaraka
vpttiriti kalpaJ?. / . . . .
vptti£ k§atro'bhinyesa£ /

Tasyanantaraka
Trayapaiji brahmapa

karmapam ya vpttiryajanadhyapana^^tigrahapameva
•^mapyajivanvaisyamupajivet // San.
Quoted by Apararka on Ya.j., iii, p. 930.
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the profession peculiar to the higher caste ,1
But soon after the end of the period of
distress, those who had temporarily abandoned
their caste duties were expected to perform
penance and give up the wealth acquired by

2

those abnormal means.

Another aspect of

maintaining varpas ramadharma was the
prevention of inter-caste marriage, which
was thought to incur the highest sin.
Apastamba Smyti

The

held that by marrying a girl

of another caste a man incurred the highest
sin and had to undergo penance.
The legendary
di
king Nabhaga , according to the Markapfleya
—

0

Purapa, married a vaisya girl, incurred sin,

1. Na kathamcana kurvlta brahmapa]?. var^alam /
vp§ala]? karma va bratimaiji pataniye hi te tayol? //
Narada, ypadana, 57*
2. Manu, xi, 192-3, Ya.i.. iii, 357 > Narada.
ypadana, 57*
3* Apastamba Smrti, quoted in the H.D.S. , vol. ii,
Part i, p. 4-51*
4-. Mark., 113, 36.
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and was turned off the throne by the divine
sage Parivrata and his father Dii^hi.
The same was the case with inter-caste dining.
In earlier days there were no restrictions
of this kind, but the smyti authors are
hesitant in permitting the acceptance of food
from other castes.

In the Angirasa Smpti 1

it is held that a brahmapa may eat at a
brahmapa*s table at all times, at a k^atriya's
only on festivals, at a vaisya's when he is
initiated for a sacrifice but at a sudra's
never, and the text adds that the food of the
four varuas are like nectar, milk, mere food,
and blood respectively.

In the later law

digests regulations on inter-dining were much
elaborated.

1. Brahmapasya sada bhunkte k^atriyasya tu parvani /
Vaisyasya yajnadlk§ayam sudrasya na kadacana //
Amptagi brahmapasyannap k^atriyasya payafr smptam /
Vaisyasyapyannamevannap sudrasya rudhirap smptam //
Angirasa, 77-78, quoted in H.D.S., vol. ii,
Part ii, p. 790.
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There were several other complications
of the varnasramadharma which need not be
considered here because we are not directly
concerned with them.

But according to the

Dharmasastras the king was expected to take
care that every complicated rule was observed
and to keep the people confined to their
own varna.
After these duties comes the royal duty
of the protection of widows and minors.^
The position of the widows in Hindu society
was miserable.

They were looked upon as

inauspicious and so could not take part in
any festivities such as marriage, or in other
similar functions.

They had to lead a life

of celibacy, and even child widows were

1 . Sampadya rupasankhyadlnsvaml taddravyamarhati /
Baladayadikampkathaip tavadraja*nupalayet // 18 //
Yavatsyatsa samavptau yavadva'titasaisavah /
Balaputra^u caiva^i syadrak§ap.*iji ni§kula§u ca //19//
Pativratasu ca strl§u vidhavasvatura^u ca /
Agni, ch. 223Mat. , ch. 215*
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expected to live like ascetics, being
poorly fed and poorly clad.
to property were negligible.

Their rights
In early days

a widow had no right to succeed to her
deceased husband*s property*but coining to
our period we find that certain authors
such as Katyayana, Apararka and others
allowed to the widow the right to succession
under certain conditions: flA sonless widow
preserving the bed of her husband (unsullied)
and residing with her elders and being self
controlled (or forbearing) should enjoy (her
husband's property) till her death; after
her the (othes) heirs (of the husband) would
get i t ."1

1. a. Aputra sayanam bhartu^i palayanti gurau sthita /
^

^

m

fV
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Bhunjitamar£atk§anta dayada urdhvamapnuyuk //
Kat., 921.
1. b. Apararka on Ya,1., ii, 135*
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In connection with the performance of
the religious duties of the king, we are
told about several philosophical discussions
in the royal courts; for example when Hiuen
Tsiang^ arrived in India he had to participate
in several such discussions, and he reported
how king Har§a of Kanauj arranged a discussion
in his capital.

There is a similar reference

in the Maha Purapa

2 to a religious discussion

at the court of king Videha, where the
ministers themselves are depicted as supporting
some views and refuting others.

.

-

-

Merutungacarya

has recorded several stories of philosophical
discussions in royal courts, in order to
convince his readers that Jainism was the best
religion.
We may raise an interesting problem here.
Scholars such as Prof. Altekar have contended

1. Life of Hiuen Tsiang, iv, 176-7 (Bealls tran.)
2. M. P ., ch. v., 28-29 and onwards.
3. P. C ., 62.
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that religious tolerance prevailed in
ancient India, and every religion had
opportunity to prosper.

There is nothing to
\

make us doubt that Har^avardhana of Kanauj
patronized followers of all religions.
Muslim historian,

The

Awfi 1 recorded that

Siddharaja, the Calukya king, punished his
Hindis subjects of Cambay for rioting against
the Muslims and gave the Muslim merchant
community funds to rebuild their mosque which
had been destroyed in the riots.

Al-Masudi

2

observed about the Balahara king (Amoghavar^a
R^tjrakuta) that of all kings of Sind and India
there was no one who paid greater respect to
Musalmans than the Balahara.

In his kingdom

Islam was honoured and protected.

But there

are a number of cases of persecution by fanatic
kings of sects of which they disapproved.

1. History of India, vol. i i , p. 163-4*
2. History of India, vol. i, p. 24. (Elliot and
Dawson)
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Thus Sasanka, a saivite king, persecuted
Buddhists and burnt the sacred Bodhi tree.^
Sulaiman the Merchant

2

noticed of king Mihira

Bhoja that "among the princes of India and
Sind there were no greater foe of Islam than
the prince of Jurz", which implies that Prof.
Altekar's generalization was not universally
true and that religious tolerance depended to
some extent upon the character of the sovereign.
In Kalhap.a there are numerous references
to kings causing temples to be built.

Thus

Lalitaditya Muktaplds? erected the shrine of
Aditya at Lalitapura and Jayaplda constructed
the shrine of Vipulesvara.

There are so many

epigraphic records of kings erecting temples
that it seems unnecessary to give examples of
them.

1. Buddhists Records of the Western World, vol. i i ,
p. 122.
2. History of India, vol. i, p. 6 . (Elliot and Dowson)
3. Pai* iv, 189

Not only were temples constructed
but grants were also made for the running
of the temples.

Lalitaditya Muktaplda^

granted Kanyakubja to the shrine of Aditya
of LalitapurJ

Asata

of Camba state granted

an agrahara to the God Vi§$u.

Here again

the inscriptional records are very numerous.
There are several examples both from
epigraphic and literary sources to show that
most of the rulers of the period performed
religious sacrifices, though there may have
been a few kings such as Har?a of Kashmir who,
instead of offering sacrifices to the gods,
established the office of Devotpatanayaka
whose function was to look after the demolition
of the temples<

But in general even oppressive

kings showed outward signs of piety.

1 . Ra.i. , iv. 189 onwards.
2. A. C . , vol. i, p. 194* line 21.
5. Ra,i., vii, 1091*

Ba$a has
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presented a very good picture of the royal
worship of Siva by Prabhakaravardhana
Thanesar.

Hiuen Tsiang

of

2 observed the

elaborate preparations and fasting preliminary
to the worship of the gods by king Bhagkaravarman of Assam,

We even find king Kalaaa

of Kashmir, a thoroughly licentious character,
offering sacrifice to Siva.

Thus it is

evident that in most cases rulers performed
religious sacrifices.
Rulers of the period appear to have been
courteous and loyal to the ascetics.
Hiuen
5
Tsiang , in the course of his records, tells
us how king Brahmadatta,having heard the
arrival of a famous ££i, went himself to meet
and salute him, and thus addressed him
graciously,

'Great Rgi !

You are reposing

1. H. C ., iii, p. 85 (Cowell's trans.)
2. Life of Hiuen Tsiang, Book v, p. 172 (Beal's Trans)
3. Buddhist Records of the Western World, vol. i,
p. 208.
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in- peace - what has disturbed you?'

Having

-fav

heard the y^i* s reason of 'eti»riTgi , he tried
his best to fulfil the y§i*s wishes.

This

tradition recorded by the Chinese pilgrim
shows how deeply engrained was reverence for
the Hindu ascetics even in the Buddhist
circles.

Mularaja 1 and several other rulers

of Gujarat are said to have paid the highest
2
honour
to the Jaina sadhus.
Har§avardhana
*i
-of Kanauj paid similar respect to the sage
j

Divamkaramitra and other Buddhist monks.
There are so many examples of kings making
gifts to Brahmapas and other religious sects
fi^om the beginning of t-he Indian History to
our period and it is needless to count them
here •
It is true that the legendary king Rama
5

in the verses of Bhavabhuti^ and Bhoja

Zl

1 . Prabhakara-caritq.>PE 162-3.
2. H. C ., viii, p. 237 (Cowell*s trans.)
3• U.R.C♦, i i , 8 .
4. C. R ., i.

tried
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to maintain the varnasramadharma, but heroes
of legendary stories reflect rather ideals
than the practice of the time, and the
condition reflected in such literature cannot
be taken as applying to the average royal
court of mediaeval India.

The Markag^eya

Purapa advised the king to maintain the
varpasramadharma„ but itself contains the
example that the legendary king Nahu^a 1 who
married a vaipya girl in violation of the
—»
. — —
p
varpasramadharma. Merutungacarya informs us
of king Asaraja of Gujarat,who,being a
kpatriya,married a brahmapa girl named
Kumaradevl.

Finally, we may conclude with the
* .

—

—

7*

remarks of Sankaracarya , who stated that
varpasramadharma had become disorganised.

This

1. Mark., 18, 57*
2. P. C ., p. 98.
3* Vedanta sutra, i, 3* 33? quoted in H.D.S.,
vol. ii, Part i, p. 61.

implies that kings did not give much care to
the performances of this function,which was
one of the main duties of the king according
to orthodox teaching.
The royal attitude towards the widows
and minors appears often to have been unsatis
factory.

For example Kalidasa recorded the

confiscation of a widow's property by the
—

0

T

king in his Abhijnana Sakuntalam .

The

validity of this example may be challenged on
the ground that Kalidasa belongs to an earlier
period, but it must be remembered that according
to the general view Kalidasa lived during the
Candragupta II, who is supposed to have
inspired the traditions of Vikramaditya, the
ideal Hindu king, and the king's action seems
to have been accepted as quite legitimate.
when an ideal king committed such actions,

1. Abhi.jnanasakuntalam, Act vi.

So

nothing better could be expected from
ordinary ones.

King Asaraja of Gujarat

is said to have married a widow against
her will in order to procure mighty sons.^
Kalha^a

2

appears to have been annoyed at

the attitude of some kings towards widows
and remarked about the dissolute king
Kalasa in his cruelty^disregarded all the
rules of conduct and went so far as to
seize the property of those who died
issueless.

Widows were the legal heirs to

their husband*s separate property in our
period.

So any confiscation of her

property would be regarded as an act of
injustice.

Thus it is clear that rulers of

the period often failed to maintain their
duties in order to satisfy their greed and
lust.

1. P. C ., p. 98.
2. R a j ., vii, v. 697*
3. Supra, p.jLirt
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There are a few cases of Brahma^as being
insulted by royalty; for example king
Cakravarman^ of Kashmir insulted the Brahmapa
community by having sexual intercourse with
a BrahmaijLa woman, under the pretext that his
previous guilt incurred for committing the
same act with a lower caste woman would thus
be removed.

-

-

-

2

Tarapi^a of Kashmir , who is

said to have hated the gods, punished the
Brahmapas, thinking that through their spells
they caused the power of the gods to be
present.

A Brahmapa Vararuci, a court

pandita of Vikramadityajis said by Merutuiigacarya to have been insulted by a royal
princess.

But on the whole it

appears that

Brahmapas as a community wererespected

1. Ra,i. , ch. v, v. 4-02.

2 . Ra,j. , ch. iv, v. 122.

and
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honoured by the rulers of the period.

As

an example we may quote Bapa'J' who stated
that the Brahmapas themselves thoughtQf king
Har^avardhana as their ready servant.
a stone inscription

2

In

of the eleventh century

from Govindapur in Central India it is
recorded that a certain Brahmapa, even though
he was not possessed of the requisites of
wisdom sufficient to hold any responsible
post, was appointed as the chamberlain of
the Mana king; this is an indication of the
lengths to which a king’s patronage of
Brahmapas might sometimes go.
Thus we may summarize our conclusions
on the performances of the royal duties by
stating that the king’s military and religious

1. H. C ., ii, p. 63.
2. E. I ., vol. ii, p. 359

duties were carried out fairly adequately
according to the standards laid down in the
smytis , but there were certain exceptions,
for some of the rulers, being proud of their
power and position, did not care to fulfil
their duties and neglected those who ought
to have been respected.

As far as the

king* s administrative functions are concerned
we feel justified in stating without prejudice
that most rulers of our period were either
comparatively inefficient or proved themselves
total failures, when judged by the standards
of the political literature of the time.
Profs. Kane, Dikshitar, Altekar and
others held that in casesjof failure in perf
ormance of the royal duties, or in cases of
justified discontent, the people were morally
and legally entitled to revolt against the
ruling authorities, and several Sanskyit
passages have been quoted in favour of this

i

argument.

Prof. Kane has cited the example

of king Du§$aritu Paumsayana, who was
expelled from his kingdom because of his
failure in performing the royal duties.
But this king is a character in the S atapatha
Brahmapa which is of much earlier date than
our period.

Moreover the king appears to

be legendary and so we are not in a position
to consider his case as having much practical
application.

There is a reference to the

same effect in the Kashmir chronicle where
it is stated that king Yudhi$t;hira

2

was over

thrown by the prakptis, because he failed to
bring about the prosperity of the people.

1. H.D.S. , vol. iii, p. 26, H.A.I., p. 73*
Bharatiya Vidya, vol. ix, p. 3*

J.D.L.,

(Calcutta University), vol. iii, p. 312,
Ha.jadharma, p. 1792. Raja., ii, concluding portion.

The author of the text has used the word
prakpti to describe those who overthrow
Yudhi$$hira, and^as we have considered
earlier, that word normally stands for
ministers and similar royal functionaries
rather than the subjects in general.

Thus

we cannot admit that it was the people who
overthrew Yudhi$£hira.

This king, moreover,

belongs to the early period, which is to be
thought of as legend rather than history,
and therefore he does not deserve much of
our attention.

On the other hand, in the

Kashmir chronicle 1 there are numerous
examples of kings, for example Partha, Har?a
and others, who were negligent of their
duties and oppressed the people by realising
exorbitant taxes even in the days of dearth
and starvation.

But nowhere are we told

1. Ra j a . , v, 274-., Ra j a . . vii, 1085 onwards.
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about any popular revolt that these
tyrannical rulers had to face.

Vve are

informed of a popular uprising during the
reign of Cauhan king Visaldeva'*' against
his misconduct and bad rule.

But this story,

occurring as it does in a Rajput legend, may
well be an exaggeration, because the same
king is described as ruling after the revolt
and carrying on the same course of misconduct,
the chief feature of which was the seduction
of the wives and daughters of his subjects;
thus if any revolt took place it was a total
failure.

There are several descriptions of

the general discontent in the writings of
• - ?
Merutungacarya ; for example he tells us that
Sindhula, one of the favourites of king
Munjaraja of Gujarat, tortured an oil presser

1. P. R ., 85*

in order to extort his property from him;
there is a similar reference in a latter
portion of the hook, where king Siddharaja 1
of Gujarat is said to have killed the
Ra$a of Saura$-fcra without any good reason.
Finally we are told about the Cauhan chief
Hammlradeva, who is said to have tyrannized
over his people, realising heavy taxes at

2

the instigation of his blind minister .
Yet we find no traces whatever of revolt
against the king, who is depicted as a great
hero and a martyr to Hindu freedom, second
only to PpthviCKaj in the Rajput tradition.
Hence we may conclude that though
theoreticians usually agreed that popular
revolt was justified in cases of bad rule
and general discontent, we do not find any

1. P. C ., p. 65•
2. H. M ., (Introduction), p. 31*

trace of such popular revolt in practice.
Therefore it would not he unreasonable
to conclude that kings, being fearless of
popular opposition, ruled according to
their own wishes and paid little if any
attention to public opinion.

CHAPTER VI

THE KING AND THE OWNERSHIP OF LAND

The ultimate ownership of land in early
mediaeval India is a very debatable subject.
Indologists have gone to much trouble to
show that the private ownership of land was
prevalent in our period.

But the examination

of their arguments suggests that facts have
been distorted and points have been mis
represented.

Therefore, we attempt to

consider those facts and to throw some new
light upon the topic.
Prof. Dikshitar1 , relying upon the

2

authority of Dr. K. P. Jayaswal , tried to
establish the existence of individual

1. H . A .I ., p. 164.
2. Hindu Polity, p. 330 ff

ownership of land in ancient India.

But

the validity of Dr. Jayaswal's theory has
been challenged by Prof. U. N. Ghoshal 1 at
considerable length, and a brief summary
of his arguments would not be unreasonable
here.

Dr. Jayaswal's rendering of the

phrase "bhumer-adhipatZir-hi sab” of Manu as
"The king is the protector of both the
upper and sub-soil (sic.)" and his support
from Medhatithi's commentary "that although
no one knows what is there in the land and
the government has to do very little guarding
CL*

there, yet „there is a likelihood of the
whole land being taken away by a strong enemy,
the king is entitled to share for this
A

constructive protection" has been challenged
on the groundsthat "bhumer-adhipatib" obviously
does not mean the protector of the upper and

1. The Beginning of Indian Historiography and
Other Essays, p. 158 ff.
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the sub-soil and Medhatithi, while he
states that the king is the protector of
the land, in no way rejects his ultimate
ownership of the soil.
Dr. Jayaswal's reading of a passage
of Bhat^asvamin's^commentary upon the
Arthasastra as "The king is the protector,
according to the opinion of the learned in
Jrhe sastra, of the bhumi (land) and water.
Excepting these two whatever property there
may be, his family members have sameness of
right therein" has been corrected by Ghoshal
in the light of the Manasollasa attributed

1. Raja bhumekpatir-d^§t;ah sastrajnairudakasya
Tabhyam-anyattu yad-dravyaip tatra svamyam
kutumbinam //

Quoted by U. N. Ghoshal in

The Beginning of Indian Historiography and
Other Essays, p. 161.
> ’t k o c

J
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to king Somesvara III of the western Calukya
dynasty, which observed that the king is
declared to be the lord of all wealth,
especially of that which is stored inside
the earth; on the authority of Ga^apati
Sastri Prof. Ghoshal has given the following
translation of Bha£t;asvamin's commentary:
"The king is described by those who are
learned in the sastras as the lord of the
soil and water: the householders have the
same (right of property) in all things other
than these two."

Thus Prof. Ghoshal has

found an unequivocal declaration of the
king's right of property in the soil.
Finally Ghoshal considers Dr. Jayaswal's
study of a quotation from Mitramisra's

1. Asyartha£ / Raja bhkvaii svaml smpta£ /
Anyadravyasya bhumisambaddhadravyasya na svaml /
Anyatha bhumisvamyabhave / Bhutanaqi / Prapinaip /
Tannivasitvat bhumivasitvat / Svamitvagi rajna
iti Se^at / Ityata£ tatkriya bali§a<Jbhagaip
prapnuyat {

Quoted by Ghoshal in The Beginning

of Indian Historiography, p . 164.

Rananitiprakasa, which quotes the Katya.yana
smpti^ as follows: ’’When the king is called
svamin (master) of the land and in no case of
any other wealth, he only becomes entitled
to receive the one-sixth share of the produce
from it, not (that he is master) in &ny other
way.

The mastership which is connected with

him is due to the habitation thereof by
living beings and is the one-sixth share arising
from their acts whether good or b a d .'1 On
this passage the Rajanitiprakasa comments
"Its meaning is (this): the king is called
the svamin of land, not of other wealth
connected with land.

Not in any other way is

laid down as there is want of mastership in
land.

'Living beings' are those having life;

'habitation thereof' is habitation of land;
'mastership', that is mastership of the king.
Hence he can only receive one-sixth from their
acts."

Jayaswal's rendering of the passage

has been challenged by Prof. Ghoshal on the

1. Supra, p.xS^f

^ f.n. 1

following grounds (i)

The word ’only 1 has nothing corresponding

to it in the original text of Katyayana.
(ii)

In Katyayana's verse above quoted smrtafr

is evidently taken by Dr. Jayaswal to be in
the subjunctive and prapnuyat in the present
tense.

This is wrong and involves an unnec

essary forcing of sense.
(iii) Dr. Jayawal evidently understands
nanyatha in Katyayana to stand for something
like nanyatha svamifr smrtafr.

But the natural

connection of nanyatha is with prapnuyat.
Besides how can svami be detached from the
compound bhusvamin?
_ V* __

(iv)

_

If the wordsanyatha bhusvayabhave in the

commentary were meant to be understood in
Dr. Jayaswal's sense, Mitramisra would have
added a corresponding verb like smytafr to
explain the meaning (c.f. his explanation of
the phrase 1tatkriya' in the same extract as
tatkriyabaligad&bhagam prapnuyat) and
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bhumisvamya would have had the fifth and
not the seventh case ending.

As it stands,

it can only he taken to signify the commentator’s
sense that nanyatha means 'if the king were
not owner of the land'.
Prof. Ghoshal 1s criticism appears to he
fair enough, and thus it would he unnecessary
to give any more comment upon his statements.
But Prof. Ghoshal seems later to have altered
his opinion, and on his own part has elsewhere
advanced a few ohvious arguments to prove the
existence of the private ownership of land .1
In his opening arguments Prof. Ghoshal
has tried to establish the existence of the
concept of full individual ownership both as
regard movable and immovable property.

He

interprets the word svatva as meaning
ownership, but point out himself that ownership
may be limited to the right of ^n^oyment,

1. A.S.A.I. , p. 84 ff

illustrating this with the statement of
Manu that the field belongs to him who
first removed the weed and the deer belongs
to him who first wounded it.^

The statement

in question does not allow anybody the right
of full ownership (svatva) but allows only
the right of enjoyment, which Prof. Ghoshal
himself admits.

So it would not be unreason-

2

able to agree with Dr. Derrett , who,
commenting upon the word svatva, holds that
"In fact none of these related works (i.e.
mediaeval digests of Jimutavahana, Raghunatha
and others), deal with either the capacity
to own, except very incidentally, or the
incident of ownership, apart from the very
general claim ’to employ at pleasure1.”

Thus

we see that other scholars as well as Prof.
Ghoshal take svatva to mean the right of

1. Manu, ix, 44.
2. Bulletin of the S.O.A.S., 1956, p. 484.

enjoyment rather than outright ownership.
Thereafter Prof. G-hoshal has turned to
the word bhoga and cites the authority of
Yajnavalkya, Bphaspati, Narada and others
in an attempt to show that it had the sense
of ownership.

But these passages have

recently been reviewed by Dr. S.K. Maity^,
who has shown that they are survivals of a
much earlier period, with little influence
on contemporary practice.

"Thus", he writes,

11it would appear that the earliest concept
of the ownership of land was derived from
the first occupation, when there was less
demand for land.

But in latter years, owing

to the rapid advance of settled agricultural
life, a more suitable form of ownership of
the soil was demanded.

Legal sanction was

needed and hence the ancient jurists framed

1• The Economic Life of N.I. in the Gupta Period,
p. 25 ff.
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laws and regulations governing the owner
ship of land.

These regulations duly

safeguarded the interests of the possessor
against a possible future challenge to the
validity of the land of his possession.
But to implement the laws absolute power was
needed.

And as a result of the growth of

the royal power the king was more and more
looked on as the absolute lord of the soil."
The next argument of Prof. Ghoshal is
based upon the statements of the smytis
concerning different means of acquiring
property.

He cites passages of Manu, Narada

and Byhaspatifand tries to deduce that the
means suggested by those authors are applicable
to the land as well as to other forms of
property.

The quotation from Manu reads'*'

"There are seven lawful means of acquiring

1. Sapta vittagama dharmya dayo labhak krayo jayaft /
Prayogaii karmayogasca satpratigratia eva ca //115//
Manu, ch. x.
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property - inheritance, finding, or friendly
donations, purchase, conquest, lending at
interest, the performance of work, and the
acceptance of gifts from virtuous men.”
Narada 1 gives six modes of getting property finding, gift, purchase, valour, dowry, and
inheritance from an issueless kinsman; while
Bphaspati

2

states that immovable property

may be acquired in seven different ways by learning, by purchase, by mortgaging, by
valour, with a wife, by inheritance, and by
succession to the property of a kinsman who
is issueless.

These authors refer to the

means of acquirement of property in general
and do not say anything specifically about

1 . Labdhaip danakrayapraptaiji sauryam vaivahikam
tatha / Bandhavadaprajajjataip ^agLavidhastu
dhanagamati //

Quoted by Ghoshal, p. 119*

2. Br> Smrti, ch. ix, v. 2.

land.

Since they do not refer to land

particularly, we cannot accept Prof.
Ghoshal's assumption without question, as
proof that the king had no claim to
ultimate ownership of the land.
Quoting the authority of Manu, Prof.
Ghoshal stated"*" that the compensation paid
to the cultivator in cases of damage done
to the crops suggests that the farmer was
possessed of the land, which appears to be
very inconclusive on the ground that such
compensation might be expected even if the
occupant had the mere right of enjoyment
but no right of ownership.

It is clear from

many sources that farmers were expected to
pay taxes to the king.

In the absence of

protection, which is the king's duty, the
farmer can neither produce good crops nor
pay the stipulated tax or rent to the royal

treasury.

Therefore, it was for the

security of the farmer's crop that the
compensation was paid to him in the event
of damage done to the crop.

Moreover the

king's right to receive a fine for the
damage done to the farmer's crop suggests
that the king had the control over the land.
Thus it appears that the king was the real
owner of the land.
Prof. Ghoshal"*" has referred to the
authority of Kau^ilya, Gautama and others,
who allowed the sale, gift and mortgage of
land, which he took as an indication of the
individual ownership of the land.
text from Gautama

2

But the

reads "Gold, a cow, a

dress, a horse, land, sesamum, clarified
butter and food are gifts which destroy sin."

1. A.S.A.I., pp 87 ff
2. Gautama, xix, 16.
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Here land has been mentioned as an object
of gift but only in a general sense.

More

over the author does not say anything about
the donor or the donee.

The general rule

may apply to the king or the privileged class,
or to a donation made by individuals with the
special permission of the king.
Prof. Ghoshal 1 has produced several
examples of private donations to temples and
the Buddhist Samgha.

But we have to examine

whether these donors were ordinary citizens
or king's favourites.

Prof. Ghoshal himself

admits the latter in the cases of JIvaka and
Ambapall, who were a royal physician and
courtisan respectively in the time of the
Buddha.

When these people were attached to the

royal service, they enjoyed special privileges,
and the privileges enjoyed by the royal

1. A.S.A.I., p. 89.

favourites cannot be accepted as an
indication ofA general conditions of the
people.

Therefore, it is unreasonable to

accept the land donations of JIvaka and others
to the Buddhist Sangha as an indication of
the private ownership of the land in India.
Moreover, the conditions prevalent in
Magadha at the time of Buddha throw very
little light on our period, over a thousand
years later.

The example of the merchant

Sudatta or Anathapii^Jaka, as quoted by
Prof. Ghoshal, gives quite a different
impression.

It suggests that though Sudatta

was a man of great fortune, he had no land
whatever to donate.

But his intense desire

to earn righteousness by donating land to
the Buddhist Sangha made him apply to the
Buddhist prince Jeta for the transfer of some
land which he could give to the Buddhist
Sangha.

There are few epigraphic records

to this effect.

A copper plate grant of

Dharmaditya records that Vatabhoga^ applied
for permission to buy some land to donate.
The grant of the time of Gopacandra

2

records

the request of the donor in the following
terms: "With respectful mind, thus (I would
wish) through your honour*s favour to buy
at the proper price about so much cultivated
land as can be sown with a kulya of seed",
which shows that donors had to get special
permission to buy land for donation.

Thus

the existence of land specially bought for
donation cannot be accepted as an example
of private ownership.

The cases cited by

Prof. Ghoshal show that usufructuary
possession (bhoga) of land was often vested
in individuals or religious bodies.

But

the numerous inscriptions and other evidence

1. I .A . , vol. 39, P* 195*
2. Ibid, p. 204.

which show that such land could only be
given away or otherwise transferred with
official permission, surely indicate that
the king was the owner of the land.
Prof. Ghoshal's reference to the
Gwalior 1 inscription of the year 933 and
to the Siyadoni inscription, is again a
misrepresentation of the actual facts.

The

inscription states that the whole town
(Samasthana) gave to a temple a piece of
land in the village of CuqLapallika, which
p
was the town’s own property (svabhujyam).
The inscription in question shows that the land
belonged to the town and not to a private
person and it was the townsmen who donated
the land.

Thus we have here reference of the

communal ownership of the land, which we shall

1. A.S.A.I., pp. 90 ff.
2. E . I .« vol. i, p. 159, lines 3-5

consider later, and certainly not to its
individual ownership.

The inscription

moreover refers to the land as being merely
in the possession (bhujya) of the town and
in no way exclude^ the possibility of the
king’s ultimate ownership of it and authority
over it.

Prof. Ghoshal's reference to the

Siyadoni inscription is similar in purport
and open to the same objection.
Prof. Ghoshal has tried to make
distinction between the private land and
the crown land on the authority of the
i
*
1
Kaufrilya Arthasastra . He refers to a
passage in the text which reads: "Fields
that are left unsown may be brought under

1. Vapatiriktamardhasitikak kuryu£ /
SvavlryopajIvinova caturthapancabhagikafc
yathe^tamanavasitam bhagaip dadyuranyatra
kpcchrebhya^ svasetubhyati //
£. Arthasatra, Book ii, ch. 24, p. 116.

cultivation by employing those who
cultivate for half the share in the produce
or those who live by their own physical
exertion cultivate such fields for 1/4 or

1/5 of the produce grown or they may pay
an unspecified proportion as decided upon."
Prof. Ghoshal has accepted Shamasastry's
translation.

In fact nothing is said about

the private land.

The word setu is not

attested in this sense and must mean an
embankment.

We suggest that the difficult

phrase anyatra krcchrebhyafr svasetubh.yah.
implies "except when they themselves have
embanked the land in question with much
labour" before cultivating it; such a tenant
should be allowed a larger share of crops.
Hence Shamasastry's "as much as they can
without entailing any hardship upon themselves"
is an unjustified translation.
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Elsewhere Kau^ilya^ stated that "the
king who is desirous of getting back the
land leased for settlement to another, when
the latter has lost his man and money in
cultivating it, should first make an
agreement with such a purchaser as is weak,
base born, devoid of energy, helpless, of
unrighteous character, addicted to evil ways,
trusting to fate and indiscreet in his
actions.

When the cultivation of the land

entails much expenditure of men and money
and when a weak base-born man attempts to
colonize it, he will perish along with his
people in consequence of his loss of men and
money.

Though strong, a base-born man will

be deserted by his people, who do not like
him lest they may come to grief under him,
though possessing an army he cannot employ

1. » . Arthasastra, Book vii, ch xi, p. 297 (text)
p. 324 (fifth Edition - English translation)

it if he is devoid of energy^ and such an
army will perish in consequence of the loss
incurred by its master; though possessing
wealth, a man who hesistates to part with
his money and shows favour to none cannot
find help in any quarter; and when it is
easy to drive out a man of unrighteous
character from the land in which he has
firmly established himself none can expect
that a man of unrighteous character would
be capable of cultivating a tract of waste
land and keeping it secure.

The same fact

explains the fate of such a tenant as is
addicted to evil ways: whoever, trusing to
fate and putting no reliance on manliness,
withdraws himself from energetic work, will
perish without undertaking anything or without
achieving anything from his undertaking; and
whoever is indiscreet in his actions will
achieve nothing and is the worst (of tenants).11
Thus we find several ways and means advocated
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by Kau-filya to dispossess those tenants
from the fields once given them to cultivate.
If these tenants had had any proprietory
right over the land Kau-filya would Sod.vCat?'
have advised the king to do so.
Prof. Ghoshal1 has strengthened his
arguments by his interpretation of the terms
bhagabhogakara ?udranga «and uparikara occurring
in many inscriptions.

In his opinion udranga

and uparikara stand for the revenue coming
from crown land, while bhagabhogakara« hirap.ya
and other terms were used for the revenue
coming from the land possessed by individuals.
But an analysis of the occurrence of these
revenue terms suggests that they were different
regional usages, because inscriptions from
western India such as the Rajor inscription
a

O

of Mathandeva , the Sarasvani plates of

1. Hindu Revenue System, pp. 29 ff
2. E. I ,t vol. iii, p. 266, E. I ., vol. vi, p. 298,
E. I .% vol. viii, p. 199*
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Buddharaja, two grants of Dhurvasena etc.
contain the words udranga and uparikara,
while the Banskhera1 and Madhuban plates
of Har§a, and the Vanagxjfen plates of the
Pala king Madanapala contain the word
bhagabhogakara for royal revenue.

Thus we

find different terms occurred for the same
tax in different geographical regions.
Therefore* on such a vague basis it appears
difficult to accept a theory that affects
a vital point of ancient Indian History.

2

On the authority of Narada , Prof.
Ghoshal admits that rulers were entitled
to dispossess their tenants, but claims

that this right did not depend on the royal
ownership of land but on the king's sovereign
rights.

The reference in question reads

"A field which has been held by three

1 . E. I .t vol. xxix, part II, p. 56, line 34*
E. I ., vol. i, p. 75* E* I ., vol. iv, p. 211.
2. A . S .A . I .t p. 96.
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generations in succession and a house
which has been inherited from another
cannot be estranged (from their legal
owners) by force of possession except
when the king wills it."

Here the author

refers to disputed land, which has little
bearing on the subject.

Moreover the

passage in question is a suggestion for
the decision of court cases and does not
imply the full hereditary rights of the
occupant.

Furthermore, it declares that

the king at will can override claims based
on long standing occupancy.

In fact it

would seem that the author looks on the
king as the ultimate owner of the land and
the text must be interpreted in an almost
opposite sense to the interpretation of
Prof. Ghoshal.
Prof. Ghoshal1 holds that Bphaspati
denies the king the right of arbitrary

1. A .S .A .L‘t p. 95•

transfer of village holdings, and his
hypothesis is based upon the verse "When
land is taken from one person by a king
actuated by anger or avarice or using a
fraudulent pretext and bestowed on a
different person as a mark of his favour,
such a gift is not considered as valid.
The passage in question concerns the
resumption of a gift.

It was not expected

that the king should resume donated lands,
but if he did so out of anger or avarice
the people were advised to disobey his
command on such occasion. But such occasions
A
were no doubt very very rare and we are not
concerned with them in the present work.
However, the resumption of land by the king

1. Brhaspati, xix, 22.

suggests his ultimate ownership.
Prof. Ghoshal^ appears to he some
what confused in his interpretation of
Medhatithi’s commentary on Manu.

He

translates the relevant passage as "The
king should get a share of that which is
produced from the land belonging to him."
Prof. Ghoshal took the word tadiyayab bhuvo
as implying the royal land in a special
sense.

But Medhatithi's statement in its

full context means something quite different.
The passage specially refers to treasure trove
and not to crops: "Though when the treasure

1. Yadyapi k§itau nihitasya kenacidajnanangncx
rajaklyarak^opayujyate tathapi tasya balavata
ipahara^i sambhavyate / At o' styevarak§aya
arthavattvam / Etadarthameva^a bhumeradhipatirhisa^i / Prabhurasau bhumestadlyayasca bhuvo
yallabdham tatra yuktam tasya bhagadanam /
Medhatithi on Manu, viii, 59*

is buried, there is no need for any royal
protection, yet it is open to the risk
of being taken away by some powerful person;
so that there is need for^king's care.

It

is with a view to this that it has been
said ’he is the lord of the soil1.

He is

the lord (prabhu) of the soil and when
something has been obtained out of the soil,
that belongs to him, it is only right that
he should receive his share of it."

It is

well known that the king had rights over all
treasure trove in the kingdom.

Thus we see

that the term *tadiya.yabhuva1 stands for
the king's whole territory and not for the
royal land as contended by Prof. Ghoshal.
In fact the text he quotes is completely
opposed to the doctrine of private owner
ship.
A second point regarding which Prof.
Ghoshal is confused is the interpretation of

the word tasya bhagadanam.

According to

Prof. Ghoshal it stands for the king's
share of the land produce.

But Medhatithi^

used the word in a different sense.

He

stated*. 'Jhere are treasure troves that have
lain under the ground for hundreds or even
a thousand years.

If when the ground is

being dug, such a treasure trove is somehow
found by someone, it belongs to the king.
p
As says Gautama • 'Treasure trove when found
is the king's property*.

But this applies

only to the case of a treasure, the original
hoarder of which is not known.

And with

regard to this it has been laid down that
one who reports the find is to receive onesixth of it.

If a man says 'this is mine*

'truly' i.e. on reliable evidence from h i m J

1. Medhatithi on Manu. viii, 35-37*
2. Gautama, x, 43*
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the king shall take the sixth part at
which the king’s share has been fixed*
That is the king is to take the sixth part
of that treasure trove of which the right
ful owner has been discovered with certainty.
This option regarding the 'sixth or the
twelfth part' is based upon the qualities
of the finder.

The rule here laid down

applies to the case where the treasure
belongs to the brahma#as; when however its
rightful owner is not known then, even
though it may have been found by a learned
brahma#a, the king’s share has to be paid,
as it is going to be declared (in verse 59)
that of all ancient hoards the king is
entitled to one-sixth.”

Thus it is clear

that the phrase 'tas.ya bhagadanam' of
Medhatithi here stands for the king’s share
in the treasure trove and not in the produce
on the land as interpreted by Prof. Ghoshal.
A third objection raised by Prof. Ghoshal 1

A.S.A.I., p. 99*

against the interpretation of Manu's
statement as implying royal ownership of
the land is: "In the text of Manu declaring
the king to he the lord of the soil, he
is constrained to refer to the traditional
view of the taxes being the king's fee for
protection as an additional argument for
supporting his case while he advances on
behalf of the brahmanas in the same context
the still more sweeping claim to be the
'owners of everything' a claim which indeed
goes back to the period of the later
saqihitas."

In other words Manu makes a

sweeping and exaggerated statement, not to
be taken seriously, in order to prove the
king's right over the treasure trove.

But it is

not only Manu who declared that the king was
entitled to a share of the find, but Gautama 1
and others also declared that the king was

1. Gautama S m pti, x, 47.

entitled to a share.

So if Manu had

to emphasize his case, he might have
quoted the earlier authorities or other
wise expanded his verse, instead of
stating that the king was the lord of the
soil if it had been generally accepted
that he was not.

Moreover if Manh's remark

had been a sweeping statement and not
intended to be taken literally, Medhatithi
would scarcely have given it so much
attention.

Thus he did not claim that

brahma#as are the lords of all, because he
knew that it was not true in practice.

So

if Manu's statement had been merely rhetorical
Medhatithi would not have taken trouble to
state that the king is the master of the
soil, and that, as it belongs to him^it is
only right that he should receive his share
of its produce.
Commenting upon the verse of Katyayana
in an answer to Dr. Barnett's^ criticism

7

f. o
J.R.A.S., 1951, p. 694.
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Prof. Ghoshal^ stated*. "The express statements
of Katyayana and other authorities are not
connected with any specific rights of
ownership belonging to the king but are
used (as I indicated in my Agrarian System)
solely to explain or justify the king's
right to levy certain revenue from land."
In other words Katyayana's statement is a
pretext to justify the king's right to levy
taxes from the land.

But had the Verse

•mo.re.

been a pretext, it would certainly have
*

been worded differently, and given stronger
emphasis.

On the other hand the text

specifically states that king is the owner
of land, as we shall see later.
Prof. Ghoshalfs further reply

2

to

Dr. Barnett's comment regarding the evidence
of the foreign accounts is that "Dr. Barnett

1. I.H.Q., vol. vii, p. 659.
2. I.H.Q.t vol. vii, p. 659.

is extremely unfair to me because he
stated that 'Ghoshal has explained away
Megasthenes by a not very probable
supposition'."

Prof. Ghoshal's original

statement on these accounts was: "They have
not obtained much credence even from those
who believe in the state ownership of soil
in ancient India, while the testimony of
the Chinese pilgrims is only implicit in
its character"^, which in fact is no comment
at all.

We have the interpretation of B.C.J.

Timmer, who, after examining the statements of
various Greek and Latin sources, and comparing
them with the Indian, held that all land
was ultimately owned by the king.

2

3

Breloer ,

after careful consideration of the foreign
and literary sources, also stated that
the whole land belonged to the king.

1. A . S .A . I ., pp. 98-99*
2. Megasthenes en de Indische Maatschappij,
p. 123.
3. Kautaliya-Studien, vol. i, p. 53*
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And there is no reason to doubt that these
authors do not believe in their own
statements.

Turning to the third objection

raised by Dr. Barnett that 11the cases where
kings actually resumed grants of land made
to Brahmapas, or reserve to themselves the
right to do so in the event of misconduct"
!suggest that the king was the owner of the
*
land . Prof. Ghoshal stated " f t is
difficult to understand the relevancy of
Dr. Barnett*s arguments.

Cases of actual

or potential resumption of endowments of
land made by the kings in favour of Brahmapas,
as Dr. Barnett well knows, are altogether
exceptional in character.

But even if they

were very much more numerous the condition
of their tenure would apply only to the
fiscal or other rights emanating from the
crown1*.1

This is perhaps true in some cases

1. I.H. Q . , vol. vii, p. 660.
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of religious donations where the donees
had only the fiscal rights over the land.
±mt it throws little light on the question
of whether or not the land ultimately
belonged to the king.

That a king should

grant the taxes of a given area to a
religious cause may be taken to suggest
rather that he was ultimate owner of that
area than the reverse.

Moreover many land-

grants give further rights and it is clear
that often the donees settled on the land
and tilled it by hired labourers.'1'
Prof. Ghoshal’s further examples,
showing the private ownership of land in
modern India, have nothing to do with the
problem in our period.

So we may appropriately

conclude over comments on Dr. Ghoshal's
theories here.

1. E. I ., vol. i, p. 283, E. I .% vol. ii, p. 179«

Prof. Altekar^ is another authority
whoj on the evidence of Narada and a few
other sources^ has tried to prove that the
private ownership of land existed in ancient
India.

His reference to Narada reads

2

that

houses and land were the homes of house
holders, and therefore the king should not
confiscate them.

ev idently a pi ous

ia4u ncti nn couched ia the op%crbirve-and-no-fc
in the -i-mperataiyc-.

It says next to nothing

about the ownership of the land.

On the

other hand Narada stated in the same verse
that king was the lord of the

5

soil ,

which implies that king was the ultimate
owner of the land.
A second objection raised by Prof.
Altekar

is that the king, if he had been

1 . S.G.A.I., p. 200.
2. Narada, xi, 42.
3. Gphak^etre ca dva dp§£e vasahetu ku^uinbinam /
Tasmattfc nak§ljtipedraja bhumeradhipatirhi sa^i //
Narada, xi, 42.
S.G.A.I., p. 202.
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owner of the whole land, would not have
donated land in fragments on certain
occasions.

For example Dhruvasena I of

Valabhi donated 360 padavartas of land in
several pieces.

This objection of Prof.

Altekar appears to be fallacious, because
we have to take into consideration that
rulers of the period used to make donations
several times during the life-times.

If

once a certain piece of land was donated,
the donee was not to be dispossessed from
that land, otherwise it was believed that
the king would commit

heinous sin;

this is stated many times in our epigraphic
records .1

Bearing this point in mind we can

argue that the king did not dare to dispossess
the earlier occupants, so he donated the land
in several plots.
The third objection raised by Prof.
7

Altekar is that if the king had been
■■»■■■ — — ■■

1. E. I., vol. i, p. 88 .
2. S.G.A.I., p. 202 f f .

~ • ---

the owner of the land the Emperor
Amoghavar§a of the Deccan would not have
OL

donated the village of Taleyur and^flower
garden in the same village separately, and
Govindacandra of Kanauj would not have
donated the village Lollisapada together
with the Tivayi-k^etra, also believed by
Altekar to be in the same village, in the
district of Umrala.

The example of

Amoghavar^a quoted by Prof* Altekar does
not concern us immeidately because it applies
to the Deccan.

However, the inscription

refers to a donation of the village of
Taleyur and also a flower garden 500 x 150
cubits in dimensions, situated in the same
village.

The relevant phrase of the

inscription reads: "dvadasa-puhpavatah
pamcasad-uttara^sata-hasta-vistarah pamcasata hasta - pramaa-ayamah.

These compounds ate in

1. E . I .% vol. vi, p. 32, lines 40-41

Apposition to the name of the village and
follow the list of the taxes to which the
temple is entitled.

There are evidently

twelve small flower gardens involved and
not one, as Prof. Altekar states.

It is

by no means clear that the temple was given
unlimited power over them, and in view of
their mention together with the taxes it
may well be that the passage merely implies
that the temple had rights over the flowers
grown there.
Govindacandra's inscription'1', to which
Prof. Altekar specially refers, makes no
reference to a separate field.

In it

Govindacandra addresses "The dwellers in the
village of Lollisapada together with Tivayik^etra in the district of Umrala."

1. The reference given by Prof. Altekar is
incidentally wrong, but it is clear that the
inscription to which he refers is to be found
in E . I . , vol. viii, p. 159*

Apparently Tivayi-k?etra is Prof. Altekar1s
field.

But in the description of the gift

this is not separately mentioned, and it
appears that the king merely donated the
village with the normal rights over it to a
brahmapa Damodarasarman.

It seems quite

clear that Tivayi-ksetra is some outlying
settlement attached to the village for
revenue purposes, and not a field within
the village.
Both Dr. Jayaswal

1

and Prof. Ghoshal

2

have quoted the authority of Jaimini's
Mimamsasutra and several commentators upon
it, to suggest that the individual
ownership of land existed in ancient India.
The text states that the landed property
cannot be given as fee for the Visvajit
sacrifice because it is not the special
property of anyone.

This statement of

1. Hindu Polity, p. 331 ff.
2. A.S.A.I., p. 99 f f .

3 . Na bhumi^i syatsarvanpratyavisi^-fatvat /
6.7.5 //
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Jaimini certainly refutes the royal
ownership of land, but it also appears
to contradict the individual ownership
of land.

Thus when the author says that

the land does not belong to anyone, it
implies either that the land belonged to
the community or utasabsolutely free of all
ownership whatever.

The passage has been

clarified by Madhavacarya 1 who divided the
land under two heads - Mahabhumi and

1. Yada sarvabhaumo raja visvajidadau sarvasvaip
dadati / Tada gopathamargajalasayadyanvita
mahabhumi s ten a datavya / Kuta£i / Bhumestadlyadhanatvat / Raja sarvasjlye§'fe brahmap.avarjamiti
smpteriti prapte brumal // D u ^ a s i k ^ a s i ^ a p a r i palanabhyam rajna isitptvaiji smytyabhipretamiti na
rajno bhumirdhanam / Kiiptu tasyaip bhimau
svakarmaphalabhunjananaip sarve^aip prap.inaiji
sadharanaip dhanam / A t o 'sadharapasya bhukha$<Jasya
satyapi ^ane mahabhumer danaiji nasti //
Jaimlnya-N.ya.yamala-Vistara. ch. 6 , sec. 7*
p. 291.

3,

Asadharafla; his commentary runs as follows:
"(It may be said that) When a Sarvabhauma
king gives away everything in a visvajit
or similar (sacrifice) the whole land
(mahabhumi) , together with pasture, high
roads, and waters, is to be given by him.
Why?

Because the earth is his property

(dhanatva) .

The king rules all things

except brahmanas according to the smytis.

If

this be accepted we declare: the rulership
of the king is intended for the correction
of evil doers and the protection of the
cultured, in the view of the smytis.

The

earth is not the property (dhana) of the
king but the common property (sadharayariO
dhanam) of all beings who enjoy the result of
their past deeds.

Hence, though there may be

the gift of a piece of land not held in
common, (asadharana) there can be no gift
of the whole land (mahabhumi) .tT

In this

text we see that the king*s right over
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the common land has not been recognized,
but is admitted over certain land.

The

word sadharana has been taken by Prof.
Ghoshal to imply individual ownership
but the word in fact stands for belonging
to all, general, common, universal etc.^
Thus we find Madhavacarya maintaining the
communal ownership of the land.
Commenting upon the same sutra of
t

- -

Jaimini, Sabarasvami stated

2

nThe earth

cannot be given away; people are found to
be the owners (isitara£) of fields, not of

1. Sanskrit English Dictionary by Sir M. M.
Williams, p. 202.
2. Na bhumirdeya iti / Kuta£ / K§etrapamIsitaro
manu?ya dpsyante, na kptsnasya ppthvigolakasyeti //
Aha / Ya idaniip sarvabhaumati, sa tarhi dasyati /
S o 1pi neti bruma£ / Kuta^i / Yavata bhogena
sarvabhaumo b h u m e r l ^ e , tavata anyo'pi^Na tatra
kascidvise§a£ / Sarvabhaumatve 1sya tvetadadhikam,
yadasau ppthivyajp sambhutanaiji vrlhyadlnaqi
rak§a$ena nirvi^-fasya kasyacid bhagasya

,

na bhume^i / Tannirvi^-fasca ye manu^yastairanyat
sarvaprajj.inagi dharapavikrama#adi yad bhumikptam,
tatresitvaip prati na kascidvise$a£ / Tasmanna
bhumirdeya //

Mimamsadarsana, ch. 6 , sec. 7»v. 3*
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the entire terrestrial globe.
opponent:

Says the

fOne who happens to be the lord

of the whole earth (sarvabhauma) may give
it away*.
"'Even he cannot give it away', we reply.'Why?'

'Because the enjoyment that the lord

of the earth derived from the control of
the earth (yavata bhogena sarvabhaumo bhumer
Igte) is precisely like that which another
man has.

Prom his protection of corn and

other crops (produced from the earth) he has
authority over (I?te) a certain settled share
^ b u t

not the earth itself.

When the support

and progress etc. of all beings is caused
by the earth and not by the men who are
settledjupon it there is no distinction in
its lordship.
be given.'"

Therefore the earth is not to
Here we find the commentator

stating that the king has the same right of
enjoyment of land as others have.

He indicates

the others in the plural.

If the author

had had the individual ownership of land
in his mind he would have referred to the
matter in the singular number, rather than
in the plural.

Secondly, when Sabarasvami

refers to the king*s protection of the
crops,he does not find anything peculiar
about this function, for people other than
the king do the same.

Here again the author

nr*

refers to the others in plural rather than
the singular, which suggests the communal
ownership of land.
Kha#<Jadeva refuted the royal ownership
of land in a most authoritive manner, but
said nothing about its ownership by the

1
individual.

He stated: "Even the sarvabhauma

1. Sarvabhaumasyapi na tasyaqj svatvam / Jayasyapi
satrusvamikadhanagyhak$etradivi§aya eva svatvotpadakatvat / Mahappthivyaiji tu rajyamatradhikarasyaiva jayenasampadanat / Rajyaqi hi svavi^ayaparipalanaijika#t;akoddharaparupam / Tannimittakaqi
mm

mm

*

ca tasya kar^akebhyal?. karadanaqi daijujyebhyasca
da^cjadimamityetavanmatraiii / Na tvetavata tasyam
svatvam / Tathatve vanagatatppaka§t;hadavapi
(cont'd. next page)

cannot have the ownership (svatva) of it
(the Earth), because even conquest
produces proprietary rights (svatva) only
with regard to the wealth, houses, fields
etc. owned by the enemy, while as far as
the whole land (maha-ppthvl) is concerned
sovereignty (rajyam) arises from the
creation of authority (adhikara) through
conquest.

Now sovereignty consists only

in protecting one's kingdom and rooting
out the thorns, and for this reason taxes
are taken from peasants and fines from
offenders#but no proprietory right (svatva)
in it (the Earth) arises therefrom.

If it

were so he would claim ownership over the

(cont'd. from previous page)
svatvapattau tatra svatvotpadakaparikrayavid
hivirodhapatte^i / Tadvi^ayasthaprajagphadi§vapi svatvapattesca / Tasmannasau deya /
Bhattadlpika, ch. 6 , sec. 7* v. 3* P* 4*95-

leaves and wood in the forests.

There

would arise obstruction to the practice of
getting and selling property and it would
happen that the people and houses in his
kingdom were his own property.
it is not to be given."

Therefore

Here we have no

example of either the royal ownership or
the individual ownership of land.

The

ownership of houses and trees cannot be
taken as precedents for the ownership of
land.

Hence the passage implies that

ultimately the community was possessed of
the land.
Commenting upon M a n u \ Medhatithi
refuted the individual ownership of land in

1. Nanviyatya£ ka£ svami ko va'paharta /
Na hi sarvabhauma£ kascidasti / Tatha ca
gat ha bhume^i -na maip martyajp. kascana datumarhati /
Na kascitsarvabhaumo 1stltyabhipraya^i / Visvakarman dasitha bhauvanamadivisvakarmabhaumaneti
pitpvyapadesena svanamna ca rajnamantra$am
srutam maya'sau rantumicchatiti upamaisyati
salilasya madhye nimaj j e 1hajp salilasya
(cont'd. next page)
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the following words:

"Who can he the owner

(svami) of all this extensive earth?
can take it away by force?

Who too

For there is no

king over the whole earth (sarvabhauma).

To

this effect there is the song of the earth
addressed to Visvakarman Bhauvana, the
latter term being his name derived from his
father: 'No mortals can give me a w a y ! w h i c h
means there is no one who owns the entire
earth:-'I shall sink into the midst of the
water, having heard that he is desirous of
having intercourse with me' - this sinking

(cont'd. from previous page)
madhyamevaip saipkalpaiji vptha saykalpitavati
tvayi salile majjami / Salilamajjanena
nai§phal%yamatra dana-saipkalpasyati / Yatha
salile nik§iptsoji nisphalamevametadaplti /
My§ai§a Kasyapaya sajpgara£i / Tavai§a saijigara£
pratisravati pratijnanaip Kasyapaya dadamiti
mogho vandftyo'stu sarvasadharapa'ham /
Sarvajanopabhogya / Kevalam rajano rak^anirbandhamatrabhaja ityabhipraya^. /
Medhatithi on Manu, viii, 99*

within water implying the futility of the
gift.

'Vain is thy promise to give me away' -

just as what is thrown in water becomes
useless.

. . .

The earth is the common

property of all men (sarvasadharana) to be
equally enjoyed by all, and kings have a
share in it only through theiVoffice of their
protection (rakganirbandhamatra) ."
Thus according to the statement of
Medhatithi the king is only the protector
of the land and not the owner.

The author

continues that no mortal has possessed land.
This suggests that no individual has here
ditary rights over the land.

The commentator

is then faced with the problem as to who is
the owner of the field, and gives the
answer that land is common property.
Examples of communal ownership of land
are not very frequent in Northern India.

Both Prof. Altekar 1 and Dr. Basak^ have
referred to the A copper plate of Dharmaditya
of East Bengal.

The inscription reads that

the village assembly, headed by seventeen
members who are mentioned by name, were
apprised by Vatabhoga, thus:- 'I wish to
buy a piece of cultivated land from your
honours and to bestow it on a brahmap.a,
therefore do you deign to take the price
from me to decide the land in the viga.ya
and to give it to me.'

Here we find no

trace of individual ownership.

The donor

Vatabhoga has to buy land from the village
council who were responsible for the
administration of the village land.

Thus

the right of the land administration was

1. The Vakataka - Gupta A g e . p. 333*
2. Ashutosh Muker.jee Silver Jubilee, vol.iii,
part ii, p. 4-87,

I. A., vol. 39* P* 195 ff

vested in the village assembly, which
implies the communal ownership of the
land.

There are several references to

this effect in the south Indian epigraphic
records, to one of which Prof. Majumdar 1
has referred.

A certain brahmapa who

could not pay the revenue returned the
land to the village assembly and left the
village during the reign of Kullotunga I
the Cola king.

2

,

In the 4-5th year of the

same king's reign a similar incident took
place, and the land was confiscated by the
village assembly of Konirirajapuram.

Thus

the communal ownership of land is to be
found both in theory and practice.

But what

this communal ownership of land amounted to
is a matter of further investigation.
Prof. Basak , basing his view on the inscrip
tion of Dharmaditya to which we have referred

1. Corporate Life in Ancient India, p. 186.
2. South Indian Epigraphic Report. 1910, p. 92.
3. I. A . , 1910, p. 195 ff, line 13.

above,held that ,!it seems clear that one
sixth of the price of the sold land went
to the king, perhaps because he was the
protector of the realm, and that the
remaining five sixths went to swell the
local funds of the village assembly” .
Prof. Basak has produced only one piece
of evidence to suggest that the village
assembly held five sixths of the price of
the land.

The phrase in question reads

Paramabhattaraka-padanam attra dharmmasadbhagalabhah1 . and Prof. Basak’s inter
pretation appears to be a forced reading.
As Dr. D.C. Sarkar

2

has conclusively shown,

the dharma-sadbhaga referred to is not to
be taken as the sixth part of the selling
price due to the king, but the sixth part

1. I. A ., 1910, p. 195 ff, line 132. S .Sanskrit Inscriptions, p. 332, note 5*

of the religious merit of the gift,
which was thought to compensate the
king for the loss of revenue involved
in the donation of the land to religious
causes.

Thus even the one example

produced by Prof. Basak appears to be
faulty.

On the other hand South Indian

Inscriptions show that in the time of
Rajendra I Coladeva the whole tax
collected, by the village assembly went
to the royal treasury .1

Thus it would

not be unreasonable to conclude with Dr.
?
R.C. Majumdar that "the village assembly
were practically (our italics) the absolute
proprietors of the village land, including
fresh clearings, and were responsible for
the total amount of revenue to the king.”

1. South Indian Epigraphic Report. 1915, P-98.
2. Corporate Life in Ancient India, p. 186.

If once we accept that the village
assembly was responsible for the payment
of the total amount of the revenue to the
king, then it appears as an intermediary
between the king and the people.

The

copper plate grant of the time of Dharmaditya,
to which we have already referred, suggests
that the village elders were working in
accordance with the will of the king.
Inscriptions of the reign of Kullotunga,
as seen above, suggest that the village
head-man carried out the command of the
king and confiscated the property of those
who failed to pay the royal taxation in the
name of the king, which is against the very
spirit of communal ownership.

Thus the

village assembly as the community of land
owners appears to be royal agent of land
management, responsible rather to the king
than to the people.

Thus the king through
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these local bodies controlled the whole
land of his kingdom.
Even in the passages quoted from
different Mimaijisa commentators we find w

«*f a-

school which all the time favoured the
royal ownership of land.
Narada^* stated that on failure of
the daughter the near relatives (sakul.ya)
are to succeed, and after them the remoter
relatives (bandhaVa) , next members of the
same clan (sa.jati) , but that in default of
all heirs wealth should go to the king.
Byhaspati

2

stated that in case of k?atriyas,

vaisyas and sudras who die without leaving

1 . Narada, xiii, 51*
2. Ye ' putrati k^atravi-fcchudrak patnibhratyvivarjIt&fy/

sa^i //

Te^am dhanaharo raja sarvasyadhipatirhi
Byhas., p. 216, v. 119-

descendants, brothers or wife, their
property should go to the king because
he is the lord of all things, presumably
including land.

Kulluka B h a ^ t ^ i commenting

upon Manu, stated that the property of the
three classes in the absence of any descendant
should go to the king.
the same view.

Medhatithi

2

expressed

Thus we see that the king

claimed the property of the man who dies
without any heir, and Bphaspati justified
his demand on the ground that he was the
master of the whole earth.

Had the ultimate

ownership of the land been vested in the
village community those law givers would
have authorised it to take over the land
of the dead man.

Thus the king*s recovery

of the man's property suggests that the king

1 . K^atriyadi-dhanam puna£ purvokta-riktha^harabhave raja gphpiyat /

Kulluka on M a n u ,

ix, 189.
2. Medhatithi on Manu, ix, 189*

was regarded as the ultimate owner of the
land.
Authors of the period have referred to
different rates of taxation.

For example

Lak^midhara’1' laid it down as one-sixth,
-

one-eighth or one-twelfth; Katyayana
*

it as one-sixth only, while Sukra

2

stated

'
5
demanded

one-third, one fourth, or even one half of
the land produce.

Thus the different rates

of taxation show that there was no fixed
revenue and that the amount paid varied
according to the crop.

Had there been

individual ownership of land there would
have been something like the permanent
settlements of tfee modern days and a fixed
rate of revenue.

The levying of taxes in

this manner suggests that the king had still
a direct interest in the produce of the soil,

1. Kytya kalpa ., p. 90.
2. K a t ., v. 16.
3. Sukra, ch. iv, sec. ii, v. 227-230.

and that the peasant ufraslooked on as
in some sense his tenant or agent, a share
cropper with an unusually large share of
the produce.

Thus the whole land-revenue

system seems to pressuppose royal ownership
of land.
The two extracts from Medhatithi which
are elsewhere considered1 appear to he
contradictory.

One refers to the royal

ownership while the other seems to maintain
the communal ownership of land.

But if the

communal ownership of land had been in
Medhatithi*s mind, he would surely have
stated the fact more clearly.

The passage

in which Medhatithi seems to support the
communal ownership of land must be read in
its context, with the famous brahmapic story
of Visvakarman Bhauvana.

1. Supra, p . ^ o g ^ X S

The specific

statement of the Earth Goddess that she
was common property and not to be given
away could not be explicitly rejected by
any Brahmap.a commentator, since it
occurred in a text of great sanctity.^"
But it is clear that the story arose at
a time when kings had only just begum to
claim powers over the land, and this story
must represent a protest on the part of
some thinkers against this tendency.

It

had little practical validity over a
thousand years later, in the times we are
considering, and we must look on Medhatithi's
apparent support of communal ownership, like
that of the Mimaijisa commentators to whom
we have referred above, as pious theorising.
In practice, as we see from his treatment of
the question of treasure-trove, Medhatithi
admitted the king*s ownership of the land,

1. Ait. B r . , ch. iv, sec. viii, 21, p. 336-

because he admitted that the king is
the owner of the soil.

This statement

of Medhatithi is corroborated by another
important commentator of Manu, Kullukabhatta "^
who also maintained that the king is the
ultimate owner of the land and so should
get the proper share of the land produce.
Thus the statements of two different
commentators of Manu stood in favour of
the royal ownership of land in our period.
-

Katyayana

2

very emphatically stated

that the king is the owner of the soil, and
for that reason is entitled to one-sixth of

1. Kullukabhatta on Manu. viii, 39*
2. BhusvamI tu smpto raja nanyadravyasya
sarvada /

Tatphalasya hi §a<Jatbhagaiji

prapnuyannanyathaiva^7/

Bhutanaiji tannivas-

itvatsvamitvaip tena klrtitam /

Tat

kriyafbali-^acjbhagaiji subhasubhanimittajam //
K a t . , 16-17.

the land produce.

Since living beings

inhabit the land therefore they pay the
agricultural tax.

This implies that the

king was the absolute owner of the land
and it was by virtue of ownership that he
received the revenue.

People residing on

the earth v/ere his subjects and made their
livelihood out of his land; therefore they
were liable to pay the bali to the royal
treasury.
Bphaspati^* stated that the land
abandoned by rivers or granted by the king
belongs to him who receives it.

Otherwise

there would be no acquisition through fate
or the king among man.

Loss and gain and

life among man depend on the act of fate
and of the king; therefore, in all affairs
what is affected by them must not be
rescinded.

This implies that the possession

1. Brhas., xix, 22, 23.
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of the land can be valid only when the
king approves it and nobody can have land
without his approval,

Bphaspati did not

stop here but continued that "when land is
taken from a person enjoying it without
a legitimate title of ownership and given
to a worthier person (the latter) must not
be deprived of it."

This implies that the

king was possessed of the power to dis
possess tenants as he liked, which again
suggests that the king was the owner of
the soil.
Besides the Smpti literature and
different commentaries we have the authority
of foreign travellers and historians who
unanimously testified the royal ownership
of land.

There is confusion regarding the

translation of Strabo's statement.

Prof.

Ghoshal^ and others have accepted Mr. Monahan's

1. Hindu Revenue System, p. 164.

translation.

But Dr. Barnett^ has challenged

the validity of this translation.
Breloer

2

Prof.

has suggested a new translation

of the text which runs as "The whole of the
land is the property of the king and the
husbandman till it on the condition of
paying one-fourth of the produce."

a.y|>vtfxiyrxa.(C

This

statement of Strabo is in exa-et agreement
with that of Diodorus who stated that:
"For the whole land they pay rent to the
king, since all India is royal land and no
man of private station is permitted to
possess any ground and apart from the rental
they pay a fourth part into the royal treasury."
This statement of Diodorus

is significant

from different points of view.

Firstly it

states that nobody in India was allowed to

1. J.R.A.S.% 1931. p. 166.
2. KautallyaTStudien, vol. i, p. 54.
5. Diodorus Siculus, Book ii,pp. 25-24 (L.C.S.)

possess private land.

People used to get

land from the king on lease and pay the
normal rent.

In addition to this rent the

king used to realise an extra tax on
agriculture, the existence of which can he
corroborated by the occurrence of the word
uparikara in many of the inscriptions
belonging to our period.

Arrian's^

reference to this effect is also significant
because he stated that the peasants pay
tribute to the king or to the autonomous
cities.

There is no reference to private

landlords or anything of the kind.
2
Fa-hsian stated: "The people are
numerous and happy: they have not to
register their households or to attend A*any
magistrates and their rules: only those who
cultivate the royal land have to pay (a

1. Indifca, ii, 9-10.
2. Fa-Hsian's Record of the Buddhist Kingdom
by J. Legge, p. 42.

portion of the gain from it).11

Fa-hsian

writes of the prosperity of the people
and states that land is owned by the king
but does not say a word about the individual
ownership of land.

V«/e suggest that Fa-hsian

employed the word 'royal land' for the whole
of the cultivable land in the middle kingdom
and thought that the king was its owner.
Hiuen-Tsiang stated'*' that: "Of the
royal land there is a four fold division,
one part is for the endowment of great
public servants, one to reward high intellec
tual eminence, and one for acquiring religious
merit by gifts to the various sects.

The

king's tenants pay one-sixth of the produce
as rent."

Two different interpretations

have been made of this statement.
Prof.
2
Altekar does not take it as clear evidence

1. On Hiuen-Tsiang, vol. i, p. 176, Watter's
translation.
2. S.G.A.I., p. 199* f-n. 5*
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of royal ownership of land, while Prof.
Ghoshal^ stated: "This may be taken to
imply that as in contemporary China the
state in India was held to be the owner
of land."

It may be objected against the

latter interpretation that Hiuen-Tsiang
has never referred to China in this context.
On the other hand he referred to several
divisions of land, but did not say a word
about the possession of land by ordinary
people.

Moreover the proportion of one-

sixth mentioned by Hiuen-Tsiang as paid by
the tenants of the royal land is the same as
that generally mentioned in the smptis as
the general land tax of the whole kingdom.
Thus it appears from the context that the
royal ownership of land was so well
recognised in our period that Hiuen-Tsiang

A.S.A.I., p. 98.
i
/*

thought it unnecessary to write about
the types of settlement between the people
and the king.
Besides this we have the authority
of Kalhai^a1 , who, writing about king
Jayapi<Ja of Kashmir, stated that: "In his
persistent greed he went so far in cruelty
that for three years he took the whole
harvest, including the cultivators'

share.0

It may be argued that the king did this
purely out of greed.

But this confiscation

of the whole harvest from the farmers
suggests that the king looked on himself
as the owner of the entire land and thus
thought that he was entitled to realize the
revenue according to his discretion.

1. Lobhabhyasattatha krauryaip sa yayau
vatsaratrayam^Saha kar?akabhagena
yathahar?Iccharat£phalam //

Ra.ja., iv, 628.
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Kalhapa further observed about king
*
1
Sre?£hasena : "That he looked upon the
earth which was subject to his sway, as
if it were the court of his palace."
The same king, a benevolent and peaceful
monarch whom Kalhapa greatly admired, is
referred to in the following verse as
"the lord of those kings who are family
heads of the fields of the whole earth
(nihsesa-Kgma-kedara-kutumbinam).

The

last phrase evidently implies that Kalhapa
looked on the king as the owner of the
whole land in the same manner as a house-

1. Gphanganamiva kgopiip gap.ayanvasavartinim /
Trigartorviip grama- madhye pravaresaya yo
dadau // 100 //
Iso nppapaip ni£segakgmakedaraku'fiiinbinam /
Sajsamastrimsataip. bhubhpdanistriijisa^ayo1bhavat //

101 //
Ra.ja. , 3.

holder owns the family property.

The

choice of the kutumbin in this connection
A
incidentally perhaps implies that Kalha^a
felt that as the head of the family
controlled the family property in the
interests of the family as a whole, so
the king should govern in the interests
of his subjects, but this is not immediately
relevant to our purpose.
The king's undisputed authority over
land can be gathered from the usual formulae
of the many donative inscriptions of our
period - for example Plates of the time of
•

»— .

—

Sasankaraja

n

state that the subordinate

king, Maharaja Mahasamanta Madhavaraja II,
"being in good health suitably worships and
honours princes, ministers, officers and
their subordinates and others who are present
or shall be present at the village of

1. E . I ., vol. vi, p. 145, lines 18-25.

Chavalakhaya which belongs to Kp$$agirivi§aya and informs them as follows:'Let it be known to you that for the sake
of our father and mother and for the
increase of (our) own merit, with libation
of water, at an eclipse of the sun, we
granted (pratipadita) the village, to
last for the same time as the sun and moon
to Charpap.asvami who belongs to the gotra
of Bharadvaja (and) has the pravara of
Angirasa and B a r h a s p a t y a ' T h e Madhuban
copper plate grant of Har?avardhana reads:1
"Be it known to you that this village of
Somakupc^ika has been enjoyed (bhukta) by the
brahmapa Vamarathya

on the strength of a

forged edict (kutasasana) ; having therefore
broken that edict and confiscated (akgipya)
the village from him, I have granted
(pratipadita) it up to its boundaries,

1. E. I ., vol. i, p. 73, lines 10-15-

together with the right to all the
income which ought to accrue to the house
of the king, endowed with all immunities ...
(with the right of) inheritance of sons and
grandsons (for a period) lasting as long
as moon, sun and earth endure, according
to the maxim concerning land unfit for
tillage, for the increase of merit and the
fame of my father...."
References to this effect are so
numerous that it seems unnecessary to count
them all here.

But it is quite clear from

these citations that nohody in the villages
in question was possessed of the right of
full individual ownership of land.

If there

had been any such persons either the king
would have mentioned their names and possess
ions or some sort of settlement with them
would have been made before the donation.
Thus the lack of such references in these
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royal grants suggests that the king was
possessed of the whole land of the kingdom.
Hence, it would not be unreasonable to
agree with V. A. Smith^ who held that
agricultural land was generally regarded
as crown property in India of the period.
It would appear, however, that some Mimaijisa
theorists, who were specially devoted to the
study of the Vedas, would never admit the
king’s ownership, as indeed they could not
do, without rejecting or explaining away the
ancient Vedic story of Visvakarman Bhauvana,
which from their point of view was divinely
revealed and absolutely true.

But by most

of the authorities and probably by all the
kings of our period the reproof of the angry
Earth Goddess was conveniently forgotten.

1. Early History of India, p. 131 (third edition)

CHAPTER VII

EXTERNAL RELATIONS OF THE KING

So far our consideration of the
problems of Hindu kingship has been mainly
concerned with the king’s relations with
his subjects.

But in fact each king was

only one among many; and perhaps the most
important subject of consideration is the
king’s external relationship in the India
of our period.
International law plays a very
important part in modern inter-state
relationships.

S. V. Viswanatha has attempted

to find the existence of international law
in ancient India in the following words
"Since International law, as law in general

1. International Law in Ancient India, p. 20.

in India, had its origin in Pharma it may
he said that all the Aryan states were
bound to observe the various rules of
Pharma in peace and war."

But since we

know that the smyti laws were meant for
the Hindus only, and India was connected
with non-Hindu kingdoms such as Persia,
the Roman Empire and other countries from
the earliest days to our period, it seems
very hard to believe that non-Hindu
travellers, merchants and others observed
the Hindu Code of Pharma.

Similarly it

would be unreasonable to think that the
orthodox Hindus followed the non-Hindu
laws of social conduct in the foreign
countries.

Moreover, even amongst the Hindu

kingdoms customs and manners differed from
place to place, and we are told that
traditions had priority over the smrti laws,
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as can be gathered from the statement
#
1
of Sukra : "Those customs that have been
introduced in the country caste or race
should be maintained in the same condition,
for otherwise people get agitated.

In the

southern countries maternal ■uncles' daughters
are married by the brahmapas.

In the

Madhyadesa the artisans and artists are
beef eaters, women are addicted to intercourse
with others than their own husbands.

In the

1. Desa-jati-kulanaqi ca ye dharmati prak pravartita^i/
Tathaiva te palaniya£ praja prak?ubhyate'nyatha //
Uduhyate dak^ipatyairmatulasya suta dvijai^i /
Madhyadese karmakarasilpinasca gavasinati /
Matsyadasca narassarve vyabhicararatasstriyafr /
Uttare madyapa naryassppsya nppam rajasvala^i /
Khasajata^ pragphyanti bhratpbharyamabhartpkaip /
Anena karmapa naite prayascittadamarhaka£ /
Ye^api paramparapraptaft purvajairapyanu^hitati /
Ta eva tairna du^yeyuratarannetarasya tu /
Sukra, iv, sec. v, 92-100.

north the women drink wine and are touchable
when they are menstruating.

People of the

Khasa country marry the widows of their
brothers.

These people do not deserve

penance and punishment because of these
actions.

Those whose customs have been

received by tradition and were practised
by their ancestors are not to be condemned
for following those customs^not others."
Furthermore, the wordBharma^ has been
generally employed by smpti writers in the
sense of divinely ordained duty, whether
applying to all men or particular groups.
Therefore, it seems very unreasonable to
hold on the basis of the widespread concept
of Pharma that something like international
law existed in ancient India.
Similarly it would be fallacious to
state that anything like international

1. Manu smrti, vii, 144.

interdependence was realised by the
ancient Indians because "the recognition
of international interdependence is
comparatively new, in any systematic
fashion it can hardly be dated earlier than
1
the Treaty of Versailles in 1919” •
Undoubtedly we have references to the
effect that Indian merchants sailed to
different ports of Asia and Africa but the
main objects of Indian trade were spices,
2
ivory and similar other things , while
India imported slaves, dancing girls, toy
*
cart etc. from the outer world.
These
objects of trade can be termed in modern
phraseology luxury goods, without which a
country can well survive.

Moreover we have

no reference to the feverish competition for

1. Laski, An Introduction to Politics, p. 92.
2. Mod&erji, Indian Shipping, p. 148.
5* Warmington, The Commerce between the
Roman Empire and India, p. 261 ff.

markets, or to the traders looking back
to their home governments for protection
of their trade.

Wherever Indians went,

they found an open market and so they made
easy money'*'.

Nor do we hear anything

about an international body that guaranteed
the security of the interests of every
nation.

We have reference to the formation

of the Marsala, but that is altogether
different concept, as we shall see later.
Thus it would not be unreasonable to state
that ancient Indians did not have any
concept of the international interdependence
-iK*-

which is another important factor of^inter
state relationships of the politics of
modern days.
In this connection it must be, however,
admitted that rulers of ancient India
guaranteed security to foreign traders,

1. Forbes, Has Mala, p. 418.
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because we have several references to
this effect.

Thus Merutungacarya1 states

that king Vikramarka of Avanti bought an
iron statue from a foreign merchant, who
requested the king as follows: "Lord,
having heard that goods are sold very quickly
in your territory, I came here to this city
and took this statue to different places.
But people instead of buying it, have
insulted me.

. . ." Having considered this

incident blameworthy the king paid a hundred
thousand dinnars to the trader, bought the
statue and put it in the royal treasury '.
This implies that it was regarded as bad
for the kingdom that a foreign merchant should
return without selling his goods, and suggests
that the king was responsible for the care of
such merchants.

1. P. C ., p. 5*

The security of trade can be
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gathered from the following statement
of Kalhapa’*':

"Padmaraja, a foreigner, who

supplied betel leaves, was a favourite of
this (king) (Ananta), who was lavish and
fond of the habit of taking betel.
It was through this (man) that Bhoja the
Lord of Malwa, had the round tank (kuflda)
constructed at Kapa^esvara with heaps of
gold that he sent.

King Bhoja had vowed

that he would always wash his face in water
from the Papasudana Tirtha, and this (man)
made the fulfilment of his difficult vow
(possible) by regularly despatching from
this (Tirtha) large numbers of glass jars
filled with that water.

This man who sold

betel leaves with Nagarakhapcja and other
(ingredients), made the king then give up
almost the whole revenue of the country.
As the king's creditor, he took from him a

1. Ra,ja., 7, 190-7*

diadem which was adorned with five
resplendent crescents, and the throne, as
a security for more money which was due to
him.

In every month on the day of solemn

reception, these emblems of regal dignity
were brought from his house to be used
in the royal assembly.

The queen Suryamatl

then put an end to this disgrace caused to
the country by Padmaraja, by handing over
the savings of her own treasury."

This

statement of Kalhap.a suggests that there
was security of trade in the country even
under weak kings.

Traders did not have to

fear that they would incur loss in foreign
territories.

In cases of their inability

to sell expensive goods a good king held
himself responsible for it.

When people

failed to pay in cash the price was paid in
kind, that is to say traders used to accept
land and other commodities in return for
their goods.

The security of trade in our
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period can also be gathered from the
statement of the Muslim Historian AlIdrisI , who, writing about Calukya
kingdom, noted that "The town of Naharwara
is frequented by a large number of Musalman
traders who go there on business."

Had

there been no security of trade the Muslim
traders would have seldom ventured to
trade with the Hindu kingdoms.
Hence it would not be unreasonable to
suggest that though nothing like inter
national law or the modern concept of
international interdependence existed in
ancient India, yet the Indian rulers offered
security to foreign travellers and traders
in our period.

Relying upon the authority

of Megasthenes, Mr. Vishvanatha

2

stated that

1. History of India by Elliot and Dowson, vol. i,

p . 88.
2. International Law in Ancient India, pp.53
based on Strabo, xv, i, 50.

of various departments of Candragupta
Maurya's administration one was allotted
to the entertainment of foreigners.

The

officers of this department assigned lodgings
to foreigners and kept watch over their
modes of life by means of those persons
whom they gave to them for assistance.
They escorted them on the way when they left
the country or, in the event of their dying,
forwarded their property to their relatives.
They took care of them when they were sick
and if they died buried them.

Unfortunately

we have no record to testify to the existence
of similar officials in our period.

But

there are references which suggest that
foreigners were welcomed in the country and
that the security of their lives and property
was guaranteed.

For example Al-IdrisI \

referring to the ports of Gujarat, stated

1. History of India, by Elliot and Dowson,
vol. i, p. 88.

that "They (the Musalmans) are honourably
received by the king and his ministers
and find protection and security."

We

have already noted Bphaspati's statement
that brahmaj^as and others belonging to
another country should be welcomed in the
country as though they were its own people.^
The following statement of Sukra is not
very clear in this respect, because he used
the word traveller in a general sense.

So

it cannot be said with certainty whether the
word has been used for people of king's own
kingdom or foreigners.

However, he stated

2

1. Supra, p.
2. Tatragataqi tu samppcchet panthaiji saladhipassada/
Prayato'si kuta£ kasmat kva gacchasi ptam vada //
Sasahayo 1sahayo va sasastra^i kim savahana]^/:■
|<a. «jati]p. kiiji kulaip nama sthiti£ kutrasti te ciramf/
Iti pp§£ya likhet sayam sastraip tasya pragphya ca /
Savadhanamana bhutva svapam kurviti sasayet //
Tatrasthana gapiayitva tu saladvaraip pidhaya ca }
Saiprak^ayedyamikaisca prabhate tan prabpdhayetf/
Sastram dadyacca gapayeddvaramudghatya mocayet f
Kuryat Sahayam slmantam te^aiji gramyajanasscla //
Sukra, I, 540-49.

that "The master of the sarai is to ask
the following question of the traveller
coming to it: Whence are you coming and why?
Whither are you going?

Have you any arms

in your possession and have you any
conveyances with you?

What is your caste?

What are your family and name?
your permanent residence?

Where is

Asking these

questions the master of the sarai should
note them down in the evening,^having taken
away the traveller's arms, should advise him
'Take sleep carefully'.

Having counted the

number of the men in the house and shut its
gate, he should have it watched by guards
working for three hours each and awaken the
men in the morning.

He should give back the

man his arms, count the men and then let
them go by opening the gate, and a villager
should accompany them to the boundary."
This is somewhat similar to the statement of
Megasthenes that we have already seen above.

But it is by no means clear that in the
case of a foreigner's death his belongings
were sent back to his people and his body
was disposed of.

But it is to be noted that

the care of the travellers in this way
evidently had a further motive than mere
hospitality - namely the keeping of a check
on their humbers and movements in order to
avoid crime.
Both Prof. Altekai?’ and A. K. Majumdar^
have contended that passports were issued to
permit travel to different kingdoms and
Prof. Majumdar has suggested that it was
the function of the Caulukya Mahamatya to
issue passports.

We have certainly clear

indication to this effect in the Mauryan
period, but none of the texts of our period,
such as the Agni Purapa , Sukranltisarg.,

1. S.G.A.I., p. 221.
2. Cauluk.yas of Gujarat, p. 222.

Kamandakanitisara etc., refer to this
function of the amatya.

The Mudra of

which the Caulukya minister had charge was
probably a royal seal.

There are a number

of foreign travellers who visited different
parts of the country during our period,
such as Hiuen Tsiang, Suleiman the Merchant
and others, but none of them have referred
to such things.

There is a reference to

this effect in Merutungacarya'1', who states
that king Bhima of Gujarat sent his envoy
a,

>

named Damara to king Bhoja of Malwa, with
a document bearing the royal seal.

The

document carried the instructions to Bhoja
to kill the envoy.

A royal credential or

1. Puna£ kautukak§iptacitta£ srl-Bhlma^i
kasminnavasare mudramudrita-lekhaqi vidhaya
taddhaste samarpya, upadapapim tacJUJLamaraiji
Mal*e'prai^It /
ft

P . C ., 34.

passport is issued for the protection
of the bearer, and certainly not for his
slaughter.

Therefore, it would be very

objectionable to take this example as
evidence for the existence of passports.
Hence, in the absence of any evidence, it
seems very difficult to believe that any
thing like a passport or visa system was
prevalent in the India

our period.

Similarly it would be wrong to assume
that anything like modern diplomatic
services exiwted in India of our period.
If it were asked whether permanent
ambassadors existed in ancient India or not
the answer would be in the negative:

the

creation of this office is a fairly recent
development.

But it is clear that envoys

were often despatched by different rulers
of the time.

Several authors of the period

have thrown some light upon this matter.

Sukra presented other authorities1 views
as well as his own.

Commenting upon
1
these he stated that "the king is said always
to have eight elements of regal administration
(in place of the usual seven) according to
some people.... The envoy who is well versed
(in the art of reading) emotions and
gestures (expressions) is a companion of
these (as the eighth).11

This implies that

the office of the envoys was next to the
first seven important departments of the
kingdom and the envoys were among the most
inportant of the royal officers.

But

according to Sukra's own view envoys were

1. A$ta prakptihhiryukto nppa^i kaiscit^smptassada /
Ingitakaratattvajno dutastadanugassmp^ati //
Sukra, ii, 14-5-14-9.
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l
tenth because he stated: "The priest is
superior to all others - the main-stay of
the kingdom and the king.

The viceroy comes

next, next the premier, then the saciva, then
the minister, next the justice, then the
scholar, next comes sumantra, then the amat.ya,
lastly the envoy; these officers are success
ively meritorious in order."

Besides Sukra

none of the other authors of the period give
any indications on the matter.

Therefore,

we cannot say anything with certainty as to
what position they held in the royal court.
But it is clear from almost every source
that dutas were appointed from respectable
families.

Thus Somadeva

2

stated that men

1. Purodhalp. prathamam sre^hassarvebhyo

rajara^rabhpt /

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Dutastatal^ k*Bmadete purvasre§£ha yathagupa^i //
Sukra, i i , v. 150-155*
2. N. V ., 15, 4, p. 170.

free from vices, eloquent scholars,
influential, who could understand the
feelings of others, loyal and born of high
family, should be appointed as envoys.
Lak§midhara, agreeing with Manu^, held:
"As envoy he (king) shall appoint one who
is well versed in all the sciences, who
understands hints, expressions and gestures,
who is honest, expert and born of high
family.

That royal envoy is commended who

is loyal, honest, clever, possessed of good
memory, conversant with place and time,
handsome of body, fearless and eloquent."
The Agni Puraqa

2 stated that: "A man,

intelligent, ingenious, well versed in the
arts of war and scriptual knowledge and
accustomed to work of espionage and possessing
a good retentive memory and eloquence of speech,

Krt.yakalpa. , ch. iv, p. 33*
2. Agni , ch. 241, v. 7*

should be appointed as the envoy."
CapcJLesvara

held the same view as that of

Lakgmldhara.

An analysis of the above

mentioned authors' statements suggests
that loyalty and birth in a high family
were not the only qualifications for envoys,
but they had to be intelligent and eloquent
also.
Both the Agni Pura^a

2

5

and Somadeva^

stated that there were three different types
of envoys , i.e., Nihspgtartha,
and Sasanahara.

\:.lMitartha

On the power of the envoys

L\.

the Agni Purajpa agrees with Kamandaka and
states that the Nihsrstartha was to be
entrusted with the management of an affair

1.

R. N ., p. 42.

§.

N. V ., ch. 15, p. 170.
Agni .., ch. 241,
Agni

v.

. , ch. 241, v.

7*
8, K a m . xii, 5«

according to his own light and discretion
_
oro-s
(2) The Mitartha charged with the execution
of a mission according to the directions
received from his sovereign,and (5) the
Sasanaharaka's duty was only to deliver
the message of his master on a particular
question.
Regarding the despatch of envoys,
authorities^ unanimously held that they
should be previously acquainted with the
countries where they were expected to go.
Success of the embassy largely depended
upon the behaviour of the envoys.
Lakgmidhara

2

Both

and Capcjesvara, agreeing with

Manu, held that peace or war depended upon the
envoy.

Commenting upon the same verse of Manu

Medhatithi

stated that the envoy brings

1. K a m ., xii, v. 3* Agni P ., ch. 241, v. 8.
2* Krt.yakalpa. . p. 33, R. N . , p. 42.
3. Medhatithi on Manu, vii, 66.
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about the alliance of kings, and also
disunites those already united.

He does

the former by saying even such agreeable
things as he has not been commissioned to
say; and the latter by describing even such
unfriendly acts as may not have been done,
and by not paying the presents of gold and
other things that he may have brought with
him.

In this way he disunites allies.
This brings us to the crucial question -

What sort of relations were to be maintained
by the different rulers of the period and
what were these messages that the envoys
had to carry?
It may be gathered from the writings
of Dr. N. N. Law1 that inter-state relation
ships in India were relationships of war and
conquest.

But the existence of such attitudes

1. Interstate Relationship in Ancient India,
pp. 1 ff.

has been challenged by two authorities
on ancient India, Prof. Altekar1 and
Mr. Visvanath.

2

Prof. Altekar relying

upon the authority of Manu and Kamandaka has
stated: "Almost all of them (the textbooks)
pointed out to the ambitious king that the
appeal to the arms should be avoided as far
as possible; an unrighteous war promoted
infamy in this life and procures hell
thereafter."

S. V. Visvanath, on the

authority of the Mahabharata, stated that
"it is stated definitely that war should be
waged only if all other expedients of
bringing about peace have failed."

The

statements of these authorities can be
strengthened by the following extracts from
different sources of our period.

S.G.A.I. ,

p.

Indian

217.

2. International Law in Ancient India, p.110.
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authors have propounded four different
means of diplomacy, i.e. sama (appeasement)
dana (gift) danda (force) and bheda (sowing
dissention).

The policy of sama was

recommended to be adopted in the following
words "We should not mutually injure each
other but should rather help each other in
time of need.

This peace should be made

even with the greatest enemies."^

The

Agni Puraha gives seven different modes of
diplomacy (adding three others to the
traditional four), sama, dana, b h eda, danda,
upek?a (inactivity), ma.ya (delusion), and
indra.jala (magic)

, and while discussing

the different modes of diplomacy treats
sama first, which may be an indication that
the policy of appeasement was to be followed

1. Parasparamani?*J;aiji na cintanlyaip tvaya maya /
Susahayyaip hi kartavyaiji satrap sama prakirtitam //
Sukra, iv, i, 61^2.
2. Agni

, ch. 24-1, v. 46-4-7.

first.

Commenting upon Manu Medhatithi1

suggested that "He (the king) shall not
go to war in a hurry.

At first he shall

try conciliation, i.e. friendly meeting,
sitting together, conversing, seeing each
other's wife and so forth."

Thus our

authors advised the king to adopt the
policy of conciliation first in international
affairs.

The same attitude of Hindu diplomacy

can he attested from the Jaina and Buddhist
literature.
The Buddhist text Suvar^abhasottama
Sutra gives the message of the heavenly
Buddha to the divine kings of the Four

1. Na sahasa yudhyeta /

Etavatprathamaiji

visi^-Jjasthapanopadesanaip sumukhaip ca mitho
sahasanakathasahadaradar^anadi
Medhatithi on Manu, vii, 198.
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Quarters in the following words
"Protect all these royal families, cities
and provinces, cherish them, guard them,
ward off invasion from them, give them
peace and prosperity, keep them free from
all fear, calamity and evil portent.

Turn

back the troops of their enemies and create
in all the earthly kings of India a desire
to avoid fighting, attacking, quarrelling
or disputing with their neighbours...

when

eighty four cities of India are contented
with their own territories and with their
kingly state and their own hoards of treasure,
they will not attack one another or raise

1. Tani ca rajakulani tani ca nagarani tani ca
ra^-frapi tani ca vipayapy arakpayipyatha
paritrapaip parigrahaiji paripalanaqi dapcjapariharagi
santigL svastyayanam karisyatha / .....
Sarva-jambudvlpa-gatani ca sattvani sarvadhanadhanyasampddhanibhavipyanti mahabhogani
camatsarapi ca bhavi^yanti /
S . Sut r a , vi, pp. 73-75*
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mutual strife.

They will gain their thrones

by the due accumulation of the merits of
former deeds; they will be satisfied with
their own kingly state and will not destroy
one another nor show their mettle by laying
waste whole provinces.

When all the eighty

four thousand kings of eighty four thousand
cities of India think of their mutual welfare
and feel mutual affection and joy ...
contented in their own domains ... India will
be prosperous, well fed, pleasant and
populous.

The earth will be fertile and the

months and seasons and years will all occur
at the right time - planets and moon and sun
will duly bring on the days and nights.
Rain will fall upon earth at the proper time.
And all living beings in India will be rich
with all manner of riches and corn, very
t

prosperous (but) not greedy."
Somadeva

1.

has thrown useful light upon

I am very thankful to Dr. Basham, who

allowed me to use his translation of the text.
IN. V. , xxx, pp. 344-35^.

the matter.

He stated: "Politics and

valour of kings are for winning the world,
not abandoning it.

Only the king who can

conquer his neighbour in a war of wits
starts up a war of weapons.

For arrows

are not as powerful as wisdom of wise....
Even when he sees i t , the arrows of the
archer may miss the target but the wise
man has the skill to hit the mark even when
he cannot see it.

The wisdom of the wise

is as unfailing weapon.

A king struck down

by wisdom is as though struck by thunder
bolts and will never rise again.

The over-

aggressive (atitlkgna) king, though he be
strong, is as a grasshopper and will not be
happy for long.

But wrhen death is equally

probable whether one strikes or runs away
it is better to strike than merely to perish..
Adventure undertaken without knowing one's
strength is like trying to crack a mountain
with one's head.

The force of arms cannot do

what peace does.

If you can gain your

desired end with sugar why use poison?...
What sensible man will abandon his bale
(of merchandise) for fear of having to pay
toll in it?

When the water is drained

from the lake the crocodile grows as thin
as a snake.

A lion when he leaves the

forest is no more than a jackal.

And a

snake whose fangs are drawn iH a mere rope.
In union is strength.

Even a mad elephant

will trip in a twisted clump of grass.
And the Elephants of the Four Quarters are
held by twisted fibres.

But what is the

use of other means when the enemy can only
be put down by force?

Such expedients are

like a libation of ghee on the fire."
Thus we see, though ahead of their
time, these Indian authors belonging to
different faiths advised their kings to be
satisfied with what power they had.

The

strength of unity was recognised and
rulers were advised to concentrate upon
diplomacy rather than to draw swords
at each other.

These authors realised

that peace alone would bring prosperity,
as wal also stated by Kamandaka:^ "The
sovereign who desires to reach the acme
of prosperity should make peace even with
one equal to him in all respects."
But the genuineness of this peace
policy is open to challenge; thus in the
statement of Somadeva,though it stands for
peace, we find the policy of world conquest

2

embedded. '

Sukra advised

3

friendship withAlt<_

enemy, but this friendship was intended to

1. Kam., ch. ix, v. 60.
2. Supra, p.3 ^ 0
3. Bhedanlyati kar^ajtiyati pl^aniyas^na satrava^i /
Vi^asanlyaste sarve samadibhirupakramai^i /
Sukra, iv, sec. i, v. 46-47.
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bring about dissension in the enemy country,
because Sukra stated that the enemies are
to be separated, restrained and repressed.
They are to be destroyed by the policy of
alliance, as well as by the other three means.
The Mats.ya Pursuqa^ divided the policy of
sama in two categories, i.e. sat.yasama and
asat.yasama and stated that the policy of
asat.yasama was never to be applied to a
righteous person, which implies that it
was only to be applied to an enemy.
Kamandaka

2 stated that even after making

friendship a king should not trust his
enemy.

All these statements suggest that

false friendship was to be established
with the enemy in order to find out his
secrets and, having acquired the knowledge of
the enemy's weakness, one should attack him.

1. Mat., ch. 222, v. 4— 7-

Thus it appears that in spite of all
religious discourses the aggressive
attitude of the king was still present
in our period.
Authors of the period were well
aware that certain rulers would not come
to terms of friendship by conciliation.
In cases of failure of the different means
of conciliation Sukra

advised the king

to win over his adversary by means of
gifts.

Medhatithi

2

commenting upon Manu,

made the same statement and defines the
word 'gifts' as "the presenting of gold
and other things in token of affection, for
purpose of creating mental attachment."

1. Samaiva prathamaqi sre^haqi danam tu
.

tadantaram / S u kra, iv, sec. i, v. 73*
A
2. Danajp vidhanaiji dravyapaqi hirapyadinaiji
prltyfctpadanarthaip pratipadanam /
Medhatithi on Manu. vii, v. 198.

The Agni Purapa^has referred to five
different modes of gift: (1) making
presents of articles not previously
offered to the other king, (2) accepting
things by the latter of his own choice
(3) paying off tribute by a king due
from him to his enemy or paramount
sovereign, and (5) setting at liberty
prisoners captured in war.
When these two means had failed
authors of the period advised the king to
apply the third method, that is sowing
dissension.

Sukra

2 stated that dissension

should be brought about, and the life of
the enemy should be threatened.

Commenting

1* Agni ?., ch. 241, v. 50.
2. Sarvadabhedanam satrordap<Janam prapasamsaye,
Sukra, : iv, sec. 1, v. 73-74-.

upon Manu, Medhatithi^ defined the word
bheda as ’’the winning over of his family
members*1.

This means the arousing of fear

in his mind and so forth.

While the Agni

Purapa stated* **The authorities on the science
of politics hold the expedient of dissension
to consist of three factors - destroying
amity or friendship between two persons,
producing a thrill of fear between two
persons, or inducing a party to betray the
secrets confided in him by the other."

2

Even in cases of failure of these
expedients kings were advised not to risk
war on their own.

They were advised to form

alliances according to the age-old idea of
mao-dala.

1. BhedastatkulinaderupasaijLgrahati /
Medhatithi on Manu, vii, 198.
2* Agni

„ ch. 241, v. 50-51*

In our period we find two different
approaches to the formation of a ■universal
magdala.

The Hindu school of thought headed

by Kamandaka^ and Medhatithi took the
Vi/jigigu, Ari, Udasina and Madhyama as the
principal elements of the magdala and the
remaining eight as subsidiary, while the
_ 2
authors of the Agni Purana and the Jaina
author Somadeva did not make any such
distinction.

The latter classification was

based upon the ideologies of the ancient
period when all of them were regarded
important.
Whatever may have been the difference
in approach, an analysis of both schools of
thoughtsuggests that the universal maadala
was ideally formed in the following manner.

1. Kam. , viii, 22, Medhatithi on M a n u , vii,
158-57 and onwards.
2. Agni

ch. 233, v. 13-19, N. V . , p.318 ff.

**

fKt

The Vijiglgu was regarded in^centre, the
neighbouring prince of the Vijiglgu was his
enemy, the neighbouring prince of the

-Hr*.
enemy was the friend of Vijigigu, the
a

neighour of this ally was the friend of
the enemy, the neighbouring prince of this
prince was the friend of the friend and
so on in the forward direction of the
CL

mao4ala.
1

There is .similar formation of
A

the maadala in the rear.

The neighbouring

prince in the rear was the Pargnigraha;who
was hostile to the Vijigigu.

The neigh

bouring prince of this prince was the
Akranda, who was the friend of the Vi.jigigu.
The Akranda*s territory was bordered by that
of the Asara, who was supposed to be the
friend of the Pargqlgraha, and the Asara*s
territory was contiguous to the territory of
Akrandasara, who was supposed to be the ally
-fA

of Akranda and so on in the rear.

The Madhyama is the king whose
territory is co-terminous with that of
the king in question.

The Neutral (udasin)

is one who is capable of defeating each
of the two.
Both Kamandaka1 and Medhatithi stated
that: "These twelve cardinal sovereigns
together with their five respective
prakrtis ( (l) minister (2) kingdom
(3) fortress (4-) treasury (5) the army)
constitute the prakpti mandala of seventy
two elements."
Kamandaka has gone deeper into the
subject and has described a few more types

2
of mandala.

According to him: "A common

1. Kam., viii, v. 25, Medhatithi on M a n u , vii,
v. 157*

In this classification the seventh

element of sovereignty, the ally (mitra) is
omitted, for the obvious reason that he is
already a member of the mandala.
2. Kam., viii, 26.

enemy of the Vijigigu and the Ari and a
common ally of rhem both, these two, each
of them again with an ally and an enemy of
his own, together with twelve cardinal
kings constitute the mandala of eighteen
monarchs mentioned by Guru (Byhaspati).
"The six prakytis, namely the minister
kingdom, castle, treasury, army and ally,
of each of these eighteen monarchs taken
together, form the mandala of hundred and
eight elements which has been recognised by
the wise*
"These eighteen monarchs each with an
ally and an enemy, constitute the mandala
o4
of fifty four kings, spokenAby Visalakga.
*

_

_

"The six prakytis,namely,, minister,
kingdom, castle, treasury, army and ally,
of each of these fifty four kings taken
together, again form the mandala of three
hundred and twenty four elements.

"The seven constituents of the
government of the Virjigisu, together
with the seven constituents of the Ari
constitute what is known as the mandala
of fourteen components.
"The Vijiglgu, the Ari and the
Madh.yama form the mandala of three kings.
These three monarchs with an ally of each
of them together constitute what others
call the mandala of six kings.
"The six prakytis namely minister etc.
of each of these six kings taken together
compose what persons conversant with the
formation of mandala designate as the
mandala of thirty six parts.
"The seven constituents of Vijigigu,
those of the Ari, and those of the Madhyama,
taken together constitute what other
politicians call the mandala of twenty one
elements.

"The four cardinal monarchs of a
mandala (viz. the Vif
j igigu, the A r i , the
Madhyama and the Udasina) each with an
ally of his own, become eight in number.
These eight kings with their respective
prakrtis, minister etc., form the mandala
the number of whose components is as many
as that of the syllables contained in a
stanza composed in a jagati metre .^
"Those monarchs who are in the front
of the Vi.jigisu and those who are in his
rear together with himself, constitute the
mandala monarchs, spoken of by those who
are acquainted with the nature of mandala.
"An ally and an enemy in front of the
Vinigisu, also an ally and an enemy in his
rear, together with himself form five in

1. A kind of metre with twelve syllables to a
quarter, so that the total number of syllables
in a stanza is 48.
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number.

The six prakrtisfnamely minister
>

etc. of each of these five sovereigns,taken
together, constitute what is recognised as
the mandala of thirty elements.
"Those best conversant with the sastras
also recognise these mandalas in respect
of the fcri.

The intelligent ascribe the

mandala of five kings and the mandala of
thirty elements also to the Ari.
"Parasara says that two prakrtis only are
to be recognised in polity; of them the
important one is he who assails and the
other is who is assailed.
M In consequence of the Vi.jiglgu and
the Ari assailing each other, the relation
Vijigigu and Ari becomes interchangeable.
And thus there appears to be one prakyti only."
It has been stated by Dr. N. N. Law^

1. Inter-state Relations in Ancient India,
p. 8 ff.

thatAmao4ala was formed to avoid war.
f

But

—

contrary to this Kamandaka stated that the
Vijigigu should crush the enemy and his
allies forthwith, either personally or with
the help of his own allies.1

This suggests

that the mandala was meant to secure power
and crush the enemies of the Vijigigu - intact
that it was intended as an instrument of
aggression.
After the formation of the mandala Indian

2

authors such as Capdesvara > Somadeva and
others stated that the king should ponder over
the six measures of policy - alliance, war,
marching, halt, bifurcation and seeking shelter.
Somadeva and other authors of the period
accepted this view unanimously.
Somadeva has defined the word sandhi as

1. K am. , viii, 4-7*
2. K. N . , p. 56, -N. V . , p. 525, Apararka on Ya.jna,
i, 54-5*
5. Pa^abandhak sandhi})/ N. V . , p. 525*

meaning agreement between two kings.
Medhatithi1 , commenting upon Manu, took
the word as standing for presents of gold
and other things with a view to secure
the goodwill of both parties.
In his commentary to the following
verse Medhatithi

2 stated that there were

two types of sandhi, and illustrated them
as follows: 111Let us march towards the goal
conjointly, having equal shares in it, and
I shall not be passed over by you; whatever
we gain shall belong to both of u s 1, or 'You
march one way, I go the other.'"

Lak§midhara^

held the same view.
This statement of Medhatithi makes it
clear that this alliance was made only for
aggressive purposes.

This can further be

1. Tatra hira$yadidanobhayanugrhartha£ sandhill /
Medhatithi on Manu. vii, 160.
2. Medhatithi on Manu. vii, 162-163.
3* Kptyakalpa., p. 111.
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supported by the statement of Kamandaka1
that ”he ing attacked by a monarch more
powerful than himself and having no other
remedy, the king in distress should seek
peace delaying as much as possible.”

- 2

Both the Agni Purppa

and Kamandaka

have provided sixteen types of sandhis, as
follows:

Kapala, upahara, santana, sangata%

upan.yasfr pratikara, sagyoga, purugantara,
adrstanara, adttigtha, atmamiga, upagraha,
pari kray a , uc^chin^ria, parib«-.ugapa and
skandhopaneya.
These different types of sandhi have
been described by Kamandaka

as follows

11Only that kind of peace is said to be
kapala sandhi that is concluded between two
parties of equal resources.

1. Baliyasa'bhiyuktastu nppo'nanyapratikriyal?. /
Apannafc sandhimanvicchet kurvapaJp. kaldyapanam //
K a m ., ix, 1.
2* Agni ?., ch. 240, v. 6 - 8 ,
3• K a m ., i x , 4 - 19*

K a m ., ix, v. 2.

"The peace that is concluded through
the offer of presents is called upahara.
"San*tana sandhi is that which is
concluded by a king by giving a daughter
in marriage to his royal adversary.
"That peace is named sangata which is
founded on friendship between good men.
This kind of peace lasts as long as the
parties to it live, the parties identify
their acts and their resources; it is not
broken by any cause whatever, either in
seasons of prosperity or adversity.

This

kind of peace, namely sangata sandhi is
excellent, like gold among other metals.
People versed in peace-making also call this
sandhi kancana or golden.
"Peace that is concluded with a view
to bring to a remarkably successful termination
all the controversies of the occasion, has
been named upan.yasa by those acquainted with
its nature.

1111 shall do him good, he will also
do so to m e . 1

When peace is concluded

under such considerations, it is called
pratikara sandhi and it was such an alliance
that was formed between Rama and Sugriva.
"When two parties join one another for
accomplishing an act that is equally *
interesting to both of them and if they
enjoy one another's confidence, the peace
that is then concluded between them is called
Samyoga.
"'The best of your troops should join
those of mine to aggrandise my interests' when under such conditions dictated by the
conqueror to the conquered peace is concluded
it is called purusantara.
"'You shall have to accomplish this act
for me' - when under some such condition
specified by the conquering army, peace is
concluded, it is designated adrstapuruga-sandhi.

"When the peace is concluded with a
powerful adversary through the cession of
a portion of the territories it is called
adigta sandhi.
"The compact that is formed between
a sovereign and his own troops, is called
atmamiga sandhi.
"The peace that is concluded for the
preservation of oneself by the surrender
of everything else is called upagraha sandhi.
"Where for the preservation of the rest
of the prakrtis peace is concluded through
the surrender of a part or the whole of the
treasure, or by giving metals other than gold
and silver, it is called parikra.ya.
"Uclchinna sandhi (destructive peace) is 40
called in as much as it is concluded by the
cession of the most excellent lands to the foe.
"ParibfcKrSana sandhi is that which is
concluded by giving up the products of the
whole territory.

"That kind of peace in which the
indemnity (in money or territorial produce)
agreed upon by the parties is given by
instalments, is called skandhonane.ya sandhi
by those who are conversant with the
nature of peace."
Amongst these sixteen, both Kamandaka
and the Agni Purapa^ stated that the
following four were chiefly recognised:(1) that concluded through benefits conferred
and received (nratikara) , (2) that through
friendship, (3) that through marital relation
ship (san^f ana) and (4) that through the
presentation of gifts (upahara) .
But in Kamandaka's

2 opinion the upahara

is the only sort of peace that deserves the
name.

Except that concluded through friendship,

all other kinds of peace are only varieties
of the upahara.

1. A g n i , ch. 240, v. 9*
2. K a m ., ix, 2.
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Kamandaka^ advised the king not to
make alliance with any one of the following:a young prince, an old one, one long sick,
one discarded by his cognates, a cowardly
sovereign, one having cowards for his
followers, one covetous, one whose officers
and followers are greedy and covetous, one
whose -orakrptis are disaffected, one excessively
addicted to sensual pleasure, one who is
fickle hearted about his counsels, one who
desecrates the gods and the brahmapas, one
who is under the influence of adverse fate,
one who relies too much on fate, one who is
famine stricken, one whose army is in dis
order, one in an unfamiliar land, one whose
foes number many, one who takes not time by
the fore-lock, one devoid of truth and justice.
The Agni Purapa

2

held the same view.

1. Kam., ix, 25-26.
2. Balo vrddho dlrgharogas tatha bandhubahi^kptah /
Bhlruko bhirukajano lubdho lubdhajanastatha /
*

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

+

•

»

•

Etailp. sandhip na kurvlta vigrhnlyattu kevalam /
Parasparapakarepa pumsap bhavati vigrahah //
A g n i , ch. 24-0, v. 10-14
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It is clear from the following
statement of Kamandaka^ that the above
mentioned suggestions had political
reasons:-

"People wish not to fight for

the cause of a boy-king on account of his
want of power (prabhava) .

For what man

would fight for the interests of him who
himself is unable to defend them, and who
again is not in any way bound to him by
the ties of kinship?
"An old king and one long sick should
not be concluded peace with, in as much as
they are devoid of that

regal prowess

known as utsaha-sakti, and are sure to be
crushed by their own kinsmen.

A king

forsaken by his own kinsmen becomes easily
extirpable*moreover they of his own family
would destroy him, if they could be won over
by some personal good service.

1. Kam., ix. v. 28 - 41.

"A coward by abandoning battle
flies to his own end.

And even a brave

monarch is deserted on the field of battle
by his men if these latter be cowards.
"The troops of a covetous monarch
will not fight, in as much as he pays them
poorly.

And the king whose officers are

greedy and covetous is destroyed by them
when they are bribed by the enemy.
"The king whose prakrtis are disaffected
is deserted by them at the prospect of war,
and he who is excessively addicted to
sensual pleasure, becomes so weak as to be
easily crushed.
"The king who is undecided in his
judgment (counsels) becomes odious to his
counsellors; and owing to his infirmity of
purpose, they neglect him when the time for
(joint) action comes.
"A contemner of the gods and the
brahmajgtas and an ill fated monarch, these two

are reduced of their own accord, through
the consequences of their arrant impiety.
"'Providence is certainly the cause
of prosperity and adversity'.

The fatalist

arguing in the above manner gives up all
personal exertions.
"The monarch whose territory is
visited by a famine gives up his liberty
of his own accord.

He also whose troops

are discontented has not the power to risk
a battle.
"A king in an unfamiliar land is
crushed even by a puny adversary; witness
the case of the king of elephants who when
in water, is overpowered even by the smallest
shark (makara).
"The king whose enemies number many,
always trembles in fear of them, like a
pigeon surrounded by hawks; and in whatsoever
path he treads, he is speedily destroyed by
them.
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"One who unseasonably launches upon
war, is speedily crushed by one who fights
in season.

Witness the example of the

crow overpowered by the owl, when at night
the former is deprived of its vision.
"Under no circumstances whatever
should peace be concluded with one devoid
of truth and Justice, in as much as, owing
to his vicious propensities, he will act
in direct contravention of the treaty,
howsoever sacred it may be."
Thus we see that the main reason behind
this advice against such alliances was that
the kings in question were weak rulers and
were thought not to be able to resist any
organised attack from outside.
they would surrender easily
without much fighting.

Therefore,

to the Vijigigu

So it was not

necessary to make alliance with them.'*'

1* Etai£ sandhigi na kurvlta vigr^tu^Iyattu
kevalam

Agni !•:. , ch. 240, v. 14,

K a m ., ix, 28.
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Medhatithi^ bluntly stated: "Having
entered into alliance with one party he
shall declare war upon another even under
p
false pretences."
Somadeva cryptically
stated that war (vigraha) was caused by
wrong doing.
view.

*
Cag.<J.esvara

The Agni Purapa

lL

held the same
explains this*

brief statement by stating that a war is
a direct result of injuries done to each
other by two hostile monarchs.
5
Kamandaka^ provided the following
motives of war ivigraha): "Possessed of
thoughts of revenge, and with hearts
burning with anger engendered by the
infliction of mefital wrongs, people proceed

1. Medhatithi on Manu. vii, 161.
2. Aparadho vigraha^i / N. V . , p. 324, v. 44.
3. Vigrahamapakaram / P. N ., p. 56.
4. Parasparapakare^a puijisaip bhavati vigrahak /
Agni *. , ch. 241, 14.
5. K a m . , x, 1 - 5 *
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to fight with one another.
"One may also launch upon a war for
the amelioration of his own condition, or
when oppressed by his foe, if the advantages
of the soil and the season be in his favour.
"Usurpation of the kingdom, abduction
of females, seizures of provinces^ and
portions of territory, carrying away of
vehicles and treasures, arrogance, morbid
sense of honour, molestation of dominions,
extinction of erudition,destruction of
property, vpSlation of laws, prostration of
the regal powers, influence of evil destiny,
the necessity of helping friends and allies,
disrespectful demeanour, the destruction of
the friends, the want of compassion on
creatures, disaffection of the prakqpti
mapdala, and common eagerness for possessing
the same object, these and many others have
been said to be the (prolific) sources of war."
The Agni PuraQ.a^ gives a similar view

1. Agni r ., ch. 240, v. 15 - 18.
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of the causes of war: ’’The causes which
usually give rise to a war, and the
affronts which are usually amended through
the arbitration of the sword, are the
stealing away of a wife, encroachment
upon the capital, kingdom, territory, or
sovereign rights of a king by his adversary,
pride, over-sensitiveness as to points of
honour, loss of fortune, humiliation
suffered by an ally or a friendly monarch,
the death of an ally and his successor’s
joining the domain of a foreign prince, and
hence a disturbance of the balance of power
among the monarchs of a circle.”
In case the Vijigigu wants to avoid
direct war, Kamandaka'*' advised as follows
’’The means for stopping the wars caused by
the usurpation of kingdom, abduction of
females and seizures of provinces and

portions of territory have been specified
by those skilled in the expedients of
policy, to be relinquishment of the
kingdoms, the restoration^ of the females,
and the evacuation of the provinces,
respectively.
"The means for pacifying the wars
caused by the violation of laws and .the
spoliation of property,

the restoration

of the laws and the restitution of the
property, respectively.

The means for

putting an end to a war caused by the
molestation of the kingdom by the foes is
to molest the kingdom of the latter in
return.
*

11Of wars caused by the carrying away
of treasures and by the destruction of
knowledge and the prostration of the regal
powers, the end is reached by the restitution
of things taken, by forgiveness and
indifference.

“Wars brought about by allies
through their oppression and persecution
should be looked upon with indifference,
but for a generous ally even the very life
may be risked.
"War caused by the offer of insult
should be extinguished by the offer of
honour.

Conciliation and propitiation are

the means of pacifying a war caused by the
pride and arrogance of one party.
"J^brave king should reach the end of
a war caused by the destruction of a friend
or an ally by the application of underhand
measures or by having recourse to incanta
tions and magical spells.
"For pacifying a war which has for
its cause the eagerness for possessing the
same object (by two kings) a prudent king
should give up that object provided that
his royal prestige does not suffer thereby.

"The war caused by the spoliation
of a portion of the treasures should not
be prosecuted, in as much as, in carrying
on such a war, the man may lose all his
treasure.
"When the party against whom the war
is waged is numerous, its end should be
reached by sowing dissension in the enem^s__
camp by gift, bribery, reconciliation,
tempting offers and other such expedients
of policy.
"War caused by the want of showing
compassion to creatures should be exting
uished by speaking agreeable and pleasing
words to them.

The means approved of by the

pious for pacifying a war brought about by the
evil influence of fate is to propitiate fate.
"War incident to the rebellion of the
affected mandala is to be pacified by the
application of one or the other measure of
the policy."

;

Kings were advised by Kamandaka not
to wage certain types of war,
11A king", says Kamandaka'*', "should not
engage in any of the following sixteen
sorts of war, such as the one in which the
result is uncertain or the profit of
victory is absolutely nil or very insign
ificant, a war which affects the existing
order of things or vitiates the treaties
in force at its outset and proves fruitless
in the long run, or the one which affects
the foreign relations of a king and brings
on many an evil both at the beginning and
in the end, or the one in which a foreign
prince, of whose forces no correct estimate
can be made, threatens to mobilise his
armies for the assault, or war where the
contention is for the recovery of a
kidnapped woman or of the fame of an insulted

ally, or a long and tedious war with
the brahmap.as.

Similarly a king should

not fight with an enemy backed by a mighty
ally and equipped with the good graces of
providence.

A war that promises a little

profit at the outset, but is sure to
terminate in a wild goose chase as well
as its contrary should be avoided by all
means."

Therefore, the Agni Pura^a^ suggested,
Quf

"at the first breaking of hostilities, a
king should adopt means so that the victory
in the end might be pushed to a better
advantage."
Authors of the period suggested that
war should only be waged at the proper time.

2

Thus the Agni Purapa stated: "A king aspiring
to an absolute sway over his contemporaries
or oppressed by a stronger adversary should
resort to war at an opportune moment, backed

Agni i . , ch. 24-0, v. 25
2. Agni

. , ch. 24-0, v. 15

by the favourable spirit of the time
and place of action'.

Medhatithi\
V<scLLo-

commenting upon the word seeeen of Manu,
stated: ’’The season for the king himself
declaring war is that time when he is
full of confidence in his own strength
and is imbued with courage for reducing
his enemy, when his subjects are united
and prosperous, fully endowed with the
rewards of agriculture and other kinds
of business, and ready to deprive the
enemy of all this business - and when
the enemy’s subjects are in reduced
circumstances and covetous, and such as
are easily capable of being alienated
from him and won over to the other side this is the season for war to be waged by
the king himself.

And it is out of season

when conditions are the reverse of this.”

1. Medhatithi on M a n u , vii, 164.

In other words the king should wage war
only when he is strong enough to do
s o ,otherwise it would do him no good.
Kamandaka^ stated that "When an intelligent
monarch finds his own army happy and
efficient and that of his foe in the
reverse state, then may he launch upon
war.

When he finds his own prakrti mapdala

swelling in prosperity and very loyal to
him,and that of his enemy in the reverse
conditions, then may he embark upon war.
Territory, allies,and wealth, these are the
fruits of war; when by war the gain of
these three is certain, then may it only
be hazarded."
Thus, having considered the above
mentioned circumstances, rulers were
advised to embark on yana.

The word yana

has been defined by Ca#<Jesvara
the march against the enemy.

1

as meaning

Medhatithi

2

took the word as meaning going forward
with a single purpose.

Somadeva , like

CapKjesvara, interpreted it as meaning a
march against the enemy.
4
Medhatithi commented that the king
can march alone and by himself when he has
the requisite strength; otherwise he can
march only when accompanied by his ally.
5
The Agni Purapa^ stated in more elaborate
form that "the king should take the field
only when he would find his friends and
allies (ttitra. ftkranda etc.) deeply
attached to his cause, and his armies in

0

mm

1. Satruprati gamanam yanan} - R. N . , p. 56*
2. Ekantatagamanam yanam / Medhatithi on M a n u ,
v i i , 160.
5. Abhyudayo yanam / N. V ., p. 524.
4*. Medhatithi on M a n u , vii, 165«
5. Agni ,r. » 241, 25-26.

the perfect state of efficiency, and
while his enemies would be contrarily
circumstanced.

A king should start on a

military expedition either as an open
foe or as an ally of one of the belli
gerents, or as a neutral onlooker to
guard his own interests in the conflict
between two hostile kings, or simply to
watch the latter issue of the contest
on the happening of a contingent event."
Kamandaka^ stated the same view.
Medhatithi

2

has mentioned two types

of .yana : (1) led by the king alone, and
(2) led by king accompanied by his ally.
Kamandaka

mentioned no less than five

kinds (1) vigrh.ya, (2) sandhiya, (5)
sambhuya, (4) prasanga and (5) upekga.

1. K a m ., x, 2.
2. Medhatithi on M a n u . vii, 165.
5. K a m . > x i , 2-10.

These are defined as follows:-

"When

a sovereign inarches forward for crushing
the best of his enemies by the sheer dint
of his prowess, it is called vigrh.ya .yana
by the acarya conversant with the nature
of y a n a .
"When a monarch supported by his own
allies marches forth for completely
crushing the allies of his enemies by force,
it is said to be vigrh.ya gamana.
"When, after concluding a treaty with
the foe in the rear, the Vif
jigigu out of
desire for victory advances upon another
foe, it is called sambhu.ya gamana.
"When a monarch in collusion with
vassals, faithful, warlike and powerful,
marches against a (common) foe it is called
sambhu.ya gamana.
"When, after winning over vassals of
little prowess by the promise of reward in
case of success, a king marches against his

foe, it is called sambhu.ya gamana.
"When, like Suryya and Hanumat, two
kings jointly undertake an expedition
against a foe that threatens the safety
of the prakptis of both it is called
sambhu.ya .yana.
"When a king, originally marching
against a particular foe, afterwards,
through some contingencies, proceeds
against another, it is called prasanga
.yana.
"When a powerful king marching against
a foe has every chance of success, but,
disregarding them, he proceeds against
the latter's friends, it is called upekga
yana."
Thus we see that the policy of yana
was approved only when the king was in a
strong position to wage war and his allies
were sympathetic towards his cause.
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Next comes the policy of asana.

It

has been interpreted by Medhatithi'*" as
2
ignoring the enemy.
Somadeva and Can<J.esvara
attributed the same meaning to the term.
Kamandaka

stated that: "When;in

consequence of diminution their strength
suffers both the Ari and the Vi.j igigu
stop for a while (either in the beginning
or during the progress of the war)?it is
LL

called asana.

The Agni Puraq.a

defines

asana as assembling the forces of both
sides, but avoiding an engagement.

5

Medhatithi^ stated that there are two
kinds of asana: (1) when the king is
weakened in force and in money, even though

1. Upek^ayamasanam / Medhatithi on M a n u , vii, 160.
2. Upek^a^amasanaiji / N. V . , p. 324-, R. N . , p. 56.
3• K a m ., x i , 13*
Agni

'. , ch. 24-0, 27*

5. Medhatithi on M a n u , vii, 166.

he he prosperous, he has to ignore his
enemy; (2) when he ignores the enemy in
consideration of the ally.

If the

relations of his ally, who is weak, with
the enemy are not such as to make it safe
for his ally to rise against that enemy^
then,in consideration of the delicate
position of his ally, he should adopt a
policy of halting.
Kamandaka’*' mentioned five kinds of
asana as follows:- "When each (Ari and the
Vijigigu) endeavours to thwart the plan of
the operation of the other, it is called
vigqphyasana.
"When the Ari and the Vijigigu, both
suffering loss in war, stop it by the
conclusion of an armistice, it is called
sandhyasana.
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"When a monarch, thinking the Udasina
and the Madhyama to he equal to himself
in respect of power, awaits, mustering
all his forces, ready for an attack from
either of them, it is called sambhu.yasana.
"When a monarch desirous of going to
a certain place (or person) halts, through
some contingency or other, at a place
different from where he intended to go at
first, it is called prasangasana by those
versed in the science of politics.
"When again a king through some other
cause, being led to treat with indifference
certain acts, remains inactive like Rukmin'*',

1. Rukmin was the son of Bhi§maka and brother of
Rukmij^I, one of the favourite wives of Kp§$a.
Rukmi#! was at first betrothed to Sisupala by
her father, but she secretly loved Kp§pa and on
the day of her marriage, according to a precon
ceived plan, was snatched away by Kp§p.a.

Her

brother Rukmin, who was engaged' to protect her,
offered no resistance, but suffered her to be
taken away, thus assuming a different attitude
for the love of his sister, although he might
have successfully opposed Kp§:pa.
K a m ., (M.N. Dutta's version), p. 159* f.n.2.
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it is called upekgasana."
Thus it appears from the above
passages that asana was a stage in a
campaign when, for one reason or another,
a halt was called to give a breathing
space to the fighting forces, and when
further courses of action were decided on.
Next to this comes the dvaidhibhava.
*
I
Cai^cjesvara held that the bifurcation of
-

one's army is dvaidhibhava.
the same definition.

2

Apararka gave
3
But Medhatithi suggested

that the putting forward terms of peace as
well as of war constitutes bifurcation.
Later however, Medhatithi

adoptsTmore

orthodox definition and explains it as follows:

1. Balasya dvidhakara^aiji dvaidhibhavam /
R. N . , p. 56.

2. Apararka on Ya.i. . i, 345*
3 • Sandhivigrahopadanaqi dvaidhibhava^ /
Medhatithi on M a n u , vii, 160.
4. Medhatithi on M a n u . vii, 167-

"When different positions are taken up by
the master and his army - for instance
when the master, with a small force, remains
in the fort, while the commander, with a
large force,, proceeds elsewhere - or some
sort of bifurcation is resorted to by
way of allowing all the divisions
opportunities for securing booty of gold
and other things."

Kamandaka^ gives a

further example of dvaidhibhava, which
shows that he used the term in a different
sense from those of Capxjesvara and Medhatithi.
According to him, "hemmed in between two
powerful enemies a king surrendering himself
(to both) only in words should like the
crow's eye-ball carry on a double dealing
without being detected by either of them.
(Of the two powerful foes) the one who is
(dangerously) at hand should be put off

assiduously with empty promises.

But

if both of them assail him simultaneously,
a king should surrender himself to the
stronger of the two.

When again both of

them^seeing through his double dealing
and becoming convinced of his duplicity
reject all overtures of peace, then he
(the assailed king) should go over to
(befriend) the enemies of them both or,
if that is not possible, should seek
shelter with the stronger of the two
(as before).11
Dvaidhibhava has been further described
by Medhatithi

as of two kinds:

(1) that

which is done for one's own sake, and
(2) that which is only done for the sake
of others.

Kamandaka

2

also mentioned two

types of dvaidhibhava (l) svatantra and
(2) paratantra.

Svatantra is that which is

1. Medhatithi on M a n u , vii, 167*
2. K a m ., x i , 27*

done by the king independently of
anybody, while paratantra is the act
of him who receives remuneration from
two kings inimical to each other.
It is evident from these passages
that the interpretation of the term
dvaidhibhava differed widely.

It might

mean the playing off of two powerful
adversaries one against the other, playing
a waiting game while two other kings were
engaged in hostilities, or merely dividing
one's own forces for strategic reasons.
It is strange that the concept was so
imprecisely understood in our period and
we can only suggest that this was the
result of the transmission of the classifi
cation of the six expedients over so many
centuries that the doctrine lost its
original clarity and became a subject of
rather pedantic classification without much
relationship to practical politics.

The

definition given in the Arthasastra^ the oldest edited text in which this
classification occurs, is: ’’Making peace
with one enemy and waging war with other.”
This suggests that Kamandaka was closest
to the original meaning of the term.
Finally comes the policy of saqisraya.
The word samsra.ya has been defined by
Somadeva
power.

2

as meaning surrender to another

5
Medhatithi^ interpreted it as ’’the

surrendering of oneself to another” .
Ll

Apararka took it as meaning taking refuge
with a mighty ruler because of trouble
caused by others, while taking refuge with
a strong king was the interpretation of

1• Arthasastra, Book vii, i, p. 263.
2. N. V .t p. 324-.
3. Medhatithi on M a n u , vii, 160.
4. Apararka on Ya.i. , i, 345*

•
' I
saipsraya by C anglesvara.
2

Medhatithi, commenting upon Manu ,
stated: "When a king is harassed by his
enemies, he seeks shelter for the purpose
of accomplishing some useful purpose.
The purpose to be served is the ceasing
of the harassment; and for the attaining
of this purpose one should seek shelter
with a powerful supporter; e.g. giving up
his own territory, he should go over to
the realm of that supporter."
Purapa

5

The Agni

stated: "A king with his army

annihilated in battle, and shorn of all
resources and supplies, should make
alliance with a powerful monarch and practise
truthfulness and the noble virtues incidental
to his birth.

He should visit his ally

every now and then, remain by his side, see

1 . R. N . , p. 56.
2. Medhatithi on M a n u , vii, 168.
5. Agni

. , ch. 24-0, v. 52.

things in his light and show the gratitude
for the succour obtained from him."
Kamandaka'*' stated: "When a king is assailed
by a very powerful enemy and has no other
means or measures open to him to avert
calamity, then and then only should he
seek protection from one who comes from
a noble family and is truthful, generous
and highly powerful.

To assume a worship

ful attitude at the sight of his protector,
to be always at one with his protector in
his thoughts and purposes, to do all his
work for him and to be obedient to him,
these are said to be the duties of one who
seeks shelter with another."
Thus the statements of the above
mentioned authors lay down that a ruler
in danger of total defeat in war should seek
refuge with a stronger king, confident that

no harm or very little harm will he done to
him.
The question may be raised, who was
this protector?

Was he the border king

of the Vi.jigigu or some other king.

In

an answer to this Apararka^* states that
"being troubled by o n e , the king should
resort to another powerful king."

If the

commentator had been thinking from the
point of view of a king on the borders of
t*1e Vi-iiglsu1s territory he would have
suggested that the victim should surrender
to the victor.

But the occurrence of the

word prabalarajantarasra.yanam suggests that
resort was to be sought to some other
influential king and not to the border king.
Medhatithi

2

made the same statement.

He

stated that the harassed king shall seek

1. Apararka on Ya,i. . i, 34-5*
2. Medhatithi on M a n u , vii, 168.

refuge elsewhere (anyat ra-s agisra.ya ) .
Therefore, it is clear that the Vi.jiglgu
whose plans had gone astray was advised
to seek shelter with some powerful king
not necessarily connected with the mandala.
Furthermore it was advised both by
Kamandaka

1

-

and Medhatithi

2

that the V i t
iigi$u

should break away from the protector after
gaining strength, under any pretext, and
attack his enemy.
Sukra and other authors^ of the period
have prescribed various rules concerning
war, military discipline, equipment, war
morality and several other aspects of war,
which it appear to be unnecessary to mention
because here we are only concerned with the
external affairs of the king.

But it would

1. K a m . , x i , 2 9 A .
2. Medhatithi on M a n u , vii, v. 170.
3. Medhatithi on M a n u , vii, v. 171* K a m , xi,
28F.
4. § u k r a , iv, sec. ii, Ma n u , vii, v. 181 on
wards .

not be unwise to consider the victorious
king's attitude towards the newly
conquered kingdom.
Medhatithi1 stated: "After the enemy
has been defeated;and quiet has been
restored in the captured c i t y : and among
the people^he shall worship the gods and
the righteous brahmapas. . . .

For the

safety of householders, in order that their
livelihood may not suffer, he shall remit
such portions of the taxes as may be too
burdensome for them, not realising them
for one or two years.

He shall make it

known among the people of the city and the
villages - by the beat of the drum or the
falling of the mace and such other means that what they had done by virtue of their

1. Medhatithi on M a n u , vii, 201 onwards.

loyalty to their fomer master had been
forgiven and that henceforward every one
of them was free to take his own calling.
If, even after bestowing such favours,
he finds that the citizens and the people
are so loyal to their former master that
they still cherish feelings of attachment
towards his dynasty and that any government
of his own would not be lasting - then he
shall do as follows.

Having briefly

ascertained that such and such is the wish
of the citizens and other people - 'they do
not wish to be governed in such and such
manner, they wish to have a king of the same
family as their former ruler' - he shall set
up a member of the same family, who may be
mild tempered and happy in his family
surroundings; and then conclude a treaty
with the king thus set up along with his
assembled subjects and ministers, the
terms of the treaty being - 'you and I shall
have equal shares in your income, you shall
consult me in all that you do or do not do,

at the proper time you shall come and
help me with your treasury and forces and
so forth1 .11
The above mentioned statement
suggests that it was realised that mere
cqnquest in war would not bring peace.
The conqueror was advised to satisfy the
demands of his new subjects by worshipping
their gods, reducing burdensome taxes and
granting amnesties.

If even after this

the subjects preferred the rule of their
former master, then the conqueror should
bring one of the family members of the
defeated king on the throne and make
alliance with him that he would remain the
faithful vassal of the conqueror.
A somewhat similar statement was
made by Katyayana1 , who stated:

"Even when

1 . Du§£asy api narendrasya tadra^-fraiji na vinasayet /
Na prajanumato yasmadanyaye^u pravartate //
K a t ., 21.
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the king is at fault, (the conqueror) should
not ruin the country (for the vanquished
king's fault), since the vanquished king
does not start on his career of wrong-doing
withthe consent of his subjects."
The Vi^^LU Smyti^ stated

"A king,

having conquered the capital of his foe,
should invest there a prince.of the royal
race of that country with the royal dignity.
Let him not extirpate the royal race,
unless the royal race be of ignoble descent."
Thus the statements of these two
authors support Medhatithi's view that the
interests of the people should not be

1. Raja parapuravaptau tu tatra tatkulinamabhi^incet / 4-7 /
Na rajakulamucchindyat / 4-8 / Anyatrakulinarajakulat / 4-9 /

V i g n u , ch. iii.

harassed and that one of the family
members of the defeated king should
be brought on the throne.
The testimony of these statements
can be affirmed by the account of the
foreign traveller Suleiman the Merchant^
who recorded: "When a king subdues a
neighbouring state, he places over it a
man belonging to the family of the fallen
prince, who carries on the government in
the name of the conqueror.

The inhabitants

do not suffer it to be otherwise."
These statements are worth comparison
with a passage of Machievalli1s which treats
of the three means of ruling tr!*e conquered
countries.

2
"The third is to permit them (the
conquered people) to live under their own

1. History of India by Elliot and Dowson,
vol. i, p. 7*
2. The Prince, ch. 5» P* 25 (Everyman's
Library Series 1952)

laws, drawing a tribute and establishing
within it an oligarchy which will keep
it friendly to you.

Because such a

government, being created by the prince,
knows that it cannot stand without his
friendship and interest and does its
utmost to support him; and therefore he
who would keep a city accustomed to free
dom will hold it more easily by the means
of its own citizens than in any other way."
Finally, Medhatithi'*' stated:

"All the

customs relating to the property of
brahmap.as or temples and to the duties of
the people that may have been prevalent in
the kingdom from before - all those he
shall confirm,aftd 'make authoritative I

By

so doing, they become attached to himj—
and the'‘leading men' that may be there,* their importance being due to their being

1. Medhatithi on M a n u , vii, 205.
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rich in their belongings and in the
size of their family

, and such other

qualifications^ along with these, the
new king shall be honoured with presents
of weapons, money, grains, ornaments,
conveyances, umbrella, throne, crown and
so forth."

There is a similar statement

made by Katyayana^: "Whatever (gift) a
king offers in a proper manner to a
suppliant without distress (to himself)
that gift saves him; such a gift made for
the purpose of (accumulating) merit becomes
enduring v,in its result)" , which implies
that the conqueror,having made donations

1. Aklesenarthine yastu raja saipyan nivedayet /
Tattarayatyanantaiji syaddharmarthaip danamidpsam /
K a t ., 22.

4-39

to suitable persons in the conquered
country, wins their confidence and they
in return accept the suzerainty of the
conqueror.
T h u s , in general, kings were
advised to maintain superficially friendly
relations with the foreign kings, even with
their greatest enemies.

But after the

establishment of friendship these people
were to be watched carefully.

The enemy

was to be attacked as soon as the Vi,i igigu
came to know the weakness of the other
party.

The enemy was to be destroyed and

his territory to be annexed.

If the

annexation of the enemy's territory was
not possible or advisable then somebody
from the family of the defeated king was to
piJ~

be on the throne as the vassal of the
/\
conqueror to continue the peaceful relationship.
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In general it was looked upon as more
in keeping with Pharma and morality
for the victor to follow this course,
and the testimony of Suleiman and many
historical examples show that this was
often done in practice.

CHAPTER VIII

CONCLUSION

This brings us to the close of our
study of kingship in early mediaeval
India.

We have consulted many different
;
’
■
*
-.
sources, including Hindu, Jaina, and

Buddhist texts, epigraphic records and
foreign accounts, but we have found very
little originality in the political
ideas of the period.

The Yukti-kalpataru

and Sukranltisara amongst the Hindu
sources appear to be the most original
contributions of the period.

But even

in these writings we find that their
authors were inspired almost entirely by
the ancient Hindu ideologies.

Of most

of the Hindu authors it can be stated
with confidence that they had no
originality whatever.

Their political

doctrines were propounded long before
their time and in many cases they have

quoted passages from ancient sages in
their support.

A decline is evident in

the Buddhist sources. It appears that
the Buddhists of the period had largely
forgotten their own approach to politics
and followed the political ideology of
the Hindus.

Jainas were too simple in

their political outlook to formulate
really individual views of their own,
and therefore they also followed the old
Hindu ideas of politics with slight
variations.
The Hindus and Jainas had, however,
different views about the origin of the
kingship.

According to the Hindu'1’

theorists God created kings for the
benefit of his creation, while the Jainas
narrated a^story of the origin of kingship
which suggests the survival of memories

1. Supra, p . loo
2. Supra, pf loVft

2

of primitive conditions rather like those
in parts of nineteenth century Africa,
where magicians were found to be also
kings and were thought to benefit the
people in both capacities.

There is no

reflection of the doctrines of the
origin of kingship through social contract
in the Buddhist sources nearest to our
period, and the account of kingship that
we are given in the Suvarnabhasottama Sutra^
maintains its divine origin.

Thus we see

that by far the greater number of the
Indians in our period believed in the
divine origin of kingship.
In spite of differences of opinion
about the origin of kingship, authors of
the period, though belonging to different
sects, generally accepted the divinity
p
of the king.
They thought that the king

1. Supra, p .j&jl
2. S u p r a , p p .h i #

was sacred because he was composed of
the particles of different gods.

He

became an embryo in the womb of a royal
mother by the command of gods and was
thus born as a mortal.

He was the

favourite son of Heaven and it was
through his good will that favourable
winds blew, rain fell in season, planets,
stars, sun and moon were auspicious,
and corn, flowers, fruits and seed
ripened properly.

Hence in the name of

God and prosperity, even an infant king
was to be honoured and his commands were
never to be disobeyed.
The king was possessed'1' of political,
social, economic, religious and judicial
authority in his kingdom.

He had council

lors and advisers whom he consulted on
every important matter, but it was up to

1. Supra, PJJ1I7

him to follow their advice or not, as
he thought fit.

Nowhere is the king

described as bound to put the advice of
these advisers into practice, and we have
seen that on many occasions these kings
acted quite independently of councillors'1'
and others.

Similarly, there is no

reference to the effect that these
councillors normally effectively opposed
the king's will.

On the other hand we

have references to councillors who are
2
described as giving their approval to
the royal command without any consideration,
and who are emphatically praised for their
unquestioning obedience.

The king, being

free from the fear of opposition, generally
acted autocratically and often troubled
his subjects.
There were rulers who failed to perform

1. Supra, ppJfgiff2. Supra, pp.

the innumerable royal duties that were
prescribed by the ancient sages for the
benefit of the people and the kingdom
in general.

Instead of giving donations

and constructing temples some of them
even confiscated their valuables and
realised taxes on goods meant to be
used by gods and temples.1

Brahma$as~

were sometimes insulted and refugees were
not given asylum.

Varnasramadharma

was

not always maintained properly and
intermixing of castes were not unknown.
5
On the other hand many of the kings
of
our period constructed canals, dams, etc.
for irrigation purposes, and encouraged
0
agriculture.
They worshipped the gods
7
and made donations to religious causes

1 . Supra, p . 267

5. Supra,

2. Supra, p . 25/

6 . Supra, p.

3. Supra, p . 270

7. Supra, p. 2.67

4-. S u p r a , p . 17 0

with open hands.

They invited scholars

to their courts1 , held religious
conferences and encouraged philosphical
studies by giving grants to learned men.
The fact that there are so many examples
of both good and bad kings is evidence

IKi.
of^king's absolute authority.

Thus we

conclude that if the king was good,
attempts were made to carry out the royal
functions as laid down in the smytis, at
least to a certain extent, and if other
wise, the people had to face all kinds
of troubles from the ruler.

Neither did

the people have the constitutional right
to oppose the king nor did they offer
any effective resistance to the ki n g fs
commands, and kings generally ruled
according to their own consciences.
Rulers of the period regarded the

1. Supra, p .zM

agricultural land as their ancestral
property.^

There was nothing to stop

these rulers from dispossessing their
tenants.

They did not allow tenants to

hand over lands occupied by them to
anybody without royal permission.

2

They often increased the land revenue
according to their needs and harassed
people in its realisation.

In cases of

failure of the payment of royal revenue
they dispossessed peasants from the
whole of the land held by them.
Both international law and the
concept of international interdependence
were non-existent.

ZL

There was no committee

of nations to safeguard the interests of
smaller countries.

1. Supra,
2. Supra, p. 310
5. Supra, p. -331
4. Supra, p^.^57

But these rulers

encouraged foreign trade and guarded
the interests of the merchants.1

They

also extended security of life and
property to travellers.

Consequently,

several travellers of eminence visited
India and left valuable records of their
impressions for later historians.
Political theorists of the period
emphasised the utility of maintaining
outwardly friendly relations with all
2
countries, even with potential enemies.
But the policy of true friendship was not
to be extended to the latter.

Kings

were advised to make every effort to
discover the secrets of the enemy and to
bring about dissension in his court.

When

the enemy was weakened kings were advised
to march against him.

1. Supra, p^.35S
2. Supra, pp. 376ff

If the enemy was

defeated his territory was to be
annexed by the conqueror.
For the unassailable enemy the
concept of Ma^dala^ was propounded and
the Vi,jiglsu was advised to attack his
enemy only when his allies were sympathetic
towards his cause.

In cases the Vijigigu1s

plan went astray he was advised to seek
refuge with some powerful king.

Having

sought refuge the Vijigisu was expected
to prove himself loyal to the protector.
But soon after the recovery of his strength
he was advised to find some reason to
break^ with the protector and attack the
enemy with greater vigour.

The enemy was

to be annihilated and his territory to be
annexed.

But if the subjects of the

1. Supra, pp.3S7*f
2. Supra, p^. 1/17
5. Supra, p^. ^31

2

defeated king were not prepared to
tolerate the foreign yoke, in that case
it was demanded of the conqueror to bring
one of the family members of the defeated
king to the throne and make alliance with
him that he would remain faithful and
loyal to the conqueror.'*'
This trend of Indian thought on
politics is very near to the political
philosophy of Dante

2

who thought that the

peace and prosperity of mankind could be
achieved only under a king.

It is only

a king that the unity of human nature and
human destiny can be duly expressed.

It

is only in the king that the final court
of appeal can be found.

The maintenance

of justice is dependant upon the king's

1. Supra,
2. Dunning, Political Theories, pp. 231 ff.

power and will.

The king as the head

is possessed of the absolute power of
the kingdom and as an absolute king he
can maintain justice.

Real liberty can

be found only in monarchy.

The concord

of will that is essential for the peace
and happiness of mankind can only be
insured by the dominance of one will,
that is the will of the monarch.

The

king will safeguard the interests of the
local authorities.

The characteristics

of different people are to be regulated
by different systems of law while the king
will co-ordinate all the various communities
to the ultimate end of peace.

The Indian

attitude of conquest and expansion of the
boundary of the royal territory is again
similar to that of Dante'*', who stated that

1. Dunning, Political Theories, pp. 231 ff.
Monarchy, II, ch. ix and x, p. 51 ff*

struggle is essential for existence;
combat, whether by force of mind or
force of body, brings justice.

Victory

that is achieved in battle is acquired
by right.

Thus both in the Indian and

Italian political philosophy absolute
monarchy and the monarch's right to rule
over the world were approved.
Though writers on Indian polity have
often tried to find parallels between the
thought of Hindu India and that of classical
philosophers such as Plato and Aristotle,
and while the resemblance between the
Arthasastra and Machiavelli's Prince has
perhaps been overstressed, we feel that the
general attitude to politics of the writers
of our period is perhaps closer to that of
Dante than to that of any earlier or later
Western political theorist.

Perhaps it is

possible to account for this by general

similarities of political conditions.
Both Mediaeval Italy and Mediaeval India
were parcelled out into many small
territories, which were constantly at
war with one another.

In both Italy and

India there were recollections of a great
empire which had existed in earlier days,
and had bestowed peace and security on
its citizens, in Italy the memory of Rome,
in India of the Guptas, remembered in the
legends of Vikramaditya.

Both in Italy

and India religion claimed the greater
share of the loyalty of the people (though
in IndidL religion was not organised under
a single h e ad), and in both lands the
king's function was thought to be sub
ordinated to religious purposes, and the
king, for all his divine appointment, to
be in reality humbler in the scale of
values than the priest (though probably
the stronger Popes and great religious

dignitaries of the Mediaeval West had
more political power simply by virtue
of their offices than any Indian brahmapa).
Both Europe and India had a system of
government involving delegation of power
by the king to subordinate kings and
chiefs - the system called feudal in
Europe, and which may loosely be called
feudal in India.
Dante, and Machiavelli after him,
advocated a strong conquering monarch
who would 'please the people', and at the
same time bring most of Italy under a
single government.

Here they fundamentally

agree with the Indian Political theorists.
And as in Italy so in India, such a monarch
did not appear, and many centuries were
to pass before either land was again unified.
Italy became a prey to invading armies from
Germany, France and Spain; India was overrun
by the Muslim Turks.
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During the days of the declining
glory of India, though its rulers often
tried to maintain the policies laid down
in the literature on the subject, they
were far removed from the people and
failed to meet the needs of the time and
understand their own weaknesses.
Consequently, when the waves of the Muslim
invasion arrived they could not face them, and
were forced to accept foreign domination.
The Muslims had not only the
superior military strength but better
political ideologies as well.

The divine

origin and the divinity of the Hindu kings
established the superiority of one over
many.

It localised the office of kingship

in certain families, and the people had no
say in the appointment of their ruler.
Kingship was hereditary, and the throne
was usually occupied according to the law

of primogeniture.

There is a good deal

of difference between this and the
Muslim concept of sovereignty.

According

to orthodox Sunnl^ theory sovereignty
lay in the Muslim brotherhood under God,
and this might confer sovereignty on any
bona fide Muslim.

There is no doubt that

Muslims ceased to elect their ruler in
the course of time, and the new caliph
was usually nominated by the retiring
caliph.

But this nomination of the new

caliph was to be approved by the leading
court officials and the other important
men in the state, who were responsible
for his election, and the elective theory

2

had not lost its importance entirely.
Thus the fact that the approval of the
court officials was required before a ruler

1. Some Aspects of Muslim Administration, p. 2.
2. Ibid.

could come to the throne marks a
certain popular character in Muslim
sovereignty which was lacking in Hindu
kingship.
Another important feature of
Muslim sovereignty was equality before
law.

The caliph stood on the same

footing as his humble subjects.

It has

been observed by Gibb and Bowen^ that
"a caliph guilty of immorality or grave
heresy thereby violated the 'contract'
which he was held to have made with the
electors and became deserving of deposition".
This doctrine was maintained because the
interpretation of the Islamic law was
vested in the body of the4Ulema or
students of the spiritual legacy of Muhammad.
We are told that many of the Abbasid Caliphs
of Iraq tried to gain authority over the
law, but the Ulema were successful in

1. Islamic Society and the West, p. 28.
2. Ibid, p. 26.
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maintaining their prerogatives.

On the

other hand the case was different with
the Hindus.

Hindus had formulated an

unequal law and placed the king at the
head of justice, as we have considered
earlier.^

Hindu kings,being the founts

of justice, often tended to look after
their own interests first and only then
tried to maintain justice in the kingdom,
CcyrudLro.

as we have seen in the case of Yaoaokftra^
and other kings.

This must have removed

the Hindu kings far from their people,
and helped to lead to the downfall of the
Hindu sovereignty.
We have considered earlier that many
of the Hindu kings failed to perform their
duties, but they continued to rule in
pomp and glory because they had none to

1. Supra, p
2. Supra, prf.

stop their autocratic rule.
like Sukra

Theoreticians

stated that the rule of even

a vicious king should be tolerated.
Narada

2 stated that the people like a

wife should respect and obey the command
of even a worthless king.

Thus instead

of overthrowing a bad king the people
were taught to tolerate his tyrannical
rule.

On the other hand the caliph did

not enjoy his prestige and power by any
inherent rights of his own,

The source

of his political power was in the Muslim
community.

It is true that the Muslim

law enjoins

the Muslim to obey the

Caliph almost implicitly, but the obedience
is not entirely unqualified.

In cases

of disregard of the Islamic law and/or
failure to discharge his responsibility
he ran the risk of forfeiting all claims

1. Supra, p. 1^5
2. Ibid, f.

to obedience.

The approval of the court

officials at the time of the enthronement
of the caliph offered a loop-hole for
avoiding an undesirable caliph and kept
alive the ultimate sovereignty of the
Muslim people.

Though there are not many

examples of actual rebellion yet the
ultimate sovereignty of the people would
have hung like the sword of Damocles over
the caliph's head and restrained him to
some extent.^
Moreover one of the most important
factors leading to the Muslim success in
India was the indivisibility of Muslim
sovereignty.

According to Muslim doctrine

the caliph was the supreme authority of the
kingdom.

Nobody on earth could share his

sovereign rights.

The majority of the

orthodox jurists recognised only one caliph.

1. Some Aspects of Muslim Administration,
pp. 5 ff•
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There could not be two caliphs at one
and the same time.

No doubt provision

was made for two caliphs, but only when
a wide sea separated, two countries.1
Even though from the time of the middle
of the tenth century A.D. de facto power
was exercised by independent governors,
jurists like Al-Mavadl, who were in the
service of sultans, insisted that lesser
rulers held their power by delegation
from the one legitimate Abbasid Caliph.
But the case was totally different with
the Hindus.

The whole country was divided

into the several petty principalities
which we have enumerated in our introduction.
These Hindu chiefs were completely independent
and lacked any sense of solidarity.

Thus

they weakened the defence of the country
and encouraged the Muslims to invade India.

1. Some Aspects of Muslim Administration, p. 6.

These are a few possible reasons
that may have established the superior
ity of the Muslims over the Hindus.ifie
Muslims fought with vigour for their
sovereign and died with a zeal to
establish their ideology.

On the other

hand the Hindus, proud of their power
but torn by mutual enmity and corruption,
failed to resist the invasion and gave
way to Islam in India.
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